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T
he evolution towards a service-based economy represents today more than 70%

of the GDP in developed countries. This evolution is expected to continue and to

influence our lifestyle in the coming decades but the full potential of the service-

based economy can only be grasped if it builds on new technologies for the design,

development and operation of new services and service platforms.

This trend towards a service-based economy is a challenge to everybody and a new

opportunity for Europe to position itself at the centre of innovation in this global race.

European research and industry should play a key role in the establishment of the future

IT service platforms, notably by influencing global standards, and contribute to the devel-

opment of the capabilities required for Europe to design and deploy innovative services

in order to remain competitive in our new globalised and knowledge-based world.

Over the past years, Service-Oriented Architectures have become a paradigm among

enterprises for enabling more efficient and flexible business processes and addressing

some of the technological challenges posed by the service-based economy. Using

loosely coupled services, they allow discovering, orchestrating and composing capabil-

ities that are needed by end-users, business processes or other services. Service-Oriented

Architectures can help businesses to react more quickly and cost-effectively to changing

market conditions.

In parallel with these developments, research on Grid Technologies has evolved from its

initial focus on complex eScience applications towards general-purpose service infra-

structures that can also be used by business and industry. The emphasis is now on the

dynamic provision of resources in an easy and transparent manner to allow translating

business or user requirements to infrastructure capabilities. The focus is also on the con-

vergence with the service paradigm so that the infrastructure can be managed according

to more flexible and dynamic business practices.

This convergence has extended the scope of research on Service-Oriented Architectures

to address the implementation of these services in the available Grid infrastructure. The

aim is that it becomes a utility allowing the dynamic allocation and assembly of resources

as required by the applications, thus supporting business agility and flexibility at the infra-

structure level.

A number of research and technical challenges still need to be addressed before this

vision becomes reality. To mention just a few, security and privacy are essential factors

for take up, but also performance and quality of service, easy manageability and low

deployment costs, particularly in the case of large scale systems. Key challenges are also

of a business nature: precise accounting across all layers, enforcement and tracking of

policies down to the infrastructure level, business model identification, or supporting

business agility and more efficient business processes.

The IST research programme of the European Commission has strongly contributed to

these developments. During the 6th Framework Programme, the activities related to

software and services have catalysed European research on service architectures and

related technologies, while the activities on Grid technologies have prepared the transi-

tion towards service infrastructures. 

In parallel to these activities, the Networked European Services and Software Initiative

(NESSI) has brought together key European industrial players in the area to address the

major changes that are driving the IT services marketplace. NESSI is developing a

strategic research agenda for the software and services area, is addressing the technolog-

ical, business and policy challenges, and is securing industrial leadership in these devel-

opments and their take up.

This provides a good starting point for Europe to continue at the forefront of these devel-

opments while being ready to grasp their business and commercial benefits. In the 7th

Framework Programme that has just started, Service-Oriented Architectures is one of the

pillars of our R&D activities and will provide new opportunities to make the Software

and Services vision a reality.

See also: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/ssai/home_en.html

3

Keynote

Jesús Villasante, 
European Commission,
DG Information Society and Media,
Head of Software & Service 
Architectures and Infrastructures Unit.
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FFiirrsstt  EERRCCIIMM  WWoorrkksshhoopp  
oonn  eeMMoobbiilliittyy
by Torsten Braun

The first ERCIM Workshop on eMobility has been held at
University of Coimbra, Portugal on 21 May 2007 prior to
the International Conference on Wired/Wireless
Communications. More than 20 participants attended
this workshop for which twelve presentations have been
selected by the international program committee out of
21 submissions.

After the official opening by the chair of the ERCIM

eMobility Working Groug Torsten Braun, Prof. Luis M. Cor-

reia from Technical University of Lisbon gave a keynote talk

on "eMobility: present and future challenges". Prof. Correia

is a steering committee member of the eMobility Technology

Platform (ETP) and chairs the working group on applica-

tions. In his very interesting talk, he presented the activities,

vision and goals of the ETP. This triggered intensive discus-

sions about the possible future cooperation among ETP and

eMobility WG.

Three technical sessions complemented the programme. The

first session chaired by Giovanni Giambene (University of

Siena) on "Traffic Engineering and Mobility Management"

discussed the issues of adaptivity and mobility in future

mobile networks. It has been discussed how Orthogonal Fre-

quency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation in 4G

networks can be made adaptive to optimize performance and

minimize bit errors. Another presentation showed an adap-

tive layered video encoding mechanism over wireless net-

works using a fuzzy-logic based control algorithm. A further

important issue are the effects of mobility on network per-

formance. The number of handovers can be important for

system performance parameters such as call blocking proba-

bility. The last talk of this session identified severe problems

of handover latencies in Mobile IP networks by analysis of

protocols in real test-beds. Significant research efforts seem

to be required in the future in order to solve these problems.

MMUUSSCCLLEE  aatt  CCeeBBIITT
The MUSCLE Network of Excellence (Multimedia
Understanding through Semantics, Computation and
Learning), coordinated by INRIA and ERCIM, presented
its activities and showcases on a booth at CeBIT, the
largest IT fair worldwide, from 15-21 March 2007 in
Hannover, Germany. As part of its dissemination
activities, various partners of the network presented
their multimedia expertise through interactive
demonstrations.

Live demos allowed visitors to try out and experiment with

'Maps of Music' exploring musical landscapes and listening

to selected music using the PlaySOM application and the

'PocketSOMPlayer' developed at Technical University

Vienna. By applying self-organising maps (SOM) - a  sub-

type of artificial neural networks - to automatically analyzed

audio content (frequency spectra), researchers have created

an innovative way to organize music by sound similarity.

After categorization, the content of an audio collection is

displayed on the screen of a laptop or mobile device as a

topographic map where colour represents the density of a

particular genre in the collection. The user can then select a

playlist reflecting his or her mood by drawing a path through

this audio landscape.

A research group at the EC3 - E-Commerce Competence

Center, Vienna, Austria, demonstrated 'The Media Square', a

SOM-based 3D Virtual World allowing users from all over

the world listening to music together as well as attending

meetings in a virtual world. 

INRIA presented a video-clip copy detection software that

identifies copied parts in a video even if it was remastered.

This is a useful tool to control the copyrights of digital con-

tents on the web and on TV, and also a powerful tool to ana-

lyze and explore these data. A crucial difficulty is the funda-

mental difference between a copy and the notion of similar

image encountered in Content-Based Retrieval: a copy is not

an identical or a near replicated video sequence but rather a

transformed video sequence. These photometric or geomet-

ric transformations (gamma and contrast transformations,

overlay, shift, etc) can greatly modify the signal, and there-

fore a copy can in fact be visually less similar than other

kinds of videos that might be considered similar. 

MUSCLE aims at establishing and fostering closer collabo-

ration between research groups in multimedia data mining

and machine learning. The goal is to explore the full poten-

tial of statistical learning and cross-modal interaction for the

(semi)-automatic generation of robust meta-data with high

semantic value for multimedia documents.

Link:

http://www.muscle-noe.org/ 

Please contact:

Patricia Ho-Hune, MUSCLE project manager

ERCIM office

E-mail: patricia.ho-hune@ercim.org

MUSCLE booth at CeBit. 
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EERRCCIIMM  WWoorrkkiinngg  GGrroouupp
''DDeeppeennddaabbllee  EEmmbbeeddddeedd
SSyysstteemmss''::  FFoorrtthhccoommiinngg
AAccttiivviittiieess  aanndd  WWoorrkksshhooppss
This year, the ERCIM Working Group ‘Dependable
Embedded Systems' (DES-WG) will (co)organize several
workshops together with the European Integrated
Project DECOS (Dependable Embedded Components
and Systems). 

DES-WG is a partner of the DECOS project, and is charged

with the task of disseminating the project results. In return,

DECOS sponsors the DES-WG workshops. DES-WG has a

presence at the following events:

• Open Forum on Time-Triggered Technologies; Toulouse,

24-25 April 2007

• ARTEMIS Annual Conference; Berlin, 4 June 2007

• ARTEMIS Standardization Working Group Meeting;

Brussels, 25 May 2007

• INDIN07 - Industrial Informatics; Vienna, 23-26 July

2007 (with a special session on dependable embedded

systems – see http://www.indin2007.org)

• Euromicro 2007; Lübeck, 27-31 August 2007 (with an

ERCIM/DECOS workshop (http://www.euromicro.org)

• SAFECOMP 2007; Nuremberg, 18-21 September 2007

(with a DECOS/ERCIM workshop – see call for papers on

page 69).

The papers of INDIN07 will be published as IEEE proceed-

ings, while the other workshop papers will also be reviewed

and will be published as ERCIM proceedings. The work-

shops cover major issues of embedded systems technology,

and both posters and oral presentations are given. The areas

covered include basic technology, overviews, research chal-

lenges, application areas, and education and training. They

are excellent opportunities to advertise both ERCIM and the

DECOS project.

Links: 

http://its.arcs.ac.at/ercim/

http://www.decos.at/ 

Please contact: 

Erwin Schoitsch, ERCIM DES-WG coordinator

Austrian Research Centers - ARC / AARIT

E-mail: erwin.schoitsch@arcs.ac.at

Another hot research topic has been discussed in the first

afternoon session on "Wireless (Sensor) Networks" chaired

by Geert Heijenk (University of Twente). Energy-efficiency

is a key problem in sensor networks and approaches for

communication protocol design mostly rely on cross-layer

concepts, where various protocol layers such as routing and

medium access control are integrated with each other. Posi-

tions of tracked objects and events should be determined as

accurate as possible. Several positioning technologies exist.

One talk proposed to combine these in order to increase

accuracy. Another important issue is security in wireless sen-

sor networks. A variety of security mechanisms exist, but

many of them are too complex to be implemented on avail-

able sensor node resources. A compiler has been proposed to

select and configure appropriate security mechanisms and

protocols dependent on application requirements and sensor

node node constraints.

The final session discussed various issues in "Pervasive

Computing and Mobile Applications" chaired by Saverio

Mascolo (Poltecnico di Bari). Many context-sensitive appli-

cations and services are currently being developed. Context

information, eg location or sensor information need to be

exchanged. This can be done in different ways, eg by intelli-

gent flooding, shared tuple spaces, or mobile agents. The

fourth talk addressed the issue of authentication in a mobile

service environment using available technologies from GSM.

The first workshop of the ERCIM WG on eMobility has

been a big success in particular when considering the quality

of the presentations. This could only be achieved due to the

excellent work of authors and reviewers. The hosts at Uni-

versity of Coimbra not only provided excellent meeting

facilities, but also organized to published printed workshop

proceedings (ISBN: 978-972-95988-9-0). 

Link:

http://emobility.unibe.ch/ 

Please contact:

Torsten Braun

ERCIM eMobility Working Group coordinator

Berne University / SARIT, Switzerland

E-mail: braun@iam.unibe.ch

Keynot speaker Luis M. Correia together with Edmundo Monteiro,
Universtiy Comibra, the local organizer of the workshop.

ERCIM/DECOS booth



EERRCCIIMM  IIMM22IIMM  WWoorrkkiinngg
GGrroouupp  AAnnnnuuaall  MMeeeettiinngg
by Marc Thiriet

The ERCIM Working Group 'IT and Mathematics applied
to Interventional Medicine' (IM2IM) held its annual
meeting in Lausanne, Switzerland on 14-15 May. The
meeting was held during the ERCIM spring meetings
and the SARIT'07 symposium on the topic 'Computing
for Health' which focused on the Virtual Physiological
Human.

The working group (WG) meeting had two sessions: the first

on Monday 14 May with presentations from the WG mem-

bers, and the second dedicated to discussions on possible

proposals under the 7th Framework Programme. 

The first talk of the presentation session was given by Muriel

Boulakia from the INRIA REO (numerical simulation of

biological flows) team (in collaboration with M Fernandez,

JF Gerbeau and N Zemzemi), who presented results from the

CardioSense3D project. This involves modelling of heart

activity, including electromechanical cou-

pling, myocardium perfusion and tissue

remodelling, as well as estimation of

patient-specific parameters from observa-

tions, simulations of pathologies and mod-

elling of the effects of therapy. A particular

emphasis is given to heart electrophysiol-

ogy and numerical simulations of ECG sig-

nals from the usual twelve leads.

Carlo D'Angelo, of the Institute of Analysis

and Scientific Computing from EPFL, pre-

sented the second talk, and spoke about 1D-

3D modelling of tissue perfusion. Since tis-

sue is perfused by vessels of varying size,

perfusion modelling is based on multiscale

approaches. Blood flow and mass transport

can be described by 1D models in complex

networks, but in some cases, 3D models

may be necessary. The variational formula-

tion is used for the 1D problem, allowing

boundary conditions to be used only at the

ends of the explored vasculature. The capil-

lary matrix is modelled by a 3D homoge-

neous porous medium. The coupling has been developed

between the 1D model of the arterial tree, and the 3D homo-

geneous porous medium that represents the capillary com-

partment in which the arterial tree is embedded. The pressure

distribution, as well as molecule transport through the blood

vessels belonging to both the 1D model and capillary bed of

the 3D domain, can be computed within the tissue, as can its

evolution during the cardiac cycle. Two examples were pro-

vided: the retina and the head tissues near the Willis cycle.

Simone Deparis, from the Department of Applied Mathe-

matics at EPFL, in association with Alessandro Veneziani

from Politecnico di Milano, spoke on multiscale (0D-1D-

3D) modelling of blood flow. The boundary conditions are

determined by imposing either the pressure or the flow con-

ditions, with the latter being achieved by a Lagrange multi-

plier technique. An aneurysm of the internal carotid artery

was used to illustrate this work. The pressure distribution in

the exit cross-section was not significantly different between

the test with stress-free conditions, and the reduced model

downstream from the 3D domain coupled to it. However,

good estimates of parameters of the lumped parameter

model are still lacking.

Erik Burman, from the Institute of Analysis and Scientific

Computing at EPFL, in collaboration with M Fernandez,

INRIA REO team) gave a talk on stabilized explicit coupling

for fluid-structure interaction using Nitsche matching condi-

tions for the variational formulation. Bilinear forms are

introduced both for the fluid and the solid dynamics, and a

finite element formulation is developed using the Nitsche

matching condition. The incompressibility at the interface is

relaxed to allow for the mismatch introduction in the cou-

pling. Stabilization for explicit methods can then be

obtained.

Finally, Luc Soler from IRCAD spoke on computed assisted

surgery starting from fully automatic 3D reconstruction.

Augmented reality is then developed using the same tech-

nique. Current simulators mostly use artificial organs. More-

over, deformation of organs must be more accurately mod-

elled. Preoperative augmented reality uses the preoperative

registration, but does not take into account breathing and

associated organ motions. Prediction according to the skin

position is necessary, and the aim is to develop more realis-

tic simulations. Besides, ultrasound elastography (fiberscan)

allows the distribution of the elastic modulus to be meas-

ured. Liver fibrosis must be detected using such a technique.

Please contact:

Marc Thiriet, IM2IM WG coordinator

INRIA, France

E-mail: marc.thiriet@inria.fr
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Electrical activity of the heart coupled to the torso: first standard lead of an electrocardio-
gram. A simulation realised by the INRIA REO team. 
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CCaallllss  ffoorr  PPaarrttiicciippaattiioonn  
iinn  WW33CC  WWoorrkksshhooppss
The goal of a W3C workshop is to convene experts and other

interested parties for an exchange of ideas about a technology

or policy. These are high profile events with topics related to

innovative and visionary Web usage and development.

Next Steps for XML Signature and XML Encryption
Mountain View, California, USA, 25-26 September 2007 
The XML Signature and XML Encryption specifications

have seen broad deployment, and form the basis for a num-

ber of security related specifications in the Web and Web Ser-

vices worlds. This workshop will serve as a means to discuss

experience and issues with the XML Security suite of speci-

fications and to identify gaps and emerging issues that might

feed future work. Position Papers are due 14 August 2007.

http://www.w3.org/2007/xmlsec/ws/cfp 

W3C/OpenAjax Alliance Workshop on Mobile Ajax
San Francisco Bay Area, USA, 28 September 2007
Position papers are due 15 August for the Workshop on

Mobile Ajax co-sponsored by W3C and the OpenAjax

Alliance. Attendees will explore use cases for mobile Ajax to

help shape its use in mobile Web browsers. Topics might

include user experience, application development, support in

today's devices and browsers, and whether needs exist for

standardization and best practices.

http://www.w3.org/2007/06/mobile-ajax/

W3C Workshop on RDF Access to Relational Databases
Boston, MA, USA, 25-26 October 2007 
Systems for exporting relational data to RDF have existed

since the beginning of the Semantic Web. Recently, the

semantic Web developers have focused on SPARQL query-

rewriters and interpreters to access relational data directly.

Both of these approaches share an expression of relational

data in RDF. This workshop will draw members of these-

mantic Web and relational database communities together to

examine commonalities, distinctions and next steps for

expressing relational data in RDF. 

http://www.w3.org/2007/03/RdfRDB/cfp 

WW33CC  WWoorrkksshhoopp  RReeppoorrttss
A typical W3C workshop's output is the publication of a

report which indicates what are the recommended sugges-

tions for the development of future Web technologies. Orga-

nizations interested in these published conclusions should

get involved in further work by participating in W3C work-

ing groups.

"Web of Services for Enterprise Computing" Workshop 
The participants recommended, among other things, that

W3C should ensure the stability of the Core platform of Web

Services by maintaining its Web Services specifications

through a Web Services Core Working Group; facilitate the

common accessibility of resources by both Web and Web

Service mechanisms; help users/vertical industries to specify

needs, use cases, best practices guidelines, and architectural

patterns for service-oriented architectures.

http://www.w3.org/2007/04/wsec_report 

HTML Mail Workshop 
The participants emphasized that the state of HTML imple-

mentation in mail user agents lags far behind that of Web

browsers, even if the same technology is used for both.

HTML email is also subject to additional restrictions caused

by security, anti-spam, and anti-phishing initiatives which

can negatively impact legitimate HTML email uses. 

http://www.w3.org/2007/05/html-mail/ 

SSeemmaannttiicc WWeebb  CCaassee SSttuuddiieess
aanndd  UUssee  CCaasseess  PPuubblliisshheedd
The Semantic Web Education and Outreach (SWEO) Interest

Group is pleased to announce the first set of Case Studies and

Use Cases giving some examples of how the Semantic Web

of machine readable data is used today. Applications are pre-

sented in areas ranging from automotive to health care, and

from B2B systems to geographical information systems.

Case studies include descriptions of systems that have been

deployed within an organization, and are now being used

within a production environment. Use cases include exam-

ples where an organization has built a prototype system, but

it is not currently being used by business functions. As the list

is continuously updated, an RSS feed is available to track

new additions.

http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/sweo/public/UseCases/ 

LLaatteesstt  WW33CC  
RReeccoommmmeennddaattiioonnss
• Web Services Description Language (WSDL) Version 2.0

Part 1: Core Language

26 June 2007, Jean-Jacques Moreau, Arthur Ryman,

Roberto Chinnici, Sanjiva Weerawarana

• Web Services Description Language (WSDL) Version 2.0

Part 2: Adjuncts

26 June 2007, Sanjiva Weerawarana, David Orchard,

Hugo Haas, Roberto Chinnici, Amelia A. Lewis, Jean-

Jacques Moreau

• Web Services Description Language (WSDL) Version 2.0

Part 0: Primer

26 June 2007, Canyang Kevin Liu, David Booth 

• Voice Extensible Markup Language (VoiceXML) 2.1

19 June 2007, Daniel C. Burnett, Emily Candell, Jerry

Carter, RJ Auburn, Scott McGlashan, Paolo Baggia, Alex

Lee, Brad Porter, Matt Oshry, Ken Rehor, Michael Bodell,

David Burke

• Semantic Interpretation for Speech Recognition (SISR)

Version 1.0

5 April 2007, Luc Van Tichelen, David Burke

• Internationalization Tag Set (ITS) Version 1.0

3 April 2007, Christian Lieske, Felix Sasaki  

http://www.w3.org/TR/



PPhhoottoonniiccss  --  AA  HHiigghhlliigghhtt  
iinn  tthhee  77tthh  FFrraammeewwoorrkk  
PPrrooggrraammmmee
Photonics is one of the most promising and exciting
fields currently being developed. Photonics is to light
what electronics is to electricity. Or as the eminent
French Scientist Pierre Aigrain described it: "Photonics
is the science of the harnessing of light. Photonics
encompasses the generation of light, the detection of
light, the management of light through guidance,
manipulation, and amplification, and, most importantly,
its utilisation for the benefit of mankind."

The subject was born with the invention of the laser in 1960,

which together with the development of optical fibres for

communications has led to high capacity telecommunica-

tions and is the actual backbone of the internet. Photonics

holds a huge potential – not only for new and even better

forms of communications and entertainment but also in

many other applications, including manufacturing, medi-

cine, displays, and a whole range of sensors for chemicals,

biological materials and in the environment. Ultimately,

photonics even promises to completely replace microelec-

tronics as the technology that computers use to 'think', lead-

ing to a huge increase in performance.

Today, some 200,000 people are employed directly in the

photonics industry in Europe, and two million other jobs

depend on it. The global market for products enabled by

photonics is already €150bn per annum and increasing. In

Germany alone, there are some 1,000 optics and photonics

SMEs employing 36,000 people – a figure expected to grow

by more than 40% by the year 2010. But a crucial point is

that apart from its economics, photonics is also a vital strate-

gic technology, in which Europe must maintain its expertise

and know-how so as to avoid being left behind in a very

quickly changing market. It's not enough to be in the photon-

ics race – you've got to be the best.

To better address these challenges, and particularly to help

develop a common European approach to photonics research

The European Scene
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Dr. Rosalie Zobel, Director, DG Information Society and Media.

and development, Europe's photonics community founded

the Photonics21 technology platform in December 2005. 

With some 700 members in 35 countries (and counting), this

industry-led initiative has mobilised the European photonics

research actors into a real community, addressing issues of

common interest and developing a joint vision. Its first

Strategic Research Agenda, delivered in April 2006, was a

major input to the development and review of future EU

funded research on photonics. 

Recognising its importance and huge potential, photonics

has been given a prominent position in the Information and

Communication Technologies (ICT) part of the EU's 7th

Framework Programme for research (FP7). Some €90m

have been allocated to fund the basic photonics technologies

during 2007-2008 alone, and it is expected that this will

increase over the lifetime of the programme. This is in addi-

tion to the significant research programmes going on in

many European countries such as Germany, which is allocat-

ing some €100m to research on Organic Light Emitting

Diodes (OLED), or the UK's Technology Programme, which

allocated over £55m to photonics related R&D during 

2004-2006.

As well as increasing the level of funding, there was a clear

need to establish a core team within the Commission dedi-

cated to photonics in FP7. This was not only because of the

recognised growing technological and economic importance

of the domain and the increased amount of resources, both

human and in terms of funding devoted to it, but also in

response to the need for a single contact point for the pho-

tonics industry and research community. The new Photonics

unit will also provide a link to related areas of the Commis-

sion. This includes research on applications using photonics

such as in the automotive, biomedical, communications,

security and displays areas of the ICT programme but also

elsewhere, for example, in the Nanosciences, Nanotechnolo-

gies, Materials and new Production Technologies pro-

gramme, and photonics-related research for SMEs.

The person who the Commission has chosen to head the

Photonics unit is Thierry Van der Pyl. Thierry has an exten-

sive experience in the European Commission. Previously, he

has headed the units for "High Performance Computing",

"Microelectronics", "Trust and Confidence" and more

recently the "Future and Emerging Technologies" unit. 

"We believe we have the components for success: a first-rate

existing knowledge base in the research community; a

world-class industry which is getting organised; increased

national and European research funding; and outstanding co-

operation with industry through the Photonics21 technology

platform. With these, we can help to ensure a strong, suc-

cessful and globally competitive European photonics indus-

try, based on excellent and responsive research, for the ben-

efit and wellbeing of everyone. I am convinced that Photon-

ics will be the technology of the 21st century, and this is an

area where the efforts of the Commission can make a real

difference" Thierry says.

Link:

http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/photonics/home_en.html
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SSeeccoonndd  EEUU--UUSS  WWoorrkksshhoopp  oonn
SSeeccuurree,,  DDeeppeennddaabbllee  aanndd
TTrruusstteedd  IICCTT  IInnffrraassttrruuccttuurreess
by Jim Clarke and Thomas Skordas

The 2nd EU-US research workshop on "Cyber Trust:
System Dependability and Security" was held in Illinois,
USA, in April 2007. This article presents the themes
discussed and the main workshop conclusions.

The second EU-US research workshop on "Cyber Trust:

System Dependability and Security" was held in Illinois,

USA 26-27 April 2007. It was attended by 40 delegates from

the EU and the US, along with a few representatives from

Canada, Australia and Japan. The event was organised and

hosted by the University of Illinois in close co-operation

with the US National Science Foundation (NSF), the US

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the "Security"

unit of the European Commission's Directorate General

Information Society and Media. The workshop aimed to

ensure progressive continuity of the consensus building

achieved at the first workshop on the same subject held in

November 2006 in Dublin, Ireland (see related article in

ERCIM News No 69 of April 2007). The guiding principle

was to identify and develop further those research areas that

require and will benefit from international collaboration,

while examining the structures and mechanisms that could

potentially enable and fund the proposed work.

The workshop was structured around two main technical

themes: (1) "Architectures, Protocols and Environments for

Trust, Security and Dependability (TSD) of future Polymor-

phic Networked ICT Systems"; and (2) "TSD Attributes and

Mechanisms for future Distributed Services and Content,

future Overlay Networks and Applications". A transversal

topic was also introduced across these two technical themes

covering "Test beds, data sets, and models for quantification,

evaluation and validation".

At the workshop, there was a broad agreement that the cur-

rent EU-US cooperation was necessary and should be further

elaborated. The workshop also permitted to draft a joint list

of research topics relevant for international cooperation and

stimulate further discussion on how this could be imple-

mented. The main workshop conclusions are summarised

below:

1.Architectures, Protocols and Environments for TSD 
of future Polymorphic Networked ICT Systems 
The session focussed particularly on the security and

dependability of future large polymorphic, networked,

multi-formed and interdependent ICT systems. Examples

of such systems include: the future internet; the internet of

“things”; GPS/Galileo; future wireless and mobile

systems, RFID and sensor networks (Post IP, Post 3G);

mixed mode environments consisting of diverse compu-

ting, communication and storage capacities; service-cen-

tric, adaptive, heterogeneous and scale-free ambient envi-

ronments; etc. It was stressed that present security mecha-

nisms based on boundaries and firewall protection mecha-

nisms do not scale up to address the security and dependa-

bility of such future complex systems. There is, thus, a

need for joint research in developing autonomic, evolva-

ble and adaptive security mechanisms and policies and

new cognitive techniques and semantic models for mana-

ging the complexity and interdependencies of such

ambient systems and their interaction with users. Security

and cryptographic mechanisms and protocols must also be

scaled down in order to be inserted in small devices

having scarce resources, while at the same time ensuring

privacy protection. 

2.TSD Attributes and Mechanisms 
for future Distributed Services and Content, 
future Overlay Networks and Applications 
The session addressed the security of applications and ser-

vices and the protection of data and software systems; the

security in specific service application areas requiring col-

laboration at global scale like financial, health and critical

information infrastructures; and, the security in dynamic

service coalitions, including the provision of dynamic ser-

vice virtualisation in polymorphic environments and the

trustworthy delivery of atomic or composite services to

end users through a contract that provides them with some

security guarantees. International collaboration is needed

because such service coalitions have elements of dynami-

city and trust and require the establishment of contracts

over unknown and global paths. Such services need to be

trustworthy and accountable while they traverse networks

spanning over different countries and administrative

domains that obey different regulations and policies.

These policies have to be interoperable and dialogue and

negotiate in real time.

3.Test-beds, Data Sets, 
and Models for Quantification (Metrics), 
Evaluation (Techniques) and Validation (Processes) 
The following topics were debated in both the above 

sessions:

Consumer issues: They include the need to build mecha-

nisms that guarantee privacy, traceability, anonymisation

and use of pseudonyms of the legitimate users, while at the

same time, they permit to locate, track and trace malevo-

lent users at individual, group or organization levels. A

new security paradigm needs to be defined that strikes a

reasonable balance between a ‘Big Brother Society’ and a

confidence building, privacy and ethics protecting society.

Establishing society’s confidence in the new digital world

would require creating a palpable security environment

that enables citizens to control the type and level of pro-

tection associated with the digital goods and services they

have access to. It would also require developing trust,

security and dependability technologies that are unobtrusi-

vely and transparently integrated in daily life and not

becoming a source of potential problems and nuisance as

often perceived today. 

Emerging Global Risks: Digital systems evolve, but the

threats and types of attacks also change continuously.

There is, thus, a need to permanently survey and identify

new attacks, to monitor potential network and service vul-

11



SScciieennccee  FFoouunnddaattiioonn  
IIrreellaanndd  ffuunnddeedd  
OOnnlliinnee  DDuubblliinn  CCoommppuutteerr
SScciieennccee  SSuummmmeerr  SScchhooooll  
24 International Research Undergraduate Projects in
Ireland for "Technologies for Aiding Human Memory".

ODCSSS the Online Dublin Computer Science Summer

School is a paid research internship program for under-

graduate students funded in part by the Science Foundation

Ireland under their UREKA program. ODCSSS is a four-

year collaborative internship program between the School

of Computer Science and Informatics at the University

College Dublin and the School of Computing at the Dublin

City University.

The 2007 thematic focus of "Technologies for Aiding

Human Memory" grew out of our experiences with the

program in 2006. The 2006 students suggested the need for

undergraduates to see a social impact from their work, not

just academic results.  In 2006 there were 17 students in the

program, which has grown to 24 students in 2007. This

year we had over 100 applications from around the world.

In 2007 we have students coming from Universities in

Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hong Kong,

India, Ireland, Slovenia, Spain, Thailand and the USA. The

2008 program opens for applications from 2nd and 3rd

year undergraduate students in late 2007. Successful candi-

dates are offered a tax-free scholarship of €300 per week

(for 12 weeks) along with travel support.

The primary goal of this research program is to afford

exceptional undergraduate students the opportunity to par-

ticipate and contribute to exciting yet challenging research

projects and to inspire them to go on to undertake research

careers. Example projects in 2007 include, "Reminding

Short-Term Memory Sufferers to Complete Routine Tasks"

and "Using Multiple Sensors to Determine Posture". Past

projects include "TableTop Tissue Micro Array Visualisa-

tion" and "Forensic speaker identification".
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nerabilities and to look for new emerging risks. Examples

of such risks at the global level include: excessive disclo-

sure of private information, bullying, identity theft and

squatting and predators masquerading.

International Test-beds and Datasets: Ways to intercon-

nect test-beds should be explored, including the connecti-

on of test-beds that were developed as standalone by the

different countries. Such test-beds would permit to share

data sets and carry out validation in a co-ordinated man-

ner, internationally. Cooperation can be established on

various levels: means and results, approaches, infrastruc-

tures, software and data. The problem is how to federate

such test-beds, taking into account cross-testing, mobility

aspects and security policies as users move in and out of

different environments. Additional problems to address

for enabling the sharing and exchange of data and infor-

mation relate to the intellectual property, interoperable

data formats in repositories, the “diluted glory” factor, the

confidentiality or the reproducibility of experiments. Two

specific examples of future test-beds discussed were a

test-bed on international application and software services

that could be built on top of GENI with a number of appli-

cation-level experiments and a test-bed for wireless or

sensor networks.

Mechanisms for International Collaboration: Participants

also discussed mechanisms that EU and US funding agen-

cies could make available to assist the continued interna-

tional collaboration. These included the establishment of a

co-ordination type project that could act as catalyst to faci-

litate, drive and set up future activities in a systematic

fashion. Ideas for additional international projects inclu-

ded dynamic service coalitions, privacy, and legal consi-

derations for global cyber-security involving all relevant

stakeholders (technologists from academia and industry,

policy makers, legal, consumers). A number of realistic

cooperation mechanisms based upon existing programmes

in each country were also presented by representatives of

the European Commission, NSF and DHS. The Japan Sci-

ence and Technology Agency and Australian NICTA have

indicated a willingness to run a parallel programme that

could work alongside the EU and US efforts. 

Links:

2nd EU-US Workshop on Cyber Trust (all presentations

and position papers): 

http://www.iti.uiuc.edu/EU-US/

Workshop report: 

http://www.securitytaskforce.eu

1st EU-US workshop report on Cyber Trust:

http://www.securitytaskforce.org/images/stories/

eu_us_cyber_summit_report.pdf

Please contact:

Jim Clarke, Waterford Institute of Technology

E-mail: jclarke@tssg.org

Thomas Skordas, European Commission

E-mail: Thomas.Skordas@ec.europa.eu 

ODCSSS 
student with
TableTop Tissue
Micro Array 
Visualisation.
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space, like Elevator2010, NASA Beam Power and Tether

Challenge, Mars Barn, Regolith Excavation Challenge, pub-

licly open ESA projects, etc. 

The flagship project of EuroSpaceward is focused on the

Space Elevator; a concept for inexpensive and safe travel

from Earth to space that only recently has been considered

viable. By utilizing state-of-the-art technology, a ribbon can

be strung between an anchor on Earth and a satellite beyond

geosynchronous orbit. This ribbon will be ascended by

mechanical climbers thereby providing ready access to space

without using any rockets. Currently in the engineering

stages this concept has attracted considerable interest interna-

tionally and has been the focus of international conferences

and engineering competitions in the United States to promote

development of the required technologies. With the assis-

tance of EuroSpaceward researchers and engineers in Europe

are now beginning to take active roles in this endeavour.

Having been awarded with a grant by the Fond National de

la Recherche of Luxembourg, EuroSpaceward is now in the

position to organize the first European Space Elevator

climber design workshop in cooperation with the University

of Luxembourg and the Institute Gabriel Lippmann as well

as with the Centre Spatial de Liège, the University of Liège

and the Université Catholique de Louvain. The workshop is

planned to last 3 days and will bring together high level

researchers and engineers on Space Elevator Systems along

with private industry to examine and develop designs for

climbing systems and elevator tethers that can excel at

NASA’s Beam Power and Tether Challenge and move the

technology development forward. The participants and ses-

sion leaders are the world leaders in this work and the work-

shop should result in a strong advancement in climber and

tether design.

Link:

http://www.eurospaceward.org

Please contact: 

Markus Klettner, EuroSpaceward Association

E-mail: Markus.Klettner@alumnimail.isunet.edu
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EEuurrooSSppaacceewwaarrdd  ––  
PPrreesseerrvviinngg  aanndd  IImmpprroovviinngg
LLiiffee  oonn  EEaarrtthh  
bbyy  GGooiinngg  iinnttoo  SSppaaccee
by Markus Klettner, Benoît Michel and Bradley Edwards

EuroSpaceward is a brand new European Association
created by scientists believing in space exploration and
settlement as a way to preserve the human civilization.

It does not require an extraordinary clairvoyant ability, in

order to understand that our modern civilization can only

survive and prosper on a long-term basis, if it succeeds to

lastingly solve its inherent burning problems, like the

irreparable destruction of natural habitats, the depletion of

valuable raw materials of mother Earth, the ever increasing

need for energy, or the potential devastating climatic

changes induced by a polluting world economy.

This is where the European Spaceward Association (short:

EuroSpaceward), a non-profit organization established in

Luxembourg in March 2007 and a liaison-partner of the

Spaceward Foundation in the United States, intends to make

its contributions.

The non-profit association’s main purpose is the promotion

and dissemination of activities at European universities and

European schools, in the public and in economy that are aim-

ing at sensitizing to the need for the sustainable industrial-

ization and settlement of space to preserve the planet Earth

as well as the safeguarding of its biosphere and diversity of

its species including the continuous improvement of the

quality and safety of human life. 

EuroSpaceward also engages in the introduction and coach-

ing of development teams at European universities, technical

and scientific centres aiming at the participation in the pub-

licly accessible space programs that support the overall mis-

sion of facilitating the industrialization and the settlement of

The space elevator concept - climbers ascend a ribbon strung bet-
ween an anchor on Earth and a counterweight in space. 

While focusing on world-class research, this internship pro-

vides the participants with exposure to a distributed, cooper-

ative and collaborative research environment facilitated and

supported by exchanges of the entire summer school cohort.

Along with research seminars, research training, industrial

lab visits, industrial research events, social events and

research management seminars including intellectual prop-

erty, patenting and commercialization. 

Link: 

http://www.odcsss.ie

Please contact: 

Aaron Quigley, University College Dublin / IUA

Tel: +353 1 716 5357

E-mail: aquigley@ucd.ie

by courtesy of Spaeceward foundation



Grid services and Web services are currently the most common

forms of service for implementing service-oriented computing.

Grid services provide the foundation for the distributed execu-

tion of long-running scientific computations over very large

data sets using a standardized and stateful service interface. Web

services provide the basis for the development and execution of

business processes that are distributed over the network and

available via standard interfaces and protocols. Technically,

these two types of service have converged to a large extent in

recent years, but the difference in application focus leads to a

variety of complementing research questions. 

The state of the art in service-oriented computing is character-

ized by the very early adoption of many forms of technology by

the IT industry. In particular, in the area of Web services, large

IT vendors are leading and driving many research activities. At

the same time, many customers have begun to use Web services.

However, it is a challenging task for many corporate IT organi-

zations to migrate an enterprise towards a service-oriented

architecture.  Adopting service-oriented computing (or a serv-

ice-oriented architecture as it is often called in the enterprise

computing space) is a difficult endeavour given the fact that

much of the required technology is at an early stage of maturity.

Problems can be located in the usability of today’s software

tools for developing service-oriented applications, the incom-

pleteness of the so-called Web services stack with its many stan-

dards, and the need to further mature many of those standards.

Key standards are the Web Services Description Language

(WSDL), the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL),

and the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).  In addition,

many WS-* standards (for example, WS-Addressing, WS-Pol-

icy, WS-Reliability, WS-Security) are addressing non-func-
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Introduction to the Special Theme

Service-
Oriented 
Computing

by Jana Koehler and Gustavo Alonso 

Service-oriented computing is an emerging cross-disciplina-
ry paradigm for distributed computing, which is changing
the way software applications are designed, delivered and
consumed. At the heart of service-oriented computing are
services that provide autonomous, platform-independent,
computational elements that can be described, published,
discovered, orchestrated and programmed using standard
protocols to build networks of collaborating applications
distributed within and across organizational boundaries. 
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tional aspects of Web services. Semantic Web standards such as

RDF and OWL have been adopted by the first commercial tools

and used to extend Web services with annotations that describe

more precisely what functionality a service provides.

Besides this, numerous problems relating to user-friendliness

and the maintenance of the implemented IT solution artefacts

must be overcome.  For example, the problem of ensuring the

correctness and completeness of business process solutions

using service-oriented computing principles has been only par-

tially solved. Similarly, it is very difficult to quantitatively

define what constitutes a good service-oriented architecture and

how to determine the right granularity of the designed services

in order to facilitate reuse. This is what service-oriented com-

puting is about – the next evolution in the reuse of software

combined with principles of loose coupling and distributed

computations. Yet initial experience indicates that even Web

services may not be as loosely coupled as originally expected,

and there is a strong trend towards Representational State Trans-

fer (REST) and REST-oriented development with very thin

intermediate layers (in addition to WSDL/SOAP).

In Grid computing, services and service-oriented computing

plays a big role, and to a certain extent it was in Grid comput-

ing that some of the early ideas about service-oriented architec-

tures were first explored. This early adopter strategy led to

diverging and independent specifications for Web services in

the enterprise and in Grid computing. This phase is now over

and the convergence between both views of services and the

related infrastructure is almost complete. 

However, Grid computing poses different challenges and

requirements than do enterprise applications. For instance, the

amount and type of data exchanged is quite different than in

enterprise applications, and the dependencies between tasks in a

composition are typically stronger since often there is not just a

data or control flow dependency, but also a location dependency

imposed by the cost of moving data. As another example, the

Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) is a specification

tailored to Grid computing to enable closer control of stateful

resources (eg computations) through Web services. This speci-

fication can be used in many applications but it addresses prob-

lems that are found primarily in computing grids rather than on

enterprise applications. These and other differences are substan-

tial enough to require systems and approaches other than those

encountered in enterprise computing, as the use of resources and

the operations performed with and on services often involve a

higher degree of control than conventional enterprise services. 

Grid computing, however, still has to catch up with enterprise

computing in terms of industrial strength tools and a better

understanding of the development process. While a new form of

software engineering is quickly evolving in the enterprise com-

puting space, driven by the need to bring business and IT

together, service composition and service architectures are still

a matter of mostly ad-hoc development in Grid computing.

Thus, what has been achieved so far is a leap forward over the

state of the art from a few years ago. Still, much remains to be

done to incorporate into Grid computing the discipline, tech-

niques and lessons learned from software engineering. This is

also true with regard to services, and will remain the main chal-

lenge in Grid computing for years to come. 

The articles featured in this special edition reflect the recent

trends in research on service-oriented computing, and address

many of the aforementioned issues. Human collaboration is one

of the strong drivers in the Grid and Web services area. It is

therefore not surprising that non-functional aspects such as the

quality of a service are at the heart of many research and devel-

opment activities.  Semantic technology and well-formalized

analytical capabilities aim at improving tools to develop serv-

ice-oriented applications. We are especially pleased to have sev-

eral articles in this issue that illustrate the wide applicability of

service-oriented computing including, for example, the shipping

industry, customized shoe production, health care and satellite-

based observation.  This is a clear indication of the strengths and

potential of service-oriented computing.

Please contact: 

Gustavo Alonso

Computer Science Dept, ETH Zurich, Switzerland

E-mail: alonso@inf.ethz.ch

Jana Koehler

IBM Research GmbH, Zurich Research Laboratory, 

Switzerland

E-mail: koe@zurich.ibm.com



Having entered production in Septem-

ber 2004 with four core sites (at the Uni-

versity of Manchester, the University of

Oxford, the Science and Technology

Facilities Council Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory and the White Rose Grid at

Leeds University), the NGS is now well

on the way to achieving this aim, and

has grown to include six partner sites at

Cardiff University, University of Bris-

tol, Lancaster University, University of

Westminster, Queen’s University

Belfast and the UK’s supercomputer

HPCx. The National e-Science Centre in

Edinburgh is also an affiliate of the

NGS.

More than five hundred users from all

areas of research are currently registered

on the NGS. Projects include large sim-

ulations of drug permeations through a

membrane, studies of the molecular

basis for HIV drug resistance, modelling

of the human heart, computational mod-

elling of aircraft structures and simula-

tions of the generation of magnetic

fields in the Sun and in planets. The

NGS also provides an Oracle database

service for the storage of large amounts

of data, such as the database of possible

crystal structures for the Control and

Prediction of the Organic Solid State

(CPOSS) project.

The NGS currently runs Globus Toolkit

2 on its core nodes. The second phase of

NGS began in October 2006, and in the

summer of 2007 will see each of the

four core sites installing new clusters

with Globus Toolkit 4, while retaining

backwards compatibility with Globus

Toolkit 2. Access is managed via X.509

digital certificates, which users must

have before applying to the NGS. The

move to Globus Toolkit 4 will enable

Web service support and development.

The NGS is working with users and

developers in this area in order to better

understand the requirements of such a

service.

The diversity of users on the NGS

requires a wide range of programs to be

installed. As well as standard compilers

such as Gnu, Java and Intel, many

libraries and specific scientific pack-

ages are run on nodes within the NGS,

including Siesta, Gaussian, ncbiBlast

and dl_poly. Users are encouraged to

request the installation of software use-

ful to them, subject to licence con-

straints that affect the installation of

many commercial products. There is

also an area reserved on the STFC-RAL

node for users to install their own and

open-source software without making

an official request.

Whilst the NGS has been in production

for two years, it recognizes there is still

a long way to go to meet all user

requirements. The NGS support centre,

led by the STFC Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory, works to ensure that users

are supported throughout their Grid

career and that all requests for improve-

ments are listened to. User forums are

held twice a year to encourage users to

become involved in the development

and future planning of the NGS. 

Research and development for the NGS

is always in progress. Some of the more

recent research includes the installation

and development of the EGEE glite

Resource Broker to work with the Mes-

sage Passing Interface (MPI) standard.

The recently released Applications

Repository, a portlet that allows users to

submit jobs via a Web interface using

standard job templates for software

such as Gaussian and dl_poly, is under-

going continuous development in

response to user feedback. And whilst

the monitoring of individual usage has

been running since the NGS entered

production, the User Accounting Sys-

tem was only launched in October 2006

after months of work. The NGS Usage

Accounting System was developed

because no other Grid accounting sys-

tem met the needs of the NGS. The sys-

tem allows the monitoring and account-

ing of individual accounts, with auto-

matic e-mail alerts when a user reaches

90% of their allocated quota, and auto-

matic account deactivation when they

exceed their quota. Further research and

development is going into the Usage

Accounting System to enable it to

accommodate virtual organisation man-

agement (VOM) and storage services.

The NGS has grown steadily since

entering production, but with plenty of

room left and with more partner sites

lining up to join and offer their

resources, the future looks bright for the

NGS. The user base is expanding as

more people realize what the NGS can

offer them, and with services and sup-

port developing all the time, this can

only continue.

Link: 

http://www.ngs.ac.uk

Please contact: 

UK NGS Helpdesk

Tel: +44 1235 446822

E-mail: support@grid-support.ac.uk
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The UK National Grid Service
by Katie Weeks

The National Grid Service (NGS) is the UK’s Grid for academics from all fields. Our users range
from chemists to bioinformaticians to social scientists. The ultimate aim of the National Grid
Service is to provide a wide range of computing and data resources and services for all users
without requiring them to know anything about Grid computing. 

With an account on the National Grid Ser-
vice, researchers in the UK are able to per-
form simulations such as the pictured drugs
permeating from water (represented by red
and white lines) through a membrane (repre-
sented by turquoise lines). By using the
NGS, the simulation time was cut from years
per drug to about 2 weeks.
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Mobile Service Management 
in Service-Oriented Grids
by Tom Kirkham, Fredrik Solsvik and Robert Piotter

Akogrimo is an EU Framework 6 project developing an infrastructure to support the use of mobile
services within Grid computing applications. This investigation focuses on the presentation of
mobile services as valid resources for Grid applications to use. The project is nearing completion
and has developed an architecture supporting eHealth, eLearning and Disaster and Crisis
management testbeds. 

What sets Akogrimo apart from many

other service-oriented architectures

(SOA) and mobile Grid applications is

that Akogrimo focuses on the provision

of applications that use resources

sourced from mobile Grid services. This

is in contrast to common methods of

mobile Grid usage where the client is

mobile and the services static: a one-to-

many relationship. In the case of Akog-

rimo, both clients and services can be

mobile.

The key advantage of SOA in Grid envi-

ronments is that applications can be

composed from multiple separate serv-

ices that are executed to a specified

workflow. This enables the SOA appli-

cations that run on Grid computing plat-

forms to become more business-ori-

ented and adaptive to user needs. Users

also have increased flexibility in their

choice of service provider, with service

selection taking place close to execution

time. Mobile Grid services add an extra

dimension to this, as the workflow must

adapt to service behaviour introduced

with the addition of mobility. 

In order to enhance this service compo-

sition and workflow management, Ako-

grimo has developed an infrastructure to

support the selection and execution of

mobile services. This is based on both

context management and service com-

positioning.  The Akogrimo approach is

to present service and network context

monitoring to aid service composition

based around four main architectural

layers: the network, service providers,

Operative Virtual Organization (OpVO)

and Base Virtual Organization (BVO).

The Base VO is the head of the infra-

structure and controls the behaviour of

the services that pass information down

to the bottom two layers. The Operative

VO layer allows the BVO control to be

abstracted and applied to specific appli-

cations, the design being an Operative

VO per application instance. This

allows specific services to be grouped

together in environments that are

focused on a specific application deliv-

ery. The service providers are mobile

and linked to the network, and data

related to mobility is monitored by

services in the OpVO within specific

context management services.

There are three testbeds. One (eLearn-

ing) is mainly used as a case study for

developing individual services using

the Akogrimo infrastructure. The

eHealth testbed uses a service-oriented

workflow that invokes application serv-

ices based on the infrastructure. This

twelve-partner testbed was demon-

strated forty times at a major European

conference (IST2006). The DHCM

(Disaster Handling and Crisis Manage-

ment) testbed is being developed at

present and the infrastructure and part-

nership are being extended for this.  

The key innovations in these testbeds

have been in the services that enable the

Akogrimo applications to traverse the

levels of the mobile Grid infrastructure.

This has been achieved by services that

represent network and Grid middleware

services. These services work by pro-

cessing subscriptions and monitoring

changes in mobility of the services at

the network level that may affect the

larger workflow of the application at

middleware level. 

As Akogrimo goes into the future the

focus is on increasing the level of com-

munication between these layers using

approaches that are increasingly avail-

able in similar fields such as the Seman-

tic Grid. In addition, it is intended that a

wider range of mobile positioning

devices be used, introducing the con-

cept of mappings of space to the appli-

cations. A bid is being developed to

explore this in more detail.

Link:

http://www.mobilegrids.org/ 

Please contact:

Julian Gallop, STFC, UK

E-mail: j.r.gallop@rl.ac.uk

Tom Kirkham, STFC, UK

E-mail: t.d.kirkham@rl.ac.uk 

Fredrik.Solsvik, Telenor, Norway

E-mail: Fredrik.Solsvik@telenor.com

Robert Piotter, HLRS, University of

Stuttgart, Germany

E-mail: piotter@hlrs.de Context monitoring messages and levels.



Grid technology is evolving from a

niche market, in which it solely

addressed the management of shared

and distributed resources, into a frame-

work which incorporates knowledge-

related and semantics-driven Web serv-

ices allowing for applications in a broad

business context. This evolution has led

to the so-called Next-Generation Grid

(NGG). In addition to traditional Grid

applications, envisioned NGG applica-

tions include e-business, e-health, e-gov-

ernment, and e-learning. 

Until recently however, the Grid com-

munity has not so far considered the

issue of mobility. Given the vast growth

in the number of mobile Internet users,

the EU Project Akogrimo is therefore

aiming to advance the pervasiveness of

Grid computing across Europe by unit-

ing concepts and results gained in the

systems beyond 3G (B3G) and the Grid

community. Driven by business require-

ments, authentication, authorization,

accounting, auditing and charging

(hence the name A4C) are crucial func-

tions for the commercial deployment of

NGG technology for providers and

users of mobile Internet Grid services.

In order to present mobile users with a

transparent view of the use of orches-

trated services, A4C functions must con-

sider interactions between providers.

Next-Generation Grid and Mobile
Dynamic Virtual Organization
A Virtual Organization (VO) is under-

stood to be a temporary or permanent

coalition of geographically dispersed

individuals, groups, organizational units

or entire organizations that pool

resources, capabilities, and information

to achieve common objectives. A VO

can provide services, including high-

level resources such as knowledge (eg

user and device context information and

state information of VO components),

and it may comprise various types of

service providers, such as Grid service

providers, content providers, network

service providers, and even other VOs.

A Mobile Dynamic VO (MDVO) is

composed of potentially mobile partici-

pants where contracts are dynamically

established. An NGG allows for the for-

mation of MDVOs to solve complex

problems across different network tech-

nologies and provider domains.

Figure 1 depicts the NGG organization

model in which various resources and

actors are brought into relation. The

base VO comprises pools of potential

resources, services and providers that

are combined into an instantiation of

the VO for one user or customer. This is

termed an operational VO.

A4C Integration into Next-
Generation Grid Infrastructures
The integration of A4C into an NGG

infrastructure is the key to commercial-

izing Grid resources, services and

knowledge that are distributed across

multiple domains. Figure 2 depicts the

Akogrimo NGG architecture whose

components are grouped into three lay-

ers: Grid Application Support Services

(GASS), Grid Infrastructure Services

(GIS), and Network Middleware (NM).

GASS components are responsible for

Service Level Agreement (SLA) negoti-

ations, establishment of VOs including

operational VOs, and creation of work-

flows. GIS components manage and

monitor the execution of tasks as speci-

fied by GASS components, measure

resource usage and service perform-

ance, and monitor compliance with the

respective SLA. Finally, NM compo-

nents provide for network QoS support,

functionality to support user-, device-

and session-mobility, management of

contexts and service discovery, and

A4C functionality to allow for a con-

trolled access to and an accounted

usage of resources.

Two key concepts form the basis of

authentication in Akogrimo: Single

Sign-On (SSO) and Anonymity. SSO is

achieved by integrating the Secure
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A4C Support for Commercialization 
of Next-Generation Grid Services
by Hasan, Peter Racz, Cristian Morariu, David Hausheer and Burkhard Stiller

The development of Grid technology has reached a point at which it is suitable for commercial
deployment in a multi-provider environment. The EU Project Akogrimo is driving this development
toward the support of mobile participants of a Virtual Organization employing Next-Generation Grid
infrastructure. With the support of A4C functions developed within Akogrimo, such mobile Grids
can now be commercially exploited. These A4C functions are the focus of this overview, and
comprise user authentication, resource access authorization, multi-domain accounting of resource
usage, auditing of compliance with SLA, and charging of resource consumption.

Figure 1: NGG Organization Model.



Assertion Markup Language (SAML)

into the A4C infrastructure. Anonymity

is supported at two different levels:

pseudo and full anonymity. Under

pseudo-anonymity a user retains the

same virtual identity (a pseudonym) for

each service request and access. Under

full anonymity a new virtual user iden-

tity is created each time a user requests

a service from a service provider.

With respect to authorization, two lev-

els are distinguished within Akogrimo.

At the first level, network access

authorization is performed by the

access router and the QoS broker. After

a successful authentication, users may

only use service bundles to which they

have subscribed. Service bundles are

stored by the A4C server and are pro-

vided to the QoS broker upon request.

The second level of authorization lies in

Grid service-related layers. The author-

ization at this level enables access to

Grid services to be controlled according

to existing policies in the operational

VO as well as in the administrative

domain of participating service

providers.

The A4C infrastructure supports

accounting for resource and service

usage in a mobile, multi-domain service-

provisioning environment. Accounting

data related to network and Grid

resource usage are gathered on the vari-

ous network components that provide

the service, and then collected and stored

by the A4C server in the form of

accounting records. To correlate

accounting records originating from dif-

ferent components, accounting sessions

are defined. Accounting sessions are

related to the service usage of a user and

bind accounting records together. The

session model enables a hierarchical ses-

sion structure in which services might

use other services: this is highly proba-

ble in a Grid environment. The A4C

server also receives and stores auditing

events that express the degree of SLA

compliance during service consumption. 

Furthermore, the A4C server performs

charging by applying a charging

scheme to collected accounting records

and auditing events. The charging

scheme describes the charge calculation

rules and tariffs to be applied and is

specified by an XML-based representa-

tion. According to auditing events a

provider can apply penalties or dis-

counts to the final charge. Finally, the

user’s home provider prepares a single

bill for all accessed services. 

Interested readers can obtain more

detailed information from documents of

the Akogrimo project as given on the

links. Finally, we would like to thank

Martin Waldburger for his contribution

in technical discussions.

Links:

Akogrimo Project: 

http://www.akogrimo.org/

Final Integrated Services Design and

Implementation Report:

http://www.mobilegrids.org/

modules.php?name=UpDownload

&req=getit&lid=110

Building Grids for Europe:

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/

policy/nextweb/grid/index_en.htm

Please contact:

Dr. Hasan

University of Zurich, CSG@IFI, 

Switzerland

Tel: +41 44 635 75 86

E-mail: hasan@ifi.uzh.ch
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Figure 2: Akogrimo A4C in the Next-Generation Grid Architecture.



Successful cooperation depends not

only on the ability to easily find, use,

share and develop knowledge and com-

petence, but also on participants’ inter-

ests, experiences and skills. Finding,

exchanging, aggregating and relaying

knowledge are actions we all perform

on a daily basis as part of cooperation.

People and organizations also often

find it necessary to find, contract, reim-

burse (financially) and evaluate people

with specialist competence. The fact

that people who cooperate and collabo-

rate generally have common interests is

usually understated, but such common

interests strongly impact on the results

of the cooperation. A network of people

of varying skills and experience is a

valuable source of help in solving con-

crete problems, but describing the

skills necessary to do this is often a dif-

ficult task.

When it comes to ICT tools that support

the search for skills and competences

and the features of collaboration men-

tioned above, people use a plethora of

digital support systems, and will proba-

bly continue to do so for the next five to

ten years. Although each tool is well

suited to its specific usage, there is a

lack of support for integrating and

aggregating solutions as well as for per-

sonalizing them to individual needs.

The social networks that connect people

are not efficiently exploited, partly

because relativizing and centring a

social network to a particular user is a

complex problem.

We propose to improve the situation by

introducing Human Grid between the

human users and the underlying support

tools. This is a layer for integrating

services and connecting skilled people

in a user-centred network. It is meant

not to increase the problem of disparate

systems, but rather to enhance the

user’s desktop with an organizationally

and individually adapted view which is

easily turned on or off, and which

includes the ability to run the usual

tools from the usual providers. To

achieve this increased utility without

imposing yet more intrusiveness on the

users’ work processes or physical work

tools requires advanced solutions to

many separate problems that are rarely

dealt with collectively. 

Physicists, medical researchers, engi-

neers and other work groups already

use Grid computing: it is an effective

way of utilizing the computing power

of distributed and networked computers

when and where it is most needed. In

Human Grid the resource being tapped
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Collective Completion: How do YOU 
Complete your Unknown Colleagues? 
by Magnus Boman, Kristofer Franzén and Fredrik Espinoza 

Researchers at SICS are developing new middleware for integrating competence and knowledge management
tools to make knowledge work more efficiently while leveraging individual interests and social networks. 

You are here:

The I-centric view of Human Grid where the user at the red circle has two
different Human Grid-enabled devices, access to competence in the form
of digital data, and a personalised agent. This agent sends a query to the
other agents, each representing another user at social distance 1 (orange
circles) or more (yellow circles), over a P2P network. This particular
query is about mushrooms, and is eventually answered by accesssing a
mycology database (bottom left), feedback from the user context (bottom),
and a snapshot taken by a camera phone (top right).  



Software systems are becoming increas-

ingly complex. To cope with this, sys-

tems are often divided into a number of

autonomous components whose work is

coordinated: this coordination of compo-

nents and services represents one of the

main challenges in software engineering.

Two important application fields of

coordination are Grid computing and

workflow management. Grid computing

is mostly used in computational science

while workflow management is used for

business applications: we try to bridge

the gap between these two areas in order

to make further progress in both of them.

Over the last decade we have gathered a

great deal of experience in process

modelling, analysis and enactment. Our

workflow patterns have become a stan-

dard way to evaluate languages and the

workflow management system YAWL

(Yet Another Workflow Language) is

one of the most expressive and mature

open-source workflow systems avail-

able today. Moreover, we specialize in

process analysis. Using Petri nets as a

theoretical foundation, we have been

able to analyse a variety of real-life

process models ranging from BPEL

(Business Process Execution Lan-

guage) and workflow specifications to

the entire SAP reference model. In

recent years, we have focused on the

analysis of processes based on system

logs. The ProM framework developed

at TU/e provides a versatile toolset for

process mining, which seems to be par-

ticularly useful in a Grid environment.

Until now, the Grid computing commu-

nity has focused primarily on infra-

structure. Grid software has been

designed that allows users to submit

their ‘problems’ to the Grid. Less work

has been done on how to model such

problems efficiently. In addition, most

applications place the correctness prop-

erties in the hands of the user. 

We are therefore applying our knowl-

edge of Petri-net modelling and analy-

sis, workflow patterns, process mining

and concrete workflow technology to

Grids. This involves research in the fol-

lowing areas:

• Grid modelling:
Many definitions of Grids exist, and in

many cases technological aspects and

hyped terms hide the essence of Grids.

We use a mixture of Petri nets and

UML modelling to build formal/con-

ceptual models for Grid computing.

Here we emphasize the link between

the distributed nature of Grids (where

resources play an important role) and

workflow processes. The main purpo-

se is to formalize the concept of a Grid

and to fix a particular interpretation

while highlighting interesting research

questions.

• Analysing Grid models:
Using techniques based on Petri nets,

we analyse different mechanisms

used in Grid workflows, with the goal

being to transfer correctness notions

such as soundness to them. We also

try to find new properties based on

the specific Grid behaviour (eg multi-

ple instances of the same process,

resource allocation, and distributed

management). 

• Analysing Grid logs:
In a Grid environment many events

are logged and the performance of the

system is of the utmost importance.

The application of process-mining

techniques is therefore of interest, to

assist in the configuration of Grids

and the on-the-fly optimization of

processes.
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Workflow Management Systems 
for Grid Computing 
by Carmen Bratosin and Wil van der Aalst

The Architecture for Information Systems group of the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TU/e) in
the Netherlands has built up extensive knowledge in the field of Workflow Management Systems
and Process Mining. Since 2006, the group has begun to apply this knowledge in a new and
dynamic research area: Grid computing. Four research perspectives are currently under investigation. 

is not computing power but human com-

petence. The two paradigms agree in

that the use of the network resources

should have a minimal impact on the

user and the required infrastructure

should already be in place. What is

missing is the middleware that allows

the user to switch on the network view

of regular activities. The primary con-

cern for such middleware must be the

ease of use, transparency and scalable

accessibility for its users. It should also

be secure and should strive to protect

users’ privacy, for example by making

available the proposed uses for informa-

tion, competence and knowledge that

may be harvested in a particular situa-

tion. Trust mechanisms, similar to those

used to preserve and share source code

and intellectual property (eg Creative

Commons) should be included. It should

be possible to convert implicit compe-

tence, on group, project and organiza-

tion levels, to explicit competence when

the demand arises. 

We are working on a four- to five-year

time horizon, with the first phase of the

project now behind us. Work is in

progress in a number of areas: social net-

works for tying together users; language

technology for gathering the necessary

traces of human activity and compe-

tence; and service-oriented architectures

for analysing the relationships between

underlying services and solutions for

their integration and aggregation. 

The first industry partner of the project

is HP Labs, Palo Alto, which has

demonstrated a strong interest and prior

research in the area.  The primary

researchers at SICS are Magnus Boman,

Kristofer Franzén and Fredrik Espinoza.

Please contact: 

Magnus Boman, Kristofer Franzén,

SICS, Sweden

Tel: +46 8 633 1500 

E-mail: mab@sics.se, franzen@sics.se



• Building a process-aware Grid 
infrastructure:
Using a combination of Globus, YAWL

and ProM we want to realize a more

‘process-aware’ Grid. By linking a fun-

damental enabling technology for the

Grids (Globus) to a powerful process

engine (YAWL) and state-of-the-art

analysis tools (ProM), we obtain an

interesting environment for experimen-

tation.

The figure illustrates the scope of the

project. On the one hand, we analyse

Grids by modelling them in terms of

Petri nets. Similar models are used for

the configuration of the process perspec-

tive of Grid middleware (in our case a

mixture of Globus and YAWL). On the

other hand, we collect event logs via the

middleware layer and use these for

process mining, process discovery

(automatically deriving models by

observing the Grid), conformance

checking (to check whether ‘the Grid’ is

behaving as expected) and model exten-

sion (eg to project performance indica-

tors onto a process model).  

All of the aspects shown in the figure

have been extensively investigated in the

context of workflow management sys-

tems and service-oriented architectures

using BPEL engines. For example, we

have been doing conformance testing in

the context of Oracle BPEL, and process

discovery and process verification in the

context of IBM WebSphere. We have

also evaluated many process engines

using the so-called workflow patterns

and provided semantics and analysis

techniques for process-modelling lan-

guages ranging from BPEL and YAWL

to BPMN and EPCs.  The next step is to

apply this in a Grid environment using

both Globus and YAWL.

The research is supported by the

Netherlands Organization for Scientific

Research (NWO) in the context of the

project Workflow Management for

Large Parallel and Distributed Applica-

tions. TU/e is participating in this proj-

ect with the group of Professor Farhad

Arbab of CWI. The project started in

2006 and its duration is four years.

Links:  

http://www.workflowpatterns.com

http://www.processmining.org

http://www.yawl-system.com

http://www.win.tue.nl/ais

http://www.globus.org

http://www.nwo.nl/nwohome.nsf/pages

/NWOA_6R7FYJ

Please contact:

Carmen Bratosin, Eindhoven University

of Technology, the Netherlands

Tel.: +31 40  247 5144

E-mail: c.t.bratosin@tue.nl
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Towards a Commercial IT Service Delivery
by Christophe Ponsard, Gautier Dallons, Stéphane Mouton and Philippe Massonet

Many companies are currently moving or considering the move to a service-oriented architecture
(SOA) model. This model holds the promise of flexibility and cost reduction by enabling business-
level integration across organization boundaries. While this supports large companies by allowing
them to better structure both internally and externally, it is also of benefit to small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), as their highly value-added expertise can be made available more easily and
with fewer overheads. However, achieving this vision still requires a number of challenges to be
solved: management of quality of service, accounting, security and trust, interoperability and so on.
CETIC, a Belgian research and technology transfer centre, is taking an active part in this work
though a number of projects at both European and regional levels. Here we describe how the above
challenges are presently being addressed, both at research level and within real-world deployments
occurring in connection with that research.

Managed Quality of Service
Achieving commercial quality means

being able to provide guarantees about

quality of service. This is not an easy

task given that service delivery can

require the dynamic composition of a

number of elementary services in an

open environment. Each step in such a

chain is a potential point of degradation

or failure. With success comes a strong

federation of companies, each providing

an improved return to all of them. Such

a federation has been achieved in the

Belgian ‘Walloon Marshall’ plan,

through the Walloon World Wide Space

Application (3WSA) project.  The coor-

dinator of this project is Spacebel, an

SME active in the space domain. The

Analysis and mining.



developed platform is derived from

the ESA Service Support Environment

(http"//http://services.eoportal.org/)

and aims at chaining commercial serv-

ices from various providers and

processors of space data, each of

which is supported by specific SMEs.

In line with this effort, the following

research issues are being transferred:

• Quality assurance, possibly through a

defined certification process, for

checking the adherence of a service

implementation to its specification.

This means service evaluation prior

to deployment (for functional

aspects) and at run-time (for non-

functional aspects).

• High-availability assurance through a

number of failure-provisioning mech-

anisms at platform level. In resource-

intensive platforms such as Grid com-

puting, this can be achieved through

techniques such as redundant executi-

ons, failure anticipation and check-

pointing. Such work is currently being

finalized by the HPC4U project, led

by the University of Paderborn.

• Contract with failure clause and risk

assessment, where a service contract

between provider and customers spe-

cifies agreed service levels. Failure

and associated penalties can also be

part of this. Reliability figures can be

gathered and published by indepen-

dent third parties (brokers) who typi-

cally also carry out negotiations. A

practical risk assessment approach can

then be applied to reach the optimal

price/penalties. Such an approach,

based on WS-Agreement protocol

extensions, is currently being develo-

ped by the AssessGrid consortium, led

by the University of Berlin (TUB).

Accounting
New delivery models consider software

as a service (SaaS), and move away

from a licensing model. On top of this,

billing may require more elaborate

models if the final result has been pro-

duced by the chaining of a number of

services, each of which brings some

value for the customer in its business

domain. This added value can be used

by the accounting model in addition to

technical costs such as CPU, RAM or

disk usage. Platform infrastructure must

therefore provide a means of tracking

contributions in service chains, aggre-

gating customer usage, applying pricing

schemes (eg per usage, per time frame),

and allowing data injection into

accounting applications to finally bill

customers. Such mechanisms are cur-

rently being investigated within the

3WSA platform mentioned earlier, with

each data/processing service being

accounted for based on the defined area

of interest as shown in the figure. 

Security and Trust
Service orientation also means relying

to some extent on externalized infra-

structure, but security and trust issues

such as data confidentiality, service

availability and trusted infrastructure

represent major barriers. To cope with

these, new concepts such as Virtual

Organization and service federation are

being developed. These rely on the

design, deployment and management of

an adequate set of policies through

which it is possible to enforce authenti-

cation, access control and confidential-

ity in a heterogeneous, dynamic and

open environment. This does not mean

enforcing strong security rules every-

where, but only where they are needed

(ie based on actual trust relations). Such

work is currently being investigated in

the GridTrust FP6 project.  It is also

being applied in some of the eighteen

Grid business experiments of the BEin-

GRID FP6 integrated project and in the

previously described 3WSA project.

Perspectives
SOA is now past the early adopter

phase. The mainstreaming process

requires the above challenges to be

addressed but also the emergence of a

unifying framework. The NESSI Euro-

pean platform, which has gathered key

industrial players and a strong research

community, has the ambition to deliver

this. NESSI is structured around prob-

lem- and domain-oriented workgroups,

a number of which CETIC is involved

in as they relate to the above challenges.

The European Commission is also

strongly supporting this in the 7th ICT

framework programme. The massive

submission to objective 1.2 shows how

important SOA is considered to be for

achieving strong ICT support for the

European economy of the 21st century.

This is particularly the case for the fed-

eration of SMEs – the major workforce

in Europe – around high-value services. 

Links:

http://www.cetic.be 

http://www.assessgrid.eu

http://www.gridtrust.eu

http://www.beingrid.eu 

http://3wsa.cetic.be

http://www.nessi-europe.com 

Please contact: 

Christophe Ponsard

CETIC Research Centre, Belgium

Tel: +32 71 91 98 26

E-mail: cp@cetic.be
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The 3WSA service chain
(figure adapted from SSE
white paper, ESA 2004).
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Reliable and Inexpensive QoS Monitoring
in Service Markets
by Radu Jurca, Walter Binder, Boi Faltings

We propose a novel infrastructure for Quality of Service (QoS) monitoring that promises a significant
reduction in monitoring costs. Our approach uses an incentive-compatible reputation mechanism to
accurately estimate QoS by aggregating quality ratings from the clients.

Managing change is becoming increas-

ingly important in a dynamic and

quickly evolving economy. Conse-

quently, organizations need flexible IT

systems that can easily support new

business processes and strategic objec-

tives. Service-oriented computing

enables the construction of such applica-

tions by orchestrating a variety of serv-

ices that offer basic functionality.

Recent efforts have materialized into

standards and tools that significantly

facilitate the  construction and interoper-

ability of services.

Since services are often developed and

run by different organizations, they are

generally provided under a contract (or

Service Level Agreement) that fixes

both the type and quality of the service

to be provided, and the penalties to be

imposed if these are not met. For exam-

ple, a payment service that is part of an

online shopping site may incur certain

penalties if it fails frequently. In another

example, the provider of a communica-

tion service may be penalized if they fail

to meet their guaranteed bandwidth. Yet

another example is the provisioning of

computation or data management serv-

ices through a network: if a certain effi-

ciency and capacity is guaranteed in an

agreement, penalties may be incurred if

these services are not provided.

An essential requirement for such serv-

ice provisioning is the ability to monitor

the QoS that is actually delivered.  As

the monetary value of individual serv-

ices decreases, the cost of providing

accurate monitoring takes up an increas-

ing share of the cost of providing the

service itself.  For example, with current

technology, to reliably monitor the qual-

ity of a communication service requires

constant communication with a neutral

third party and would be almost as

costly as providing the service itself.

This problem remains a major obstacle

to the wider adoption of a service-ori-

ented economy.

As a joint project between the Artificial

Intelligence Lab of Ecole  Polytech-

nique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) and

the University of Lugano, we are devel-

oping alternative mechanisms for moni-

toring QoS. The basic idea in our

approach is to estimate the quality deliv-

ered by a service, based on the feedback

provided by clients. Clients run the

monitoring code, and periodically report

feedback to a reputation mechanism

(RM). The RM aggregates the reports

and outputs QoS estimates for each

service. The advantages of this approach

are that (i) the RM acquires information

on most transactions without actually

being a bottleneck (there are no real-

time constraints for reporting feedback,

and the result of several interactions

may be compressed into one feedback

message), (ii) the monitoring process is

as precise as possible (an immediate

consequence of the first point), and (iii)

service providers cannot directly tamper

with the monitoring process.

A practical mechanism must, however,

ensure that clients report feedback hon-

estly. Consider for example a client who

Monitoring by Proxy (expensive)

Client Provider
Monitor

Monitoring by Sampling (imprecise)

Decentralized Monitoring (not trustworthy)

Reputation
Mechanism

QoS estimates 
(cheap, reliable 
and precise)

Current Approaches to QoS Monitoring QoS Monitoring using Feedback 
from the Clients 

Client Provider

Client Provider

Client Provider

QoS$

Traditional approaches to
QoS monitoring involve: (i)
centralized monitors that
proxy every interaction, (ii)
centralized monitors that
sample the interactions or
(iii) decentralized monitors.
In our approach, most
reports come from clients. A
small percentage of interacti-
ons may also be sampled by
a specialized monitor. Clients
are paid in such a way that it
is in their best interest to
report honestly.



knows that by reporting negatively, the

resulting QoS estimate might entitle him

to collect penalties from the service

provider. The client can tamper with the

monitoring code to make the provider

pay penalties and thereby obtain a share

of these. The novelty of our approach is

to use economic incentives rather than

hard security to obtain reliable informa-

tion. Clients get paid for reporting feed-

back, and the amount depends on the

values of other reports submitted by

other clients. These feedback payments

can be designed such that it is provably

best for every client to report the truth.

In game-theoretic terms, honest report-

ing becomes a Nash equilibrium, where

any individual lie decreases the

expected payment of the reporter. Mis-

reporting is thus uninteresting rather

than impossible.

Initial experiments have provided very

encouraging results. We have imple-

mented a QoS monitoring framework

based entirely on existing standards and

technology. The extensions required for

the collection and payment of feedback

are lightweight, and do not introduce

significant overhead. The payments for

feedback can be made as low as one

percent of the cost of the service, and

the overall cost of monitoring can be

decreased by an order of magnitude as

compared to traditional techniques.

In our ongoing research, we are explor-

ing an architecture that integrates repu-

tation mechanisms with service directo-

ries and a publish/subscribe infrastruc-

ture. Clients subscribe for types of serv-

ices in which they are interested and are

notified upon significant QoS changes

of certain services or upon the availabil-

ity of matching services. Clients use

this infrastructure to continuously

evolve and improve their service-ori-

ented applications. We will continue to

use game-theoretic tools to ensure that

the information distributed by the repu-

tation mechanism is reliable, and to

ensure that self-interested parties have a

rational incentive to adopt the behav-

iour recommended by our mechanisms.

Links: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/11596141_30

http://www2007.org/paper420.php

Please contact: 

Radu Jurca, 

EPFL / SARIT, Switzerland

Tel: +41 21 693 6679

E-mail: radu.jurca@epfl.ch

Walter Binder

University of Lugano, Switzerland

Tel: +41 58 666 4303

E-mail: walter.binder@unisi.ch

Boi Faltings

EPFL / SARIT, Switzerland

Tel: +41 21 693 2738

E-mail: boi.faltings@epfl.ch
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The WS-Diamond Project, funded by

the EU commission under the FET

Open Framework (EU IST FET-

STREP n.516933), is developing a

framework for self-healing Web serv-

ices; that is, services able to self-moni-

tor, to self-diagnose the causes of a fail-

ure, and to recover from both func-

tional failures (eg the inability to pro-

vide a given service) and non-func-

tional failures (eg loss of Quality of

Service – QoS). The focus of WS-Dia-

mond is on composite and conversa-

tionally complex Web services. The

second goal of WS-Diamond is to

devise guidelines and tools for design-

ing services in such a way that they can

be easily diagnosed and recovered at

execution time, as well as tools to sup-

port the design of complex self-healing

processes.

WS-Diamond commenced in Septem-

ber 2005 and will end in February 2008.

The project involves universities and

research institutions in Italy (Università

di Torino – the coordinator – and

Politecnico di Milano), Austria (Uni-

versity of Klagenfurt and University of

Vienna), France (LAAS-CNRS-

Toulouse, IRISA-Université Rennes,

Universitè Paris Sud), and the Nether-

lands (University of Amsterdam).

The project assumes that the availabil-

ity and reliability of complex services

will be of paramount importance in the

near future. Indeed the reliability and

availability of software, together with

the possibility of creating self-healing

software, is recognized as one of the

major challenges for IST research in

coming years. Hence, WS-Diamond

research concerns a number of ‘grand

challenges’ as described within the Ser-

vice-Oriented Computing research

roadmap at all levels: dynamic connec-

tivity capabilities based on service dis-

covery, QoS-aware service composi-

tion, and design principles for self-heal-

ing. 

This work considers complex Web

services, described using Web service

workflow languages and frameworks

such as BPEL4WS and extended Petri

Nets. These services include mecha-

nisms for augmenting processes with

monitoring process functionalities

using a methodological approach that

focuses on exception handling and

compensation mechanisms. Methodolo-

gies and tools will achieve adaptive

Web-based process execution based on

WS-DIAMOND: An Approach to Web Services –
Monitoring and Diagnosis
by Luca Console and Mariagrazia Fugini

The WS-DIAMOND project aims at developing a framework for Web services that are endowed with
self-diagnosis and self-repair capabilities. There are two main goals: the definition of an operational
framework for self-healing service execution of conversationally complex Web services, where
monitoring, detection and diagnosis of anomalous situations are carried out and repair/
reconfiguration is performed; and the definition of a methodology and tools for service design that
guarantee run-time diagnosability and repairability.
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flexible services. Attention is paid to

conform to interaction patterns between

organizations and to provide inherent

flexibility and fault tolerance in process

execution.

In its first phase (September 2005-Janu-

ary 2007), WS-Diamond designed and

developed a platform for self-healing

execution of complex Web Services,

concentrating on run-time faults; the

design issues are faced in the second

phase of the project. This has led us to

define the types of faults that can occur

and that we want to diagnose, namely:

• functional faults and specifically

semantic data errors (eg wrong data

exchanges, wrong data in databases,

wrong inputs from user)

• QoS faults.

In this first phase, WS-Diamond con-

centrated on orchestrated services, even

though some proposed solutions already

take choreographed services into

account. We extended Web service exe-

cution environments to include features

useful in the support of the

diagnostic/fault recovery process. An

architecture that supports self-healing

service execution was then defined. The

architecture provides support for associ-

ating a diagnostic service with each

application service, for gathering obser-

vations about service execution (eg data

exchanged between services) and pro-

vides a repair service as sets of recovery

and repair actions. The architecture also

includes a monitoring service aimed at

identifying QoS problems, and a repair

plan generator and executor that sup-

port the execution of recovery plans on

the basis of the diagnostic information. 

We defined a catalogue of faults and

possible observations, and proposed an

architecture for the surveillance plat-

form. The correctness of the distributed

diagnosis algorithms has been proved

formally. Repair is based on repair

actions (retry, compensate, substitute

etc) and plans (generated online or pre-

prepared offline for a given process)

which are executed if a failure occurs

in the process and a fault is diagnosed.

Repair is thus characterized as a plan-

ning problem, where the goal is to

build the plan of recovery actions to be

performed at run time in order to

recover from service and application

errors. 

Future activities will work on the com-

plete definition of a method for design-

ing self-healing Web services, focusing

on the detailed design and development

of a platform for observing a set of

symptoms occurring in complex appli-

cations, for executing the distributed

diagnosis, and for generating, selecting,

and executing minimal repair plans (eg

with respect to cost functions). 

Link: 

http://wsdiamond.di.unito.it/

Please contact: 

Mariagrazia Fugini

Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Tel: +39 02 23993405

E-mail: fugini@elet.polimi.it 

WS-Diamond Overall Architecture.
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Formal Modelling and Verification 
in Service-Oriented Computing
by Maurice ter Beek, Stefania Gnesi, Fabio Martinelli, Franco Mazzanti and Marinella Petrocchi

Formal methods and tools are a popular means of analysing the correctness properties of
computer network protocols, such as safety, liveness and security. First the protocol under scrutiny
is described in a formal language, which often results in a more precise definition of its function.
Subsequently, the properties to be analysed are specified in a suitable logic. Finally, to decide
whether or not the protocol fulfils certain properties, automatic tools are used to analyse it. The
outcome either proves the protocol to be correct with respect to the relevant properties or shows
there to be a problem.

Recent trends in telecommunication for

the delivery of services such as Web

applications have highlighted the need

to improve and extend the current net-

work protocols. In this context, we have

recently been involved, in collaboration

with Telecom Italia Labs, in the formal

modelling and verification of some pro-

tocols for service-oriented computing.

This work is part of the EU-funded

research project SENSORIA (FP6-

2004-IST-FETPI). Its aim is to develop

a novel comprehensive approach to the

engineering of software systems for

service-oriented overlay computers. 

Here we briefly describe our experience

in evaluating the suitability of the serv-

ice-oriented application approach for

the delivery of telecommunication serv-

ices, and in investigating possible

improvements and extensions. In partic-

ular, we present the formal analysis of a

protocol for identity management (end-

user identity in a federated context;

application versus end-user identity),

and a protocol definition supported by

formal analysis. Readers are encouraged

to refer to the website of the SENSO-

RIA project for more details.

Identity Federation Protocols 
for Web Services
Telecom Italia recently proposed a net-

work protocol that permits end users to

access services through different access

networks (both mobile and fixed) with-

out explicitly providing any credentials,

while the service application level can

nevertheless trust the identity and

authentication information provided by

the access networks. As a result, service

providers (SPs) identify a user with the

authentication procedure performed by

the network provider. After identity fed-

eration, a single sign-on suffices for a

user to access all services belonging to

the same circle of trust of SPs, while

keeping personal data private. This is an

improvement over having to repeatedly

introduce (and remember) one's creden-

tials. This protocol is related to recent

solutions specified by Liberty Alliance,

who delegate the task of authenticating a

user to an identity provider.

We have provided formal analyses of a

protocol that transfers identity and

authentication information handled by

the systems in an operator’s network

infrastructure to the applications that

implement services provided by third-

party service providers. These formal

analyses verify the correctness of the

protocol and investigate its security

properties. The analysis results will be

used to identify possible flaws or weak-

nesses in the protocol and to suggest

improvements.

As initial steps towards a full formal

security analysis of this protocol, we

have modelled a number of user scenar-

ios in the process algebra Crypto-CCS.

The model checker PaMoChSA (devel-

oped by the Security group at IIT-CNR)

has then be used to verify their vulnera-

bility with respect to man-in-the-middle

attacks by adding a so-called intruder

component (see figure).

Asynchronous Web Service 
Invocation Protocols 
Mobile communication networks are

typically unstable, since terminal

devices may dynamically change their

reachability status during their lifetime.

Within service-oriented architectures,

asynchronous service invocation is

often the more suitable paradigm for the

choreography and orchestration of

mobile components. There is therefore a

need for communication protocols that

are able to manage both synchronous

and asynchronous communication in the

presence of unstable network connec-

tions. The formal modelling and verifi-

cation of these protocols is the first step

SP Travel Agency

Man in the Middle Intruder

IdP Identity Provider

Intended Communication

Intruder claims to be SP Intruder claims to be IdP

Verifying vulnerability by adding an intruder component. 
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towards the successful implementation

and evaluation of reliable service-ori-

ented computing applications.

Together with Telecom Italia, we are

involved in developing a variant of

SOAP coined aSOAP that supports

asynchronous communications. This

process is driven stepwise by the results

of a formal analysis. Hence this activity

is different to that described above,

where the formal analysis is performed

on a protocol already specified in order

to verify its correctness. Our aim is to

eventually arrive at a proposal of

aSOAP of which we can guarantee that

it satisfies certain desirable properties.

The formal analysis of a preliminary

definition of the protocol highlighted

several issues and flaws that suggested

a complete review was necessary.

We have modelled aSOAP as a set of

communicating UML state machines

and verified a number of behavioural

properties expressed in the action- and

state-based temporal logic UCTL. This

was done with the model checker

UMC, developed in the Formal Meth-

ods and Tools group at ISTI-CNR,

which creates and traverses the state

space on the fly. The advantage of on-

the-fly model checking is that often

only a fragment of the full state space

needs to be generated and analysed to

obtain a satisfactory result. The devel-

opment of UMC is still in progress and

a prototypical version is being used

internally at ISTI-CNR for academic

and experimental purposes. There has

not yet been an official public release of

the tool, but the current prototype can

be accessed via a Web interface.

Links:

SENSORIA: 

http://www.sensoria-ist.eu/

PaMoChSA:http://www.iit.cnr.it/staff/

fabio.martinelli/pamochsa.htm

UMC: http://fmt.isti.cnr.it/umc/

Please contact: 

Maurice ter Beek 

ISTI-CNR, Italy

Tel: +39 050 315 3471

E-mail: maurice.terbeek@isti.cnr.it

Challenges in a Service-Oriented World
by Wolfgang Reisig, Karsten Wolf, Jan Bretschneider, Kathrin Kaschner, Niels Lohmann, 
Peter Massuthe, and Christian Stahl

Interacting services raise a number of new software engineering challenges. To meet these
challenges, the behaviour of the involved services must be considered. We present results
regarding the behaviour of services in isolation, the interaction of services in choreographies,
the exchangeability of a service, and the synthesis of desired partner services.

In a service-oriented world, enterprises

use (Web) services to encapsulate parts

of their process logic. The Web Service

Business Process Execution Language

(BPEL) is an established standard to

describe Web services. Usually designed

in isolation, a service must nevertheless

properly interact with other services at

run time. A number of techniques have

been suggested to check the compatibil-

ity of service interfaces and to discover

pairs of semantically matching services.

The problem of checking behavioural

compatibility, however, is rarely

addressed. Figure 1 shows typical exam-

ples of behavioural incompatibility.

In our joint research groups, and partic-

ularly in the Tools4BPEL project, we

address behavioural compatibility and

provide a series of techniques for detect-

ing and repairing incompatibility, and

for synthesizing behaviourally compati-

ble partner services. Here we address

the basics of this approach.

Behaviour of Services in Isolation 
The designer of a service must guaran-

tee that his/her service is controllable, ie

there exists at least one properly inter-

acting partner service. Controllability is

thus a criterion that is as fundamental as

the notion of soundness in the realm of

business processes and workflows. Fur-

thermore, a well-designed service should

meet a number of additional properties

such as executability of all activities. We

suggest techniques for checking this

kind of property based on the static

analysis of BPEL code and model

checking the state space of services.

Interaction of Services 
in Choreographies
Although a service might be well

designed in isolation, it may cause a

deadlock in a choreography of services.

To prevent such deadlocks, designers

must know either how other services in

delivery

payment

payment

delivery

buyer seller

order

repeatUntil
capacity reached

order service

Figure 1: Services with incompatible behavior
(the buyer and seller services wait for each
other) and an ill-designed service (a partner
of the order service would have to guess the
service’s capacity).



the choreography behave or how their

particular services are supposed to

behave. This means public views or

operating guidelines can be used. A pub-

lic view of a service describes commu-

nication from the point of view of the

service itself. It is an abstracted version

of the original service. An operating

guideline of a service represents the pos-

sible communication behaviours of part-

ners of the service. It is comparable to

user instructions shipped with real-

world devices. Both public views and

operating guidelines support a number

of scenarios, in particular service dis-

covery. We propose algorithms for com-

puting public views and operating

guidelines. 

Exchanging Services
A company may wish to exchange one

of its services for another that is better

suited for some purposes. The

exchanged service should mimic all the

interaction capabilities with existing

partners. We differentiate between

exchange at design time and exchange at

run time. While exchange at design time

concerns only new instances of a serv-

ice, exchange at run time takes care of

migrating instances of a service that are

already running. As a particular sce-

nario of exchangeability, we study con-

tract-based compositions of services

and develop notions of accordance

between a contract and some local part

of an actual implementation. If all local

implementations accord with the con-

tract, the overall composition is guaran-

teed to behave correctly.

Synthesis of Desired 
Partner Services
We develop algorithms that synthesize

properly interacting communication

partners of a given service. These algo-

rithms also support the validation of a

given service, test-case generation for a

service, and the construction of

adapters between services. Adapters

can compensate for incompatibilities

between services (see Figure 2).

Diagnosis
It would be valuable for a designer to

know why a service is not controllable.

Such services typically exhibit static

structures that can be conceived as

‘responsible’ for incompatibilities.

Knowing the reason helps the designer

to remedy the problem. Therefore, we

work on diagnosing which structures in

a service are responsible for its misbe-

haviour and on their visualization.

Formal Semantics
In order to be independent of existing

service description languages such as

BPEL, we suggest a formal Petri-net-

based modelling technique for services.

The above-mentioned analysis tech-

niques and algorithms are based on our

modelling technique. This ensures their

long-term applicability and potential

use for various service description lan-

guages. All algorithms are implemented

in our tool Fiona. This tool has a range

of capabilities, including generation of

operating guidelines and synthesis of

communication partners. In addition,

service models based on Petri nets are

subject to our dedicated model checker

LoLA. 

We have chosen BPEL as one example

of a Web service description language

and implemented a compiler

BPEL2oWFN, which translates back

and forth between BPEL and our serv-

ice model. Our approach hides the exis-

tence of the Petri net model from the

users, depicting the analysis results in

the BPEL code. Other (Web) service

description languages can be analysed

by the same techniques, assuming a

corresponding compiler.

Links:

http://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/top/

http://wwwteo.informatik.uni-rostock.de/

ls_tpp/

http://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/

top/tools4bpel/

Please contact:

Wolfgang Reisig

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 

Germany

Tel: +49 30 2093 3066

E-mail: reisig@informatik.hu-berlin.de

Karsten Wolf

Universität Rostock, Germany

Tel: +49 381 498 7670

E-mail: 

karsten.wolf@informatik.uni-rostock.de
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Figure 2: Adapters can compensate behaviorally incom-
patible services. Adapter 1 generates a confirmation mes-
sage to resolve a deadlock. Adapter 2 transforms an
address message into its constituents.
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RCE and SESIS - Service-Oriented Integration
Environment for Collaborative Engineering 
by Ottmar Krämer-Fuhrmann

The ‘Reconfigurable Computing Environment’ (RCE) , is a service-oriented software infrastructure for
managing collaborative engineering processes. It hides the complexity of heterogeneous and
distributed IT systems behind common user interfaces and thus enforces security in the access of
data and services. RCE is easily adapted to different application domains: recent work has seen two
German ship-building companies build the Ship Design and Simulation System (SESIS) on top of
RCE. RCE was jointly developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing
(SCAI) in Sankt Augustin and the German Aerospace Center DLR in Cologne.

RCE is an open infrastructure frame-

work that offers all the services neces-

sary to operate a distributed collabora-

tive environment. The key features of

RCE are its portability and extendabil-

ity, its security services and that fact that

it is application-independent. 

RCE is based on OSGi (Open Services

Gateway initiative), the industry stan-

dard for modular dynamic Java applica-

tions. RCE is therefore platform-inde-

pendent and can be used on any archi-

tecture from laptops to mainframes.

RCE can be easily extended by applica-

tion-specific plug-ins. Services are inte-

grated as plug-ins, the central mecha-

nism known from the Eclipse universe.

Non-Java code such as C or Fortran

decks can be integrated via wrapper

technology, which has already been

developed to integrate existing code.

This approach allows existing software

to be reused and thus earlier investments

to be saved.

Communication between the compo-

nents is realised via a generic interface.

There exist several implementations for

data transfer, which are deployed

depending on the distance between

partners and their security needs.

Remote Method Invocation (RMI)

realises communication in the same

Figure 2: RoRo ferries by Flensburger Schiffbau Gesellschaft. Figure 3: Double hull tanker by Lindenau Werft.

Figure 1: Distributed RCE architecture.
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compute node, CORBA (Common

Object Request Broker Architecture) is

used for intranet communication and

Web services pass firewalls between

company domains.

RCE has an integrated user rights man-

agement, which protects access to

resources and services. The basic phi-

losophy is that owners control the data

or code owned by them, and must grant

explicit permission in order for other

users or user groups to gain access. This

is essential in collaborative industrial

environments, where intellectual prop-

erty rights must be preserved.

The seamless integration of Grid tech-

nology into RCE allows the transparent

use of resources of service providers.

Further, RCE enables engineers to

access computational resources on

demand, giving them the opportunity to

submit computationally intensive simu-

lations to high-performance clusters.

Such clusters are usually not available in

small and medium-sized companies,

because the acquisition of such equip-

ment is not profitable.

In a collaborative network, RCE is

deployed as a base system on each com-

putational resource participating in the

network. By adding individual plug-ins,

each installation can be configured indi-

vidually: database plug-ins integrate

connections to file systems and data-

bases, wrapper plug-ins connect the

network to (commercial) simulation

codes, and GUI plug-ins allow the engi-

neers to view design data and display

results graphically.

SESIS
Because of its open architecture, RCE

can be applied to arbitrary application

domains. Cooperation with two Ger-

man shipyards (Flensburger Schiffbau

Gesellschaft and Lindenau GmbH

Schiffswerft und Maschinenfabrik) has

seen RCE used to integrate consultants

and suppliers into the ship design

process. The ‘Ship Design and Simula-

tion System’ (SESIS) integrates the

individual databases involved in the

construction of a new ship. The service-

oriented architecture allows transparent

sharing of data and simulation facilities

between the partners. Overall, SESIS

significantly improves the design

process for new ships, which must be

constructed in a limited time and

involve the expertise of a large number

of partners.

DLR and Fraunhofer SCAI are plan-

ning to establish RCE as a service-ori-

ented platform for future projects in

other application areas. For example,

the integration of engineering processes

in automotive and aircraft industries is

currently in preparation.

Link: 

http://www.scai.fraunhofer.de/

kraemer-fuhrmann.html

Please contact:

Ottmar Krämer-Fuhrmann

Fraunhofer-Institute for Algorithms

and Scientific Computing (SCAI),

Germany

Tel.: +49  2241 14 2202

E-mail: ottmar.kraemer-

fuhrmann@scai.fraunhofer.de

The ITIA-CNR Customized Shoe Production Service
by Andrea Chiodi, Fabrizio Silva and Andrea Ballarino 

The experimental shoe factory in Vigevano allows customers to order their shoes online, with their feet
being measured via a 3D digital scan. A Web-based service processes the customer request,
accompanied by the foot measurements. The measurements are then matched against existing
collections of shoes and a made-to-measure production order is launched. 

The Integrated Pilot Plant (IPP) of ITIA

CNR is an experimental factory for shoe

production designed to handle the whole

life cycle of a customizable product. It is

located in Vigevano (Italy), a city with a

well-known tradition in shoe manufac-

turing, and is the result of a series of

research projects at both Italian and

European levels, which have been led

by ITIA over the last ten years. These

projects focused on the development of

Internet-based services, considered

strategic for the development of a shoe

industry that aims to maintain direct

contact with its customers in order to

satisfy their specific needs and tastes.

The guiding concepts are standardiza-

tion, collaboration and sustainability.

The production and distribution model

is based on a direct relationship between

the customer and the manufacturer: the

customer chooses the product, specifies

optional features, and supplies morpho-

logical information that will enable

structural modifications of the end prod-

uct. Foot measurements are usually

taken by means of a 3D foot-scanner

based on laser or photogrammetric tech-

nology.  

The production line is designed to react

adaptively to very small (mostly uni-

tary) and heterogeneous production

orders. The customer is allowed to

check the progress of the order  and

receives the product at home.

The whole factory acts as a service for

on-demand production, operated by

Internet-based infrastructure.  Orders

are accepted either via interactive Web

tools (for direct customer-to-manufac-

turer purchases), or through client-

server negotiation (for purchases oper-

ated by a shop assistant using a local

retail store software application).

Each shoe model must be described

appropriately in order to guarantee opti-

mal fitting and to facilitate mass cus-

tomization. Information about available

products is thus stored in a Web-accessi-

ble catalogue of products, which con-

tains an extended set of attributes. These

provide not only the usual information

such as price, style and size, but also

data on measurements and fitting toler-

ance. 

Significant efforts has gone into the def-

inition of standard measurements for

both shoes and feet, since conventional



sizing methods provide only approxi-

mate measurement information, insuffi-

cient for an effective matching. There is

a strong need for formal dictionaries of

shoe/foot measures, possibly standard-

ized and adopted by the community of

shoe manufacturers. 

Orders to be produced at the IPP are

launched using an Adaptive Production

Line: the pair of lasts (the forms on

which the shoes are shaped) is first cho-

sen (or built) on the basis of the foot

measurements; the components making

up the shoe are then modified accord-

ingly; finally the production order is dis-

patched. 

The product catalogue can also include

models of shoes proposed by other shoe

manufacturers. In this case, the IPP Fac-

tory acts as a ‘matchmaker’ Web service

between the customer’s requirements

(choice of shoe and size of feet) and the

products offered by different manufac-

turers. The manufacturer who produces

the relevant shoe model is able to take

advantage of the technical information

collected by the IPP service during the

selection and ordering of the shoes.

The whole system makes extensive use

of service-oriented technology like

SOAP and WSDL.  The full production

cycle is maintained through an internal

Web-based infrastructure, supporting

various interactive and client-server

Intranet services, and enabling coopera-

tion between the several modules of the

highly automated adaptive production

line. 

Some of these Web services are also

made accessible to suppliers and other

external collaborators, to allow easy

exchange of information during produc-

tion. Efforts are under way to enhance

these services by adding traceability

features to the products, thereby cover-

ing the full life cycle from cooperative

design to delivery, use and dismissal.

Link: 

http://www.itia.cnr.it/

Please contact:

Andrea Chiodi

ITIA-CNR, Italy

E-mail: a.chiodi@itia.cnr.it
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Service-oriented architectures aim to

decouple processing steps. They are

usually applied in the context of heavy-

weight business applications where

traceability and transaction management

are the dominant requirements. 

In language-processing tool suites and

Interactive Development Environments,

other requirements prevail: for instance,

the tight integration of tools and effi-

cient exchange of data are more promi-

nent as requirements. At CWI we have

developed the ToolBus, a service-ori-

ented architecture, to achieve this. It is

based on process algebra as a concur-

rency paradigm and on ATerms as a

data exchange mechanism. The Tool-

Bus forms the foundation for a suite of

language-processing tools combined in

the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment.

ASF+SDF is a term rewriting language

that extends the syntax definition for-

malism (SDF).

There are many urgent language-pro-

cessing tasks that require a quicker

answer than can be achieved by building

a dedicated tool from scratch. Examples

are performing a domain-specific analy-

sis ("Is the memory management API

used consistently?"), executing a dedi-

cated transformation (”Refactor this

code to use the new API.”) or building

support tools for a new domain-specific

language. In all these cases, the best

approach is to combine existing tools

with newly written ones in order to

solve the problem quickly. 

The tools typically available in the lan-

guage engineer's tool chest are genera-

tors (for parsing, formatting and code

generation) and generic tools for edit-

ing, user-interfacing and visualization.

These tools are usually written in differ-

ent languages and run on different plat-

forms. 

The ToolBus: A Service-Oriented Architecture 
for Language-Processing Tools 
by Paul Klint 

The paradigm of service orientation creates new opportunities for language-processing tools and
Interactive Development Environments. At CWI we have developed the ToolBus, a service-oriented
architecture with application areas like software renovation and implementation of domain-
specific languages. 

The IPP Factory - production line and control deck.



The relevance of service orientation to

this domain is evident but we apply it

with some twists. Based on experience,

we have come to the conclusion that the

straightforward use of XML for

exchanging intermediate data is inade-

quate: the parse trees that arise from

analysing hundreds of thousands of

lines of code simply become too bulky.

In order to solve this problem we repre-

sent intermediate data as ATerm (short

for Annotated Term), a directed acyclic

graph that maximizes subterm sharing

and can be represented very concisely.

By providing all the relevant tools with

an ATerm interface, huge amounts of

data can be shipped between tools while

sharing is preserved. 

Another issue is how to orchestrate the

execution of all these tools. To this end,

we connect them to the ToolBus, which

can simply be described as a program-

mable, ATerm-enabled, service bus.

The orchestration is described by

Tscript, a scripting language based on

process algebra that supports paral-

lelism, asynchronous and synchronous

communication and tool control. This

allows the construction of large, hetero-

geneous and distributed applications.

The figure illustrates the use of the

ToolBus while orchestrating the tools in
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the Meta-Environment. Observe that

variations in the Tscript lead to varia-

tions in the resulting system; product

families can thus easily be supported. 

Recently the ToolBus entered a new

phase in its development. The existing

ToolBus was implemented in C; we are

now about to finish a reimplementation

in Java in order to profit from Java's

better structuring facilities and from the

direct availability of many relevant

communication and (Web) service

libraries. This new version will also

address issues such as built-in profiling

and monitoring, efficient tool-to-tool

communication, and better isolation

and recovery of malfunctioning tools.

In addition to its existing service and

networking capabilities, this new

implementation will also enable execu-

tion on multi-core computers. In this

way, the whole distribution spectrum -

from wide area to multi-processors on a

chip - can be handled. This enables

applications in which high-density local

computation clusters are loosely coupled

via a wide-area network. We envisage

that more advanced software analysis

tasks will require such an infrastructure. 

The ToolBus is distributed as part of the

Meta-Environment, which is in use by

various academic and industrial parties

for software analysis, software transfor-

mation and domain-specific language

development. Examples are analysis and

refactoring of the C code for ASML’s

lithography machines, the renovation of

administrative Cobol code by Getronics,

and the use of a financial domain-spe-

cific language by the Fortis bank. Cur-

rent work on the ToolBus is done in

cooperation with Technical University

Eindhoven and University of Amster-

dam. Within ERCIM, we cooperate with

INRIA. 

The ToolBus while orchestrating tools in the Meta-Environment. 

Links: 

http://www.meta-environment.org/

http://www.cwi.nl/~paulk/

Please contact:

Paul Klint, CWI, The Netherlands 

Tel: +31 20 592 4126 

E-mail: Paul.Klint@cwi.nl 
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Open Grid Services for Improving 
Medical Knowledge Discovery
by Manolis Tsiknakis

ACGT (Advancing Clinico-Genomic Trials on cancer) is an FP6 integrated project focusing on the development
of a semantic Grid infrastructure to support multicentric, post-genomic clinical trials. This will enable
discoveries in the laboratory to be quickly transferred to clinical management and the treatment of patients.  

Recent advances in research methods

and technology have resulted in an

explosion of information and knowl-

edge about cancers and their treatment.

Exciting new research on the molecular

mechanisms that control cell growth and

differentiation has resulted in a signifi-

cant improvement in our understanding

of the fundamental nature of cancer

cells, and has suggested valuable new

approaches to cancer diagnosis and

treatment. Despite these advances, the

lack of a common infrastructure has pre-

vented clinical research institutions

from mining and analysing disparate

data sources. This inability to share

technology and data developed by dif-

ferent organizations is severely hamper-

ing the research process. 

Post-Genomic Clinical Trials
The ACGT project has been structured

to deal with this problem. The ERCIM

office is the administrative project coor-

dinator, while FORTH is responsible for

scientific coordination. The project has

selected two cancer domains (breast

cancer and Wilm’s tumour or pediatric

nephroblastoma) and has defined spe-

cific trials which are feeding the require-

ment analysis and elicitation phase of

the project. A third trial is also included,

which focuses on the reuse of multilevel

biomedical data produced in the previ-

ous two trials and the integration of

advanced technology (including interac-

tive visualization, virtual reality tech-

nology and in silico tumour growth sim-

ulations). Here the objective is to

explore simulated predictions of tumour

growth and treatment response. 

The Breast Cancer Trial 
Breast cancer is both genetically and

histopathologically heterogeneous, and

the mechanisms underlying its develop-

ment remain largely unknown.  The

ACGT Test of Principle (TOP) study

aims to identify biological markers

associated with pathological complete

response to anthracycline therapy

(epirubicin), one of the most active

drugs used in breast cancer treatment.

Supported by in vitro and preliminary in

vivo data, this study is designed to test

prospectively the value of topo II alpha

gene amplification and protein overex-

pression in predicting the efficacy of

anthracyclines.

These clinical trials are multicentric

(many different research organizations

are participating), and post-genomic,

meaning they require generation, man-

agement, integrated access, processing

and analysis of multilevel biomedical

data, including transcriptomic, pro-

teomic and imaging data. 

As a result, the ultimate objective of the

ACGT project is the development of

semantic Grid infrastructure that offers

high-level tools and techniques for the

distributed mining and extraction of

knowledge from data repositories avail-

able on the Grid. This infrastructure will

make use of semantic descriptions of

components and data and will offer

knowledge discovery services in the

domain of cancer research. Special

emphasis is given to the trust that needs

to be embedded in the platform, and to

relevant ethical issues, thus creating

optimal conditions for service uptake. 

Since we see the requirements engineer-

ing process as a structured set of activi-

ties that will lead to the fulfillment of

the final system requirements, an itera-

tive method has been adopted, based

mainly on scenarios and prototyping.

Explicit scenarios have been developed

that represent documented user needs

and also provide a technology-driven

description of the requirements of the

system under design, as understood by

experienced technological experts.

Initial System Architecture
From a detailed analysis of documented

user requirements, it is apparent that a

complex technical infrastructure must

be developed if support for integrated

access, analysis and visualization of

multilevel, heterogeneous data is to be

provided. A detailed analysis of the sci-

entific and functional requirements of

the ACGT infrastructure was performed,

together with an analysis of the current

The ACGT layered functional architecture.



state of the art in terms of technological

infrastructure, data resources, data rep-

resentation, exchange standards and

ontologies. 

With respect to the state of the art, the

myGrid project (http://www.mygrid.

org.uk) is focusing on providing in sil-

ico support for experimental research,

while the cancer Biomedical Informat-

ics Grid (caBIG - https://cabig.nci.nih.

gov/) is creating a virtual community

within which resources can be shared

and the key issues of cyber infrastruc-

ture tackled. 

From a technical point of view, the

requirements identified can be met using

a federated, multilayer, service-oriented

and ontology-driven architecture.  The

ACGT project decided to build on open

software frameworks based on the WS-

Resource Framework (WSRF) and Open

Grid Service Architecture (OGSA),

which are the de facto standards in Grid

computing. These standards are imple-

mented in the selected middleware,

namely Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4)

(http://www.globus.org) and Gridge

(http://fury.man.poznan.pl/gridge/). 

An overview of the ACGT system lay-

ered architecture is given in the figure,

and includes the following layers:

• Common Grid Infrastructure Layer:
this comprises the basic ‘Grid engine’

for accessing remote resources in a

Grid environment. It provides a com-

mon interface for Grid resources used

by higher-level services 

• Advanced Grid Middleware Layer:
this comprises advanced Grid ser-

vices, which operate on sets of lower-

level services to provide more advan-

ced functionality 

• Bioinformatics and Knowledge Dis-
covery Service Layer: this includes

all the ACGT-specific services, such

as the ACGT Master Ontology, the

Clinical Trial on Cancer Metadata

Services, semantic mediation ser-

vices and distributed and privacy-

preserving data-mining and knowled-

ge discovery services 

• User Access Layer: this allows users

to realize complex biomedical appli-

cations by combining basic services

from the underlying layers and

exploiting the resources and data pro-

vided by the research centres that

form different CT Virtual Organizati-

ons (VOs) 

• Security Layer: access rights, security

and trust-building are issues addres-

sed by this layer. 

Biomedical Grid Intelligence 
In a ‘Grid-enabled’ data-sharing VO,

datasets may not be well known

amongst all VO participants. To inte-

grate highly fragmented and isolated

data sources, we need semantics in

order to answer higher-level questions.

It therefore becomes critically impor-

tant to describe the context in which the

data was captured. We describe this

contextualization of the data as meta-

data. Semantic integration in ACGT

thus relies on metadata publishing and

ontologies.  

We see as our main future research

challenge in ACGT the development of

an infrastructure that is able to produce,

use and deploy knowledge as a basic

element of advanced applications. This

will mainly constitute a Biomedical

Knowledge Grid. Metadata is critical to

achieving such an objective. We use

OWL-S to develop metadata and serv-

ice ontologies for describing Grid Ser-

vices so that they might be discovered,

explained, composed and executed

automatically.  

Our initial investigations have also

revealed the need for a sophisticated

model of provenance, since the use of

both elementary and advanced work-

flows (workflows containing other

workflows), is becoming a very impor-

tant goal in our R&D work.  This

requirement also involves maintaining

complex metadata relating to work-

flows in the ACGT Grid middleware.

Link: 

http://www.eu-acgt.org

Please contact: 

Manolis Tsiknakis 

ICS-FORTH, Greece

Tel: +30 2810 391690

E-mail: tsiknaki@ics.forth.gr 

Application of SensorWebs 
for Intelligent Satellite Tasking
by Adrian Grenham

The ultimate vision for the Sensor Web is to use service-oriented architecture (SOA) techniques and
the ubiquitous power and utility of the Web to integrate billions of static and mobile sensors that are
already present in the environment. The resulting capability will release an unprecedented wealth of
environmental monitoring information at all levels: global, national, regional and local. In order to
investigate and demonstrate one aspect of this vision, SciSys research is working on the automatic
triggering of satellite-based observations by in situ alerts.

The value of earth observation satellite

imagery in monitoring changes in the

environment is largely dependent on the

timeliness of the data acquisition.

Models routinely used to forecast

weather and related natural phenomena

such as floods, employ sophisticated

numerical analysis techniques to pro-

vide forecasts from hours to many days

in advance. Many of these models rely

on information from large numbers of

(often heterogeneous) in situ sensors;

these collect diverse data including soil

moisture, river levels and peak flow,

coastal tide conditions and rainfall.

Access to in situ sensors tends to be ad

hoc, employing widely different proto-

cols and data formats. 

The goal of the Sensor Web is to provide

a network that links ground and space-

based instruments for autonomous and

collaborative observation services. Ide-

ally this is achieved by the seamless

integration of software and communica-

tions links between sensors. Typically

models raise alerts concerning events of

interest; an observation campaign is
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then triggered that employs an ad hoc

and dynamic set of sensors. Subse-

quently, data is acquired as quickly and

in as much depth as possible in a given

time period. In this example a satellite

instrument can be tasked to provide

imagery for constructing before and

after sequences to aid situation aware-

ness, defence planning and relief activi-

ties if needed.

The aim of the Open Geospatial Consor-

tium (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement

(SWE) specifications is to create Web-

based sensor networks that will make all

sensors and sensor data repositories dis-

coverable, accessible and (where appli-

cable) controllable via the worldwide

Web. It is a revolutionary approach to

exploiting Web-connected sensors, and

represents an extension of the concepts

widely demonstrated by the Web Map

Service (WMS), Web Feature Service

(WFS) and Web Coverage (WCS) spec-

ifications that facilitate interoperability

in geospatial Web services.

Besides the principles governing Web

services, the OGC specifications describe

the functionality of the Sensor Web:

• discovery of sensor systems, observa-

tions, and observation processes that

meet the immediate needs of an

application or user 

• determination of a sensor’s capabili-

ties and quality of measurements 

• access to sensor parameters that auto-

matically allow software to process

and geo-locate observations 

• retrieval of real-time or time-series

observations and coverage in stan-

dard encodings 

• tasking of sensors to acquire observa-

tions of interest 

• subscription to and publishing of alerts

to be issued by sensors or sensor ser-

vices based upon certain criteria.

The specifications allow Web-resident

sensors to be discoverable and accessed

through a set of self-describing soft-

ware services. A dedicated profile of

XML, SensorML provides a generic

description of any sensor type that can

be queried for any accessible sensor.

The profile includes modelling sensor

response as a process that may be

described as a data transform specific to

a physical device (eg an actuator, detec-

tor or filter). Individual processes can

be combined into more complex pro-

cessing chains that satisfy some real-

world problem.

SciSys is involved in a European Space

Agency project to test intelligent satel-

lite tasking. The satellites are triggered

by alerts raised by a Sensor Web based

on a prototype implementation of the

OGC specifications. The project com-

prises an international consortium

including GIM (Belgium), VITO

(Netherlands), SpaceBel (Belgium),

Soldata (Spain) and GeoID. 

The project will deliver a flood-moni-

toring service integrated into the ESA-

ESRIN Service Support Environment

Figure 1: Using multi-temporal SAR images, the vast expanses of sandbank covered by the sea
at high tide can be mapped, clearly showing the orientation of the river channels (reproduced
with permission. ©LCC and BNSC).

Figure 2: Determining
imaging opportunities
using the ground coverage
of an LEO satellite.



(SSE). Users will be able to subscribe to

receive flood alerts issued for a defined

geographical area of interest. The serv-

ice will provide users with a set of satel-

lite-imaging opportunities by querying

an SWE Sensor Planning Service (SPS)

that acts as the asset controller for a

number of satellite SAR missions. The

orbit description, sensor and tasking

details for each mission are used to

determine the earliest opportunity to

image the target area. The SPS ‘submit’

operation formats a tasking request

including all the parameters required by

the relevant mission-planning system.

The prototype testbed will be used to

simulate the provision of timely SAR

images of Morcambe Bay in northwest

England. These can show the orienta-

tion of highly mobile river channels

prior to forecasted flood events, adverse

weather and seasonal high tides. Map-

ping the channels in advance of excep-

tional tide conditions makes it possible

to assess the location and effectiveness

of sea defences and to alert populations

likely to be affected.

Currently such satellite tasking remains

a largely manual process and requires

fairly long lead times. However, with

warnings issued 6 to 48 hours prior to

an event there is an obvious potential to

acquire timely data through improved

responsiveness to flood alerts.

Links:

SciSys: http://www.scisys.co.uk

OGC: http://www.opengeospatial.org

Please contact:

Chris Lee

Head of Sales and Marketing 

(Space Systems), SciSys Ltd, UK

E-mail: chris.lee@scisys.co.uk
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Open-Source SOA for Small 
and Medium Organisations
by Pascal Bauler and Nicolas Biri

Recent and planned activities of the Centre de Recherche Public – Gabriel Lippmann include the
design of open-source service-oriented architectures (SOA) and the implementation of these new
concepts in small and medium organisations. 

Most modern organisations rely on com-

plex IT environments that play a critical

role in their daily business. Most of

these systems have been designed over

the last few decades and rely on hetero-

geneous technology, including main-

frame applications, client/server solu-

tions, multi-layer applications, off-the-

shelf software and custom develop-

ments. 

In general, the subsystems are stand-

alone solutions and do not present an

integrated IT environment. As a conse-

quence, data synchronisation between

the various subsystems usually requires

manual interventions and is prone to

error. 

The project goal is to work out a generic

approach to modernising the IT environ-

ment of Small and Medium Organisa-

tions (SMOs), by migrating to a service-

oriented architecture (SOA). The pro-

posed solution relies on open standards,

which make the various sub-compo-

nents exchangeable and facilitate the

exploitation of the SOA. 

As the IT budgets of SMOs are usually

very limited, the proposed SOA is based

on multiple open-source projects, thus

reducing licensing costs. The proposed

SOA solution has a three-layer architec-

ture. The technical integration layer

consists of various connectors establish-

ing a technical integration between the

SOA and the external applications. An

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) makes the

various subsystems independent of

transport protocol by hosting data trans-

formation and message routing services.

Finally, the orchestration layer provides

the SOA with a user interface, offering

business process execution facilities that

seamlessly access the underlying het-

erogeneous applications.

The success of an SOA project strongly

depends on the ease of use of the newly

proposed architecture. Consequently,

the SOA should facilitate the addition

and publishing of new services as well

as the exploitation of existing services.

In order to achieve this goal, model-

driven software design techniques are

used to generate code segments that

accessing existing services, combined

with a dedicated framework used to

design new SOA services. 

Technical Considerations
As mentioned above, the main project

goal consists in working out a practical

approach to modernising the IT environ-

ments of SMOs by migrating to a stan-

dards-based service-oriented architec-

ture that relies on open-source technol-

ogy. In order to achieve this goal and

after comparing several solutions, Ser-

viceMix, an open-source service bus

based on Java Business Integration

(JBI) was selected and systematically

extended (see Figure 1). Newly

designed JBI components guarantee

protocol independence and the orches-

tration layer is realized by the open-

source version of ActiveBPEL, which

was adapted to act as a native JBI com-

ponent. This technology represents the

technical back-end of the SOA solution

and is enhanced by a Java-based compo-

nent framework. This is accessible

through a dedicated Eclipse plug-in

used by the development teams while

creating and deploying new JBI compo-

nents or while integrating additional

applications with the SOA. Access to

existing services managed by the SOA is

provided by a newly developed domain-

specific language (DSL), which is used

by the OpenArchitectureWare Model

Driven Systems Development (MDSD)

framework to generate the appropriate

application code.

Practical Use Cases 
and Perspectives
Integration projects must prove their

worth in practice. The proposed solution

is currently being deployed in a research

project running in collaboration with the



been obtained in collaboration with the

CNPF. The mid-term goal is to further

extend the SOA by working on its secu-

rity aspects, service repositories and

business intelligence systems. In paral-

lel, the SOA will be used in the context

of other research projects. 

Please contact:

Pascal Bauler and Nicolas Biri

Centre de Recherche Public – 

Gabriel Lippmann, Luxembourg

Tel: +352 47 02 61 1

E-mail: bauler@lippmann.lu,

biri@lippmann.lu
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The aim of the FUSION project is to

support collaboration and interconnec-

tion between commercial enterprises by

developing a framework and innovative

technology that allows the semantic

fusion of heterogeneous service-ori-

ented business applications. In particu-

lar, FUSION has a three-fold focus:

1. The development of an innovative

approach, methodology and integrati-

on mechanism for the semantic inte-

gration of a heterogeneous set of

business applications, platforms and

languages within SMEs. 

2. The integration of research activities

carried out in the enlarged Europe in

FUSION: Business Process Fusion 
Based on Semantically Enabled 
Service-Oriented Business Applications
by Spiros Alexakis and Alexa Schumacher

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) cooperating with international partners in the enlarged Europe
need holistic Enterprise Applications Integration (EAI) solutions in order to operate effectively. At the
same time, they face intercultural barriers, since current interoperability and integration efforts are
focused on data rather than on processes.

Luxembourg National Family Benefits

Fund (CNPF). Initial results involving

the integration of mainframe applica-

tions, WinDev proprietary software and

Java subsystems are very promising. A

first application relying on the new

SOA will automatically handle the fam-

ily allowances for French border com-

muters and is scheduled to be released

in May 2007. 

In addition to the step-by-step migra-

tion of the Luxembourg National Fam-

ily Benefits Fund to the SOA, the same

platform will be used in collaboration

with the Luxembourg Chamber of

Commerce, but will be extended by

enhancing its security aspects and by

adding service repository functionali-

ties. At the same time, the potential

business benefits resulting from scien-

tific exploitation of the heterogeneous

data available throughout the new

architecture identify the SOA project as

a good starting point for subsequent

Business Intelligence (BI) projects. 

Conclusion
The proposed solution integrates and

enhances several open-source projects

and highlights the easy exploitation of

the SOA. First practical results have

SOA (JBI Container – ServiceMix)

HTTP/WS

JMS

File System

Legacy APIs 

Wrapper

Binding

Components

Service 

Engine
Centralized Data 

Access

Centralized Data

Access

Normalized Message Router

BPEL Workflow Engine

(ActiveBPEL)

Management

Console

Architecture of the Open-Source SOA.



the areas of Business Process

Management, Semantic Web and

Web services. 

3. The validation of research results by

developing proof-of-concept pilots in

collaborative commerce growth

across semantically enriched value

networks across the enlarged Europe.

FUSION will facilitate three trans-

national business cases, typical exam-

ples of cross-organizational collabora-

tion. The first is the integration of trans-

actions of a franchising firm (Greece,

Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Ukraine,

Cyprus and FYROM); the second pilot

deals with the automation of interna-

tional career and human resource man-

agement services (Hungary and Ger-

many); the final example is a collabora-

tion of companies in a chain of schools

of foreign languages and computing

(Bulgaria, FYROM, Albania). 

The research project FUSION is led by

SAP AG (Germany). Research activi-

ties are coordinated by the Institute of

Communication and Computer Systems

(ICCS, Greece). Pilot case execution is

led by CAS Software AG (Germany),

while validation of the research results

is coordinated by the South-East Euro-

pean Research Centre (SEERC,

Greece). In total, the FUSION consor-

tium consists of fifteen partners from

five European countries (Germany,

Poland, Greece, Hungary and Bul-

garia), including research institutes,

technology developers, innovation

transfer bodies and end users.

The FUSION solution will invoke the

creation, administration and deploy-

ment of Web Services Instances of the

pre-selected features of the enterprise

applications and their semantic descrip-

tion (Semantic Profile). This is based on

a business concept model called

FUSION ontology that serves as a com-

mon reference and allows the semantic

integration of the business applications.

The deployed Web Services Instances

will be published in a semantically

enriched UDDI service registry, while

the semantic profiles created for Web

Services Instances will be registered in

the FUSION semantically enriched reg-

istry. The latter is part of the FUSION

Semantic Repository, powering the sys-

tem-integrated categorization and dis-

covery services.

We envision that in working with the

FUSION solution, business analysts will:

• define the concepts that exist inside

the business application (eg product,

contact, order etc) and use well-defi-

ned business ontologies/concept

models that are independent from the

technical architecture of the business

application 

• associate the concepts and services

with the business application reposi-

tory/resources 

• create and administrate Web Services

Instances, create semantic profiles of

Web Services Instances and publish

the profiles on the FUSION semanti-

cally-enriched registry

• orchestrate aggregate compositions

of Semantic Web services based on

FUSION-enabled descriptions of

various business applications. 

To this extent, those involved in the

FUSION System life cycle are IT con-

sultants (who are responsible for

extending the ontology with necessary

concepts and annotating the Web serv-

ices), business process consultants

(who create generic processes that can

be customized for more specific instal-

lations), and enterprise application soft-

ware vendors (who adapt their products

to the FUSION approach).

It is expected that the project results

will include the following:

• the FUSION approach for semantic

service-oriented Business Applicati-

on integration covering essential

business processes between collabo-

rative organizations 

• the FUSION methodology for

semantic service-oriented Business

Application Integration that will faci-

litate the integration of business soft-

ware applications 

• the FUSION integration mechanism

will simplify the interconnection of

heterogeneous information systems,

resource sharing and services provision 

• three FUSION cases will prove the

concepts and tools of the solution,

concerning three different enlarged

Europe scenarios. 

The project is supported by the Euro-

pean Commission (IST-027385).

Links: 

http://www.fusionweb.org/

FUSION ontology:

http://www.imu.iccs.gr/software/enio

Please contact: 

Spiros Alexakis

CAS Software AG, Germany

E-mail: Spiros.Alexakis@cas.de
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Pervasive computing is the trend

towards increasingly ubiquitous, con-

nected computing devices in the envi-

ronment, and is being brought about by

a convergence of advanced electronic,

wireless technology with the Internet.

Pervasive computing devices can be

mobile or embedded in almost any type

of physical environment (eg home,

office or car) imaginable, and all com-

municate through increasingly intercon-

nected networks.

It is expected that in the future, ‘smart’

devices all around us will maintain cur-

rent information about their locations

and the contexts in which they are being

used, as well as relevant data about the

users. Computing will become so natu-

ralized within the environment that peo-

ple will not even realize that they are

using computers. 

To this end, researchers are looking for

innovative concepts and approaches.

Among the emerging technology

expected to prevail in the pervasive

computing environment of the future are

service-oriented architectures (SOAs)

and semantic ontology-based technolo-

gies. SOAs provide a means of resolv-

ing the complexity, heterogeneity and

dynamicity issues, abstracting the com-

plexity of involved systems and

enabling loose and dynamic coupling

among heterogeneous resources through

automated service publication and run-

time service discovery and composition.

Semantic ontology-based technologies

(eg RDF, RDF-S, OWL, OWL-S,

ontologies and reasoning tools) promise

far more effective machine-to-machine

communication. The use of ontologies

enables computational entities and serv-

ices to use a common set of concepts

and vocabularies to represent knowl-

edge about a domain of interest, and to

interact with each other. This allows the

relationships between entities to be

more clearly expressed and thus better

reasoning on their properties.      

In the IST Amigo project, which aims to

develop an open networked home sys-

tem as part of the ambient intelligence

pervasive computing vision, we adapt

semantic modelling approaches to

effectively integrate, discover and com-

pose heterogeneous services and

devices in a ubiquitous and seamless

manner in order to address user require-

ments. Web Services and OWL-S are

adopted as a convenient paradigm for

service representation in Amigo. The

purpose of ontologies is to enrich serv-

ice descriptions, including both the

functional (service capabilities, inputs,

outputs) and non-functional properties

of services. The non-functional proper-

ties of a service, such as quality of serv-

ice (QoS), the context in which it is exe-

cuted and the preferences specified in

user profiles, may assist in dynamically

selecting the services that best meet

user needs.

However, before such reference service

discovery architecture can be imple-

mented, effectively used and widely

accepted, the ontology-based semantics

for networked devices and services

must be well understood. An under-

standing of semantics will enable appli-

cation designers to choose which

ontologies can be used in their applica-

tions. An understanding of how seman-

tics can be used will help application

and service developers to determine

which semantic-based approaches will

be beneficial to the support of their

applications, and what is required to be

easily integrated in such reference

architecture.
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VantagePoint: Seeing is Believing 
by Jarmo Kalaoja, Julia Kantorovitch, Toni Piirainen and Ilkka Niskanen

Service-oriented architectures, Web services, Semantic Web, ontologies, OWL, RFD, OWL-S… any
chance for the service developer and original user (eg researcher) to survive in understanding of the
complex world of today's service-related semantic technology?  Researchers in the VTT Software
Architectures and Platforms department are developing a VantagePoint tool, which will help
designers and developers to better understand semantic service-oriented architectures (SOAs). An
understanding of semantics will enable application designers to choose appropriate ontologies for
their applications, and to determine which semantic-based approaches are beneficial and what can
be easily integrated with semantic reference architectures.

The isometric view of Amigo House.



To offer a comprehensive response to

the above concerns, researchers in the

VTT Software Architectures and Plat-

forms department are developing a Van-

tagePoint tool, which will make the

contextual semantic information related

to service descriptions easier to under-

stand, and its use by an application

developer foolproof. The tool allows

users to view ontology instances associ-

ated with complex contextual informa-

tion in a more illustrative and compre-

hensible way. It also allows users to

semantically model and interactively

simulate contextual environments of

interest. These may be either physical

real-world (ie devices, services, func-

tional capabilities of service, contexts)

or conceptual (business boundaries,

networking or security domains). It

supports the conceptual design of appli-

cations (eg verifying a service composi-

tion logic) or middleware-level services

(eg semantic service discovery) against

one or more contextual scenarios.

Moreover, we believe that the research

presented is a step toward the better

understanding and wider acceptance of

ontology-based semantic technology

also for non-Web services.

VantagePoint is written in Java; it uses

the Jena interface to manage OWL

ontologies, and Java 2D graphics to

visualize them. VantagePoint can have

several visualization libraries contain-

ing domain-specific icons. These

libraries are stored as simple text files

that contain URLs of the icon files pro-

viding isometric visualization from dif-

ferent perspectives (PNG images), and

a URL of a semantic class description in

one of VantagePoint’s semantic

libraries. A browser tool is provided for

examining the visualization libraries.

While the current libraries relate to

intelligent home applications, future

elements will describe other intelligent

environments such as car, plane, or

mobile outdoor domain.

Links:

http://www.hitech-projects.com/eupro-

jects/amigo/

http://www.vtt.fi/proj/vantagepoint/

Please contact:

Julia Kantorovitch, Jarmo Kalaoja 

VTT, Finland

Tel: +358 20 722 2334 

E-mail: Julia.Kantorovitch@vtt.fi,

Jarmo.Kalaoja@vtt.fi
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Diapason: An Engineering Environment 
for Designing, Implementing 
and Evolving Service Orchestrations 
by Frédéric Pourraz and Hervé Verjus

The aim of Diapason is to allow designers of service-oriented architectures (SOAs) to precisely
orchestrate services using an orchestration language based on pi calculus. Once defined, an
orchestration can be verified against properties and constraints, can be deployed as a new service
and can evolve dynamically and on the fly.

SOAs are service-based applications for

which classical software engineering

approaches fail. This is due to the het-

erogeneous, autonomous, widely dis-

tributed and loosely coupled nature of

the services. In other words, when build-

ing an SOA, the designer does not con-

trol the service's implementations. As

SOAs are increasingly used to support

widely distributed software-intensive

systems in a plethora of domains (busi-

ness, manufacturing, health, Grid-based

applications, military etc), the design,

implementation and evolution of SOAs

is a challenging problem. 

Diapason Approach
We introduce a new environment called

Diapason. Diapason is an SOA-based

systems-engineering environment that

supports service orchestration, along

with the analysis, deployment, execu-

tion and evolution of that orchestration.

Diapason provides a layered formal lan-

guage called pi-Diapason, which relates

to SOA structure/topology with most of

the service orchestration patterns

already proposed (www.workflowpat-

terns.com). It is also extensible (ie archi-

tects can define their own extensions

and concepts) and executable.

It also provides:

• a properties definition language called

logic-Diapason

• an analyser (a properties checking

tool)

• an animator (a graphical simulation

tool)

• deployment mechanisms

• a virtual machine (a runtime engine).

Basically, services provide operations

that can be remotely invoked. The man-

ner in which the services (and opera-

tions) are implemented is unimportant,

since services are considered to be black

boxes that can be composed (orches-

trated). When orchestrating Web serv-

ices, WSDL files are referenced in order

to obtain the signatures of the operations

and to then invoke these operations at

runtime.

Once defined, a service orchestration can

be deployed as a new service that can be

further reused in other orchestrations

and/or can be modified according to new

requirements. When an orchestration is

reused it is considered to be a standalone

service, providing its own operation(s).

Hence, the orchestration can be com-

posed with other services and be

involved in other orchestration(s). A

service orchestration is executed by way

of a virtual machine that interprets pi-

Diapason language. In this way, pi-Dia-

pason can be used as a formal and exe-

cutable SOA specifications language.

Service composition is a key issue in

Diapason. Pi-Diapason is formally

based on polyadic high-order Milner's

pi-calculus, which is a form of process

algebra. Service orchestration descrip-



tions use orchestration patterns that are

formally defined in terms of pi-calculus

processes. Basically, a service orchestra-

tion is a complex pi-calculus process

that composes other pi-calculus

processes. In order to simplify the

description of an orchestration, Diapa-

son provides a lightweight and intuitive

graphical editor.

Thanks to the pi-calculus mobility

(introduced in the first-order pi-calculus

but extended to behaviour mobility sup-

port in the high-order pi-calculus), we

can dynamically modify the service

orchestration at runtime without stop-

ping the execution of this orchestration.

Evolving a service orchestration at run-

time is also very challenging. Evolving

a Diapason service orchestration is the

same as evolving a pi-calculus process.

Pi-Diapason provides pi-calculus-spe-

cific constructs that are responsible for

evolution: using these constructs, the

SOA architect can interact with the pi-

Diapason virtual machine in order to

modify the service orchestration pi-Dia-

pason code at runtime. Modifications

are transmitted to the virtual machine

and are then dynamically applied with-

out interrupting the executing orchestra-

tion (the virtual machine supports serv-

ices orchestration state consistency

management). The service orchestration

behaviour is changed on the fly by way

of pi-calculus messages that contain the

required changes.

SOAs defined using pi-Diapason can be

checked against properties (eg dead-

lock-free, vivacity, liveness, structural

and behavioural properties). Properties

are defined using logic-Diapason, a

logic-based properties definition lan-
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Figure 1: Orche-
stration description
(Diapason graphi-
cal editor).

Figure 2: Orchestration evolution.

Figure 3: Orchestration reuse.



guage. SOA properties are then verified

according to two steps: the first is per-

formed by the pi-Diapason virtual

machine that allows the extraction of all

possible execution traces, while the sec-

ond is done by the analyser, which

allows properties expressed using logic-

Diapason to be checked over all the pre-

viously extracted traces. In addition to

this formal verification, the animator

lets us simulate one or more of the

SOA’s execution traces in a graphical

manner. This is a more intuitive (though

informal) way of checking the SOA's

structure and behaviour.

Diapason Engineering Environment
A Diapason service orchestration is

deployed as a service; this embeds the

service-orchestration pi-Diapason

description, a pi-Diapason virtual

machine, in order to interpret the

orchestration and a context-aware

deployment platform (according to the

application server on which the service

is deployed, ie Tomcat Axis or similar).

Please contact:

Frédéric Pourraz and Hervé Verjus

University of Savoie - Polytech'Savoie,

LISTIC, France

E-mail: frederic.pourraz@univ-savoie.fr,

herve.verjus@univ-savoie.fr
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SUPER – Raising Business Process 
Management Back to the Business Level
by Matthias Born, Christian Drumm, Ivan Markovic and Ingo Weber

The SUPER project (Semantics Utilized for Process Management within and between Enterprises)
is working on improving the modelling and management of business processes. This will be
achieved by integrating semantic technology with business process management (BPM), and
would provide answers to two of the most prominent issues emerging in this area: shifting control
of processes from IT professionals to business experts, and scaling up BPM to support processes
of higher complexity.

SUPER is an EU-funded Integrated Pro-

ject that has a duration of three years and

is under the coordination of SAP. It

started in April 2006 and unites nineteen

partners and approximately sixty

researchers. The project consortium is a

balanced blend of industrial partners, use

case partners and academic research

teams from all over Europe. 

The motivation behind SUPER arises

from the challenges of the increased fre-

quency with which business models and

the contexts of enterprises change in

today’s world. This rate of change is

generally caused by new internal or

external business requirements (eg

closer integration with suppliers and cus-

tomers, implementation of new industry-

specific standards or deployment of new

application components), which may

originate from emerging business oppor-

tunities or new regulations from legal

bodies. In this environment, two require-

ments are paramount: to provide fast and

easy access to the process space of an

organization and to enable swift adapta-

tion of operational business processes. 

The major objective of SUPER is to

raise business process management from

the IT level to the business level. This

objective requires that BPM be accessi-

ble to business experts and business ana-

lysts without requiring detailed technical

expertise. Semantic Web and particularly

Semantic Web services promise to

enable users to perform complex tasks

without requiring an understanding of

the underlying technology. Therefore,

this project aims at providing a frame-

work that is context-aware and based on

Semantic Web Service technology, and

which acquires, organizes, shares and

uses the knowledge embedded in busi-

ness processes and IT systems. This

knowledge is presented to business

experts and analysts in an understand-

able format through a novel process-

modelling tool. Using this tool the

framework enables them to easily

analyse, change and create business

processes, leading to a higher degree of

agility in companies.

SUPER achieves this objective by

adding semantic annotations to BPM

artefacts (like process activities, services

and execution artefacts), thereby making

these artefacts accessible for advanced

querying and reasoning. Using these

querying and reasoning approaches, the

tools developed in SUPER support users

during business process modelling

through techniques such as Semantic

Business Process Discovery, Semantic

Business Process Composition and

Semantic Business Process Mediation. 

Business Process Discovery provides

support to the business expert during the

modelling phase by simplifying the

reuse of existing artefacts. For this task

we provide a rich formal framework for

the description of business process mod-

els, covering all workflow perspectives

(data, control, resource). This enables

Figure 1: Business Process
Composition based on
semantic annotations of ser-
vices and processes.



the business expert to pose expressive

queries to the business process reposi-

tory in the search for existing process

components. Semantic Business Process

Composition aims at enabling business

experts to operationalize their business

processes directly, by automatically

deriving an executable process from a

conceptual business process model (see

Figure 1). Semantic Business Process

Mediation facilitates Semantic Business

Process Composition by enabling the

seamless integration of processes origi-

nating from various stakeholders in a

collaborative business process (see Fig-

ure 2). The use of such technology facil-

itates the task of modelling business

processes in two ways: first, it improves

the quality of the models through the

reuse of established and optimized

process components; and second, it

reduces the process modelling time by

avoiding reinventing the wheel.

The chosen testbed for the achievements

of the project is the telecommunication

sector, where the limitations of traditional

BPM approaches like cost and delay of

process set-up are clearly visible, and

currently limit the development of

advanced, more agile business models.

Link: 

http://ip-super.org/ 

Please contact: 

Matthias Born, Christian Drumm, 

Ivan Markovic and Ingo Weber

SAP Research, CEC Karlsruhe, 

Germany

E-mail: {Mat.Born, Christian.Drumm,

Ivan.Markovic, Ingo.Weber}@sap.com
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Life-Cycle Support of Semantic Web Services 
by László Kovács, András Micsik and Tomás Pariente

In the frame of the INFRAWEBS project, a software toolset for creating, maintaining and executing WSMO
(Web Service Modelling Ontology) services was developed. The implemented framework supports open
and extensible development platforms for Semantic Web services.

The INFRAWEBS project has devel-

oped a framework that enables software

and service providers to generate and

establish open and extensible develop-

ment platforms for Web service applica-

tions. The project was funded by the EU

with participation of 12 European part-

ners: FH Bochum, University of Inns-

bruck, IIT-BAS, SZTAKI, NTUA,

Profium SA, Sirma SAI, FUTUREtec,

Atos Origin, Best-HP, Aspasia Knowl-

edge Systems and big7.net.

The project divides the life cycle of

Semantic Web services (SWS) into two

different phases: design time and run

time. The role of the design-time tools is

to ready existing Web services for

semantic deployment. During the

design-time phase, various tools and

editors support the creation of semantic

descriptions for existing Web services.

For example, the SWS Designer (SWS-

D) is a visual editor of SWS descrip-

tions, which helps to create service

descriptions for Web services by apply-

ing drag-and-drop graphical editing and

case-based reasoning. The Designer

contains a visual axiom editor, which

makes the compilation of logical queries

easier even for non-expert users.

The SWS Composer (SWS-C) is another

visual tool for creating a Semantic Web

service through the composition of exist-

ing WSMO-based services. It also uses a

case-based memory for retrieving serv-

ice composition templates quasi-similar

to the service to be composed.

The resulting ontologies, goals and

Semantic Web services are made acces-

sible in a distributed registry (DSWS-

R). WSML (Web Service Modelling

Language) was chosen as the language

for describing these semantic entities.

The run-time phase involves discovery,

selection and execution of the Semantic

Web services. The Quality of Service

(QoS) Broker component of the run-

time environment collects QoS data for

Semantic Web services, which are fed

back into the phase of discovery and

selection.

Developers of SWS-based applications

use the SAM module (Service Access

Middleware) as a central API to

INFRAWEBS services. With the help of

SAM they are able to create Java code to

discover, select and execute Semantic

Web services. SAM is also able to hide

the WSML syntax from developers, so

no WSML parser is necessary in the

applications.

The discovery engine of INFRAWEBS

was implemented by SZTAKI as part of

the SAM module. According to the

usual scenario, the discovery engine

receives a WSML goal as input and

must provide a list of matching Seman-

tic Web services, possibly coupled with

additional information that supports

ranking and selection.

Discovery implementation has three

steps: pre-filtering, logical matching and

finalizing to prepare the result. The aim

of the pre-filtering step is to narrow the

list of candidates using traditional text-

processing (keyword matching) algo-

rithms. This pre-filtering is supported by

a structured text indexing and clustering

service, which is another module of the

framework. Pre-filtering is optimized

Figure 2: Business Process Mediation deals
with heterogeneity in the behavioral inter-
faces and message formats of processes.



for recall, so that it does not filter out

possible matching candidates, yet it fil-

ters out definite non-matches using very

fast textual queries.

Our implementation of semantic match-

ing applies the unification facility of

Prolog engines. Instead of matching

large logical expressions, we break

these expressions into small pieces

using Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF),

where the matching of each piece can

be judged individually. This approach

also provides interesting possibilities

such as the comparison, ranking and

explanation of service matches (or non-

matches). Furthermore, we are able to

handle user preferences during discov-

ery, which is becoming an increasingly

important aspect of SWS usability.

In the final step of discovery, the list of

matching services is enhanced with QoS

data based on past execution experience,

which can be used for service selection.

QoS data is collected by the QoS Moni-

tor, a part of the Service Executor mod-

ule. This Service Executor processes

WSMO-based Semantic Web service

descriptions using choreography and

orchestration engines for executing spe-

cific rules, and performs the actual exe-

cution of the selected services.

The various tools implemented in the

project are integrated by the

INFRAWEBS framework, which is an

enterprise service bus (ESB) connecting

a peer-to-peer (P2P) network of nodes.

Nodes can host Java and .NET services.

Every peer can be deployed containing

all or part of the INFRAWEBS stack of

components. The framework hides

from users the complexity of dealing

with the P2P architecture. 

On the other hand, the INFRAWEBS

framework allows service application

providers to create semantic-enabled

applications based on the Semantic Web

service descriptions stored in the P2P

repositories. All methods provided by

the components developed within the

project are available through Java and

Web service interfaces provided by the

INFRAWEBS framework. They ensure

interoperability and make the frame-

work simple for developers to use. 

INFRAWEBS reflects a novel approach

to solving problems that occur during

the creation and maintenance of Seman-

tic Web services and their applications.

It is based on tight integration of simi-

larity-based and logic-based reasoning.

Similarity-based reasoning is used for

fast finding of approximate solutions,

which are further concretized by the

logic-based reasoning.

Most of the tools and the integration

framework are available as open-source

software at the project Web page, under

LGPL license.

Link: 

http://www.infrawebs.eu/

Please contact:

Tomás Pariente

ATOS Research & Innovation, Spain

Tel: +34 91 214 9321

E-mail: 

tomas.parientelobo@atosorigin.com

László Kovács 

SZTAKI, Hungary

Tel:  +36 1 279 6212

E-mail: laszlo.kovacs@sztaki.hu
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of INFRAWEBS modules.

Figure 2: 
Peer-to-peer architecture
of the INFRAWEBS 
framework.



This research is part of a project named

SOAMeS (Service-Oriented Architec-

ture in Multichannel e-Services), at

VTT Technical Research Centre of Fin-

land. The project, which commenced in

mid-2006 and will last until the end of

2007, is running in collaboration with

the University of Helsinki. The main

funding bodies are Tekes (the Finnish

Funding Agency for Technology and

Innovation) and VTT, while four

Finnish companies also provide funds

and are involved in its execution. The

project aims to clarify the potential of

service-oriented solutions in business

network management and strategic

planning. Furthermore, the project

explores the usability of existing SOA

tools for multi-channel service composi-

tion, and elaborates those tools by

enhancing collaboration modelling with

dynamic and non-functional aspects.

The aim of the VO research is to study

what SOA can offer to VOs, and to iden-

tify the challenges it may confront, the

demands VOs will set for SOA, and the

contribution that the VO approach can

provide to other SOA-enabled business

networking approaches.

Business environments are becoming

more and more dynamic, and informa-

tion systems need to keep up with this

pace. New architectures must be able to

adjust to and even enhance the ongoing

change and development of business

environments and organizations. It is

important that the service-oriented

architect involved in development

understands the issues, demands and

requirements – both technical and busi-

ness-related – from both sides.

Virtual organizations need tools for,

among other things, preparatory specifi-

cation, consortium formation, support

and finalization. Different actors, for

instance, may have different operating

systems, data formats and languages. A

standard or architecture must therefore

be adopted that can integrate systems

and embrace requisite services. Innova-

tion, different communication types,

data sharing, decision making and other

synchronous and asynchronous collab-

oration and sharing methods are neces-

sary for virtual organizations. Tools

must support the processes and in doing

so help improve interaction within

VOs. Dynamic operation requires that

ICT solutions are flexible and agile, and

can enable changes in relationships

within and between virtual organiza-

tions.

Given the organization-specific require-

ments listed above, SOA seems to be

the natural choice for solving the prob-

lems resulting from organization-spe-

cific information systems and business

processes. SOA provides a natural iso-

lating layer between the business

requirements and their implementation,

while still allowing their direct linkage

in implementation. Full utilization of

SOA principles with nested services

results in a more economical reuse-ori-

ented environment, where a single busi-

ness process can be expressed as a serv-

ice consisting of subservices. These

subservices (eg customer information

updates) can be reused, thereby improv-

ing data and system integrity, focus of

development costs and architectural

control.

The main challenge in applying SOA is,

however, of a psychological kind. SOA

is more a management philosophy or

discipline than a plain information sys-

tem architecture, and thus should be

applied in a determined way. Managers

should not expect massive returns

immediately, but should be prepared to

wait for a sufficient period of time for

them. This does not mean, of course,

that applying SOA will not bring imme-

diate results, but rather that over a short

time they are typically exaggerated.

The aim of this research is to find the

link between SOA and VOs, to discover

how SOA can be used in VOs, and also

to identify whether VOs can contribute

something new to SOA. How can they

be combined so that the best possible

result will be achieved, especially from

the point of view of the organization’s

management and strategic develop-

ment? The role of virtual organization is

growing and SOA may enable its better

use and collaboration.

Link:

http://soames.cs.helsinki.fi/

Please contact:

Mikko Salonen

VTT, Technical Research Centre 

of Finland

Tel: +358207224194

E-mail: mikko.salonen@vtt.fi

Jyrki Haajanen

VTT, Technical Research Centre 

of Finland

Tel: +358207226028

E-mail: jyrki.haajanen@vtt.fi
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Aligning Virtual Organizations with SOA
by Mikko Salonen and Jyrki Haajanen

Virtual Organizations (VOs) are collaborative groups that can be formed in several ways, and for
several reasons. Typically they are logical entities, have a limited lifetime, are geographically
dispersed, and are created to solve a specific problem or to enhance and develop business
processes. Information networks play a significant role in the interaction of VOs, and their
importance is expected to grow even further. Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an architectural
approach based on the service-oriented computing (SOC) paradigm. Since SOA encompasses
architecture issues in both business and information systems, it has great potential to enable
alignment of VO approaches with IT-based business networking approaches, such as enterprise
interoperability. So while SOA can contribute to VOs, VOs can also make their own demands on
and contributions to the adaptation of the new architecture.



Recent advances in computing devices

and network technology are creating

diverse, pervasive environments and

opening various opportunities for

human collaborative work on these

environments.  Nowadays, members of

teams in collaborative processes may

span different times and spaces.

Depending on the context of a collabo-

ration, a team may be set up through an

Internet-based or mobile ad hoc infra-

structure, using mobile devices and/or

high-end computers, working together

for only a short period of time or for up

to several days or weeks, just to name a

few cases. More than ever before, team-

work is highly dynamic and flexible in

terms of both time and space; existing

infrastructures in which teamwork is

supported by fixed, tightly coupled sys-

tems that include dedicated services and

portals but which do not interact with

each other, thus fail to provide suffi-

cient capabilities. Not only will an

SOA-based platform allow us to inte-

grate various existing collaboration

services into dynamic, pervasive envi-

ronments, but newly developed collab-

oration services for emerging teamwork

could also be easily plugged into such

environments.  

The inContext Project
The inContext project aims at support-

ing highly dynamic forms of human

collaboration such as Nimble (short-

lived collaboration to solve emerging

problems), Virtual (spanning different

geographical places and involving

diverse professionals) and Mobile (col-

laboration with mobility capabilities)

teams. 

These teams require different mecha-

nisms for coordination, and in many

cases also different services (eg docu-

ment sharing, project management and

instant messaging) and infrastructures

(eg large-scale and Internet-based

mobile devices, and mobile ad-hoc/P2P

networks). SOA-based solutions thus

offer greater advantages for inContext

over other solutions, such as those that

are portal-based. 

The inContext PCSA
The inContext PCSA (Pervasive Collab-

oration Services Architecture) aggregates

different types of services, all based on

Web Services, to support collaborative

team processes. These services are

loosely coupled and can be deployed in

various hosting environments. 

As shown in Figure 1, this architecture

comprises collaboration services and

the inContext platform. In order to sup-

port basic team activities, we need

plenty of common collaboration serv-

ices, such as calendars, task manage-

ment, instant messaging and document

management. However, a variety of

other services need to be developed for

supporting emerging teamwork and

autonomic capabilities. Hence, on the

one hand we adopt and integrate exist-

ing common services by wrapping

them, and by building and extending

their Web service interfaces since not

all services provide one.  On the other

hand, services in the inContext platform

are able to manage context information,

analyse interaction patterns and per-

form autonomic capabilities for the

PCSA. This means the PCSA is able to

fulfil the needs of different teams and to

cope with changes in team forms as

they evolve. 

The PCSA Network
Since team collaboration is conducted

in a distributed system involving multi-

ple organizations and spanning multiple

locations, we have to ensure that team

members are able to access all the serv-
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A Pervasive, Service-Oriented Architecture 
for Supporting Teamwork
by Schahram Dustdar and Hong-Linh Truong

At the heart of the EU ‘inContext’ project, the Pervasive Collaboration Services Architecture (PCSA)
aims at providing a pervasive, SOA-based architecture for supporting various kinds of teamwork.
This architecture comprises different kinds of Web services, loosely coupled in a dynamic
environment that includes diverse underlying operating systems and networks, necessary for
collaboration and teamwork. The goal of this platform is to reduce as far as possible human
intervention in the support of collaborative work, by means of autonomic capabilities based on
context information and interaction patterns.

inContext Pervasive
Collaboration Service
Architecture.



ices in a transparent way. An efficient

way to support these collaboration sce-

narios is to connect multiple PCSAs in a

peer-to-peer network through which a

team member can perform his/her col-

laboration without needing to know

where and how services are deployed.

As depicted in Figure 1, the inContext

platform and in particular the Access

Layer will route invocations to appro-

priate services in the PCSA network. In

this respect, context information plays a

key factor as it provides important infor-

mation about the location and status of

collaboration services. 

Autonomic Collaboration 
Architecture
The inContext PCSA integrates and

provides various services for human

collaboration. Furthermore, by offering

autonomic capabilities, it aims to

reduce human intervention in managing

the collaboration. Being autonomic

requires an intensive use of context

information and interaction patterns to

adapt and provision services to the

changes in and requirements of teams

and their respective environments.

Take the scheduling of a meeting as an

example in which autonomic capabili-

ties are important. In normal environ-

ments, the initiator of the meeting must

select members based on roles and

meeting objectives, determine possible

dates based on their calendar, select

potential days, send the selected days

to members via e-mails or instant mes-

sage or SMS, search for relevant docu-

ments needed for the meeting, create an

agenda and so on. All of these steps are

performed manually. With support of

the inContext PCSA, this level of

human intervention can be reduced.

For example, the initiator may need to

simply select a checkpoint in the proj-

ect timeline and ask the PCSA to plan a

meeting. 

Based on context information about

members’ presence and location,

human intervention in many steps like

selecting members, checking calendars

and sending confirmations can be com-

pletely removed.  In the inContext proj-

ect, autonomic aspects will be focused

on work activities and the required

service adaptation.

The inContext research is coordinated

by the Vienna University of Technology

and is conducted together with Softeco

Sismat SpA, DERI Ireland, European

Microsoft Innovation Center, Elec-

trolux Home Products Italy SpA,

Hewlett Packard Italiana, the Univer-

sity of Leicester, West Midlands LGA

and COMVERSE Ltd. 

Link:

http://www.in-context.eu/

Please contact:

Schahram Dustdar

Vienna University of Technology,

Austria

Tel: +43 1 58801 18414

E-mail: dustdar@infosys.tuwien.ac.at
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Engineering Services
by Mike P. Papazoglou

Service-oriented computing is not simply about deploying software: it also requires that
organizations evaluate their business models and come up with service-oriented design and
development techniques and support plans. At INFOLAB/University of Tilburg in the Netherlands
we have developed an experimental methodology for service-oriented design and development
that applies equally well to Web services and business processes. 

Service orientation utilizes services as

constructs to support the rapid, low-cost

and easy composition of distributed

applications. Key to this concept is the

service-oriented architecture (SOA),

which is a logical way of designing a

software system to provide services to

either end-user applications or to other

services distributed over a network, via

published and discoverable interfaces. A

well-constructed SOA can empower a

business environment with a flexible

infrastructure and processing environ-

ment by provisioning independent,

reusable automated business processes

(as services) and providing a robust

foundation for leveraging these services. 

In their early use of SOA, many

researchers and developers think that

they can port existing components to act

as Web services just by creating wrap-

pers and leaving the underlying compo-

nent untouched. Since component

methodologies focus on the interface,

many developers assume that these

methodologies apply equally well to

SOAs. Thus, the placement of a thin

SOAP/WSDL/UDDI veneer on top of

existing applications or components that

implement the Web services is now

widely practised in the software indus-

try. Yet this is in no way sufficient to

construct commercial-strength enter-

prise applications. Unless the nature of

the component means it is suitable for

use as a Web service – and most are not

– it takes serious thought and redesign to

properly deliver a component’s func-

tionality through a Web service. 

While relatively simple Web services

may be built with conventional develop-

ment methodologies, a service-oriented

development methodology is of critical

importance to specify, construct, refine

and customize highly volatile business

processes from internally and externally

available Web services. 

Our service-oriented design and devel-

opment (SoDD) methodology provides 

sufficient principles and guidelines to

specify and construct business

processes choreographed from a set of

internal and external Web services. It

takes into ac-count a set of development

models (eg top-down, bottom-up and

meet-in-the-middle), stresses reliance

on reference models, and considers sev-

eral service realization scenarios,

including green-field development, out-

sourcing, and legacy wrapping in cases

where services are assembled out of

pre-existing components. 

Our service-oriented design and devel-

opment methodology is based on an iter-

ative and incremental process that com-



prises one preparatory and eight distinct

main phases that concentrate on busi-

ness processes and may be traversed

iteratively. These are planning, service-

oriented analysis and design, construc-

tion and testing, provisioning, deploy-

ment, execution and monitoring. 

Service-Oriented Analysis 
and Design Phases
Service analysis aims at identifying, con-

ceptualizing and rationalizing business

processes as a set of interacting Web

services. In particular, the analysis phase

places an emphasis on identifying and

describing the processes and services in

a business problem domain, and on dis-

covering potential overlaps and discrep-

ancies between processes under con-

struction and available system resources

that are needed to realize singular Web

services and business processes. It there-

fore examines the existing services port-

folio at the service provider’s side to

understand which patterns are in place

and which need to be introduced and

implemented. Service analysis helps pri-

oritize business processes and services

where SOA can contribute to improve-

ments and offer business value potential.

It also helps to centre efforts on business

domains within an enterprise that can be

mapped to core business processes.

The analysis phase reviews the busi-

ness goals and objectives of an enter-

prise, since these drive the develop-

ment of business processes. It helps

focus SOA initiatives by creating a

high-level process map that identifies

business domains and processes of

particular interest to an enterprise.

Business processes are ranked by crite-

ria related to their value and impact,

reuse and high consumption, feasibil-

ity and technical viability. From the

process map, analysts can identify can-

didate business services that relate to

these processes. Candidate business

services are those that have potential

value for an organization and can be

evaluated on the basis of reuse, busi-

ness impact, and organizational value. 

Designing a service-oriented applica-

tion requires developers to define

related, well-documented interfaces

for all conceptual services identified

by the analysis phase, prior to con-

structing them. 

The design phase encompasses the

steps of singular service specification,

business process specification, and

policy specification for both singular

services and business processes. Ser-

vice design is based on a twin-track

design approach that provides two pro-

duction lines – one along the logical

part and one along the physical part of

the SOA – and considers both func-

tional and non-functional service char-

acteristics. The purpose of logical

service design is to define singular

services and assemble (compose) serv-

ices out of reusable singular service

constellations. This calls for a business

process model that forces developers

to determine how services combine

and interact jointly to produce higher

level services.  The physical design

trajectory focuses on how to design

component implementations that pro-

vide services at an acceptable level of

granularity. Physical design is thus

based on techniques for leveraging

legacy applications and component-

based development.

Link:

http://www.tilburguniversity.nl/facul-

ties/feb/organisation/dept/ism/research/

themes/soc/
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Mike P. Papazoglou

University of Tilburg, The Netherlands

E-mail: mikep@uvt.nl
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Business Process-Driven Service Architecture
by Veronica Gacitua and Claus Pahl

Increasingly, enterprises are using service-oriented architecture (SOA) for software application
integration. The technical problem – integration at the service level – is one of architecture. The
business model domain that drives the integration can, however, be linked to the service
architecture level by adding a service-centric architectural perspective into business process
modelling. Service architectures can be reused in the form of architectural patterns and styles,
which provides quality improvement and cost reduction.

IT Architecture and Enterprise 
Application Integration
An IT architecture is an enterprise-wide

system of software applications. Enter-

prise application integration (EAI)

methodologies provide integration solu-

tions based on domain and application

engineering techniques. In conjunction

with SOA, the architecture focus is evi-

dent and forms the core of this project.

Reuse of Business Process-Driven
Service Architecture
Focusing on architectures can bridge the

gap between business domain-level con-

cerns and service-level platform aspects.

We propose a three-layered framework

with business domain modelling, appli-

cation architecture and service-centric

integration architecture to structure an

integration problem:

• at the business modelling layer, the

business processes constrain and

drive the integration of software

applications

• at the application architecture layer,

business process models are refined

into architecture design models by

means of architectural constraints and

service classification and identification

• at the integration architecture layer,

the actual integration of software

applications is realized in the form of

service compositions.

Our project objective is to enhance

this incremental process by adding a

reuse focus that allows architectures

to be reused in the form of enterprise-

wide architectural patterns and styles.

This pattern-based approach serves to

guide SOA-based application integra-

tion and migration. A coherent, serv-

ice-centric architecture-modelling

notation based on the recently stan-



dardized Business Process Modelling

Notation (BPMN) is the central ele-

ment of this integration architecture

approach. The reuse aim is addressed

through style-based and pattern-based

modelling and a pattern refinement

calculus.

This project is carried out by the Soft-

ware and Systems Engineering Group at

Dublin City University. The project was

motivated as a result of our collabora-

tion with major software consultancy

firms and the involvement of team

members in large-scale SOA and EAI

projects in sectors such as mining and IT

providers, where questions of quality

and cost-effectiveness and the possibil-

ity of reuse to address these questions

have emerged.

Process and Service Architecture
The first objective of our framework is

software architecture-driven integration.

An incremental architecture develop-

ment technique is our proposed solution.

Software architecture is the instrument

with which to realize the integration of

heterogeneous applications in an IT

architecture.

BPMN provides the notational basis for

our architecture-driven integration. We

extend BPMN to a service-centric

architecture description language to

enable the enrichment of business mod-

els towards a service-centric business

architecture. Business domain models

provide a complementary information

architecture on top of business

processes. Together, they can be con-

strained and refined through reference

architectures and architectural styles at

the service-centric application architec-

ture level. A graph-based formalization

of BPMN allows rigorously defined

architecture constraints to be used.

Pattern-Driven Architecture Reuse
The pattern-driven reuse of service

architectures is the second framework

objective. Patterns are used in software

design to structure architectures and

allow the reuse of successfully applied

architectural designs. Patterns are archi-

tectural abstractions that can cross and

therefore integrate existing service

application boundaries. 

We focus on architectural patterns in

terms of process activities and services

and their part in the composition of

processes. The BPMN architectural

extension is the basis for pattern-based

techniques:

• pattern identification is supported by

a BPMN-based pattern language for

both business-level and service-level

patterns, at the business domain layer

and at the integration architecture

layer respectively, and an empirically

developed repository of patterns

• pattern mapping – transforming

incrementally from process patterns

to architectural service-based pat-

terns using application integration

layer techniques – addresses architec-

tural style and pattern refinement,

supported through a pattern refine-

ment calculus.

Graph-theoretic formalisms define the

service-based pattern language and cal-

culus.

Conclusions
Bringing quality and cost-effectiveness

into service-based IT architecture inte-

gration and migration through reuse are

the benefits of the proposed integration

architecture approach. Techniques such

as architectural patterns have quality

attributes associated to them, like per-

formance or reliability, which capture

observable properties of software appli-

cations. The software architect can

influence these application system qual-

ities based on a suitable choice of archi-

tectural patterns already at the service

level. Other, more design-level quality

attributes, such as maintainability, are

also strongly affected by the applica-

tion’s architecture. Quality-driven

architecture is the essence of the pro-

posed approach.

Model-driven development for archi-

tecture-based integration is another per-

spective that explains the benefits of

this approach in terms of layered

abstraction up to the business level and

at least semi-automated incremental

transformation and refinement of serv-

ice architecture descriptions. 

Please contact:

Claus Pahl

School of Computing, Dublin City

University

Tel: +353 1 700 5620

E-mail: Claus.Pahl@dcu.ie
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The ARLES (Software Architectures

and Distributed Systems) project team

at INRIA is investigating solutions to

issues that occur as part of the design

and development of a service-oriented

middleware for B3G networking. These

include: (i) developing services that can

be easily deployed on a wide range of

evolving infrastructures, from networks

of devices to stand-alone wireless

resource-constrained handheld devices;

(ii) making services context-aware so

that they can benefit from networked

resources and related services in the

most effective way; and (iii) ensuring

that users always experience the best

possible quality of service according to

their specific situation. 

B3G networking offers broad connec-

tivity through the various network tech-

nologies that are now becoming avail-

able to the vast majority of end-users,

thanks to the newest multi-radio

devices like smart phones embedding,

eg UMTS, WiFi and Bluetooth net-

working (see Figure 1). Still, the net-

work’s diversity and richness must be

comprehensively exploited by the soft-

ware applications made available to

nomadic users. Service-oriented archi-

tecture (SOA) appears to be an appro-

priate paradigm for engineering soft-

ware applications to be deployed in the

B3G network, as functionalities pro-

vided by networked resources may be

conveniently abstracted as services.

Specifically, a service represents an

autonomous networked entity that pro-

vides a set of functionalities to its envi-

ronment, while the latter continuously

undergoes alterations, due in particular

to changes in network connectivity.

Thanks to service discovery protocols,

networked services may be dynamically

located for use by service clients, as

hosts of clients and services move into

communication range of each other

(either via the network infrastructure or

directly in an ad hoc way). Further-

more, networked services may be

deployed on the various types of nodes

composing the B3G network, from

nodes of the core network infrastructure

to end-user nodes. Such a feature

allows rich networked software services

to be developed and deployed by vari-

ous actors, since there is no longer

dependence on the core network infra-

structure.

As part of the European project ‘PLAS-

TIC’, the INRIA ARLES project team

is designing and developing middle-

ware to support the deployment and

dynamic composition of mobile, adapt-

able services in B3G networks. More

specifically, we are investigating solu-

tions to B3G networking at the middle-

ware layer, with a special focus on

enabling the deployment of services

over diverse terminals, including those

that are (mobile) wireless and resource-

constrained. The middleware will

enable the effective exploitation of B3G

networking capabilities, which include

composing the various networks in

reach to improve availability of services

and further offering seamless mobility.

In addition, the various radio interfaces

that are now embedded on wireless

devices should be comprehensively

managed by the middleware, offering

the abstraction of an integrated multi-

radio interface to the software services

of the upper layers.  

The aforementioned focus on the mid-

dleware leads directly to the high-level

architecture depicted in Figure 2. The

middleware architecture is layered on

top of a legacy networked software

platform, and decomposes into two

main layers to enable distributed appli-

cations in the B3G network. Applica-

tions include Web services or any other

application software that uses (a subset

of) the middleware API. 

The lower communication middleware

layer deals with service provisioning in

the B3G network, which includes

enabling the execution of services on

the end-users’ wireless handheld

devices, which embed various radio

network interfaces. This layer offers the

abstraction of an integrated multi-radio

network, which comprehensively com-

poses any networks within reach via the
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A Service-Oriented Middleware 
for B3G Networking
by Valerie Issarny, Mauro Caporuscio, Pierre-Guillaume Raverdy

Beyond 3rd Generation (B3G) networking provides mobile users with unique features for
seamlessly accessing networked services. However, the provision of services over B3G distributed
computing platforms faces numerous challenges, and these are being investigated by the INRIA
ARLES project team. 

Figure 1: B3G environment.
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embedded radio interfaces (eg GPRS,

WiFi, Bluetooth), as identified by the

multi-radio device management func-

tionality. Basically, the multi-radio net-

working layer offers point-to-point and

multicast messaging over the multi-

radio network, and chooses the underly-

ing network over which messages are to

be actually sent. This is done according

to application-layer requirements in

terms of both functional and non-func-

tional properties. Advanced routing pro-

tocols are also offered on top of the

multi-radio networking layer. 

Communication based on Web services

communication enriches the traditional

functionalities of a SOAP engine to

allow for SOAP-based interaction in the

B3G network. This includes (i) enabling

access to services that may be in distinct

networks thanks to multi-network rout-

ing, and (ii) dealing with seamless

mobility as long as the respective hosts

of the given service’s client and provider

remain within reach via at least one

radio link of the B3G multi-radio net-

working environment. The PLASTIC

project also investigates additional

advanced communication protocols that

are customized to the open B3G net-

working environment, such as content-

based and P2P routing. 

The upper middleware services layer

embeds advanced services related to dis-

tributed resource management. Service

accessibility and composition enable (i)

dynamic service discovery in the chang-

ing networking environment, and (ii)

distributed services through the compo-

sition of networked services. Context

awareness is crucial to service adaptive-

ness, since it involves aggregating rele-

vant context information sensed in the

environment and making it available to

application services for application-spe-

cific adaptation. Security and trust are

prime requirements for service provi-

sioning in an open, wireless computing

environment. Content sharing and dis-

semination are also major middleware

functionalities, and need to be tuned to

the specifics of B3G networking.  

The proposed service-oriented middle-

ware has been designed to enable the

deployment of services on B3G-

enabled mobile, resource-constrained

devices, thus exploiting their multi-

radio networking capabilities. We are

now refining the architecture as part of

the prototype implementation of the

various modules of the middleware.

Still, some functionalities require fur-

ther research due to the inherent com-

plexity of the B3G networking environ-

ment. Thus, the prototype implementa-

tion of the middleware will be enhanced

gradually, with advanced research solu-

tions being substituted for more basic

solutions that were elicited to enable

early experiment/validation.

Our research is conducted as part of the

European IST PLASTIC project.

Links:

ARLES: http://www-rocq.inria.fr/arles/ 

PLASTIC: http://www.ist-plastic.org

Please contact:

Valerie Issarny

INRIA-Rocquencourt

Tel: +33 1 39 63 57 17

E-mail: Valerie.Issarny@inria.fr
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Middleware architecture.



In service-oriented MAS, agents need

to be more than mere wrappers of the

service interface: besides executing a

service, they should be able to engage

in different types of social interactions

when providing services. In a health-

care assistance scenario, for instance, it

is not enough for an agent providing a

second-opinion service to come up with

a diagnosis based on the service's input

data; it should also be able to explain

the outcome of service execution, rec-

ommend a treatment, or even query the

client for more details about symptoms.

We have developed an organizational

modelling technique that captures the

different types of social interactions

that can occur during the provision of a

service, as well as the roles that take

part in those interactions. The result is a

taxonomy of roles and interactions that

we use for service description, match-

making and composition.

Service Description
Agents use a service description lan-

guage to specify relevant characteristics

of the service(s) they provide. Most

current approaches base their service

descriptions on inputs, outputs, precon-

ditions and effects. Sometimes addi-

tional parameters, like ‘category’, are

taken into account. In addition to this,

our approach exploits organizational

concepts to further characterize the con-

texts in which services can be used. We

distinguish between service advertise-

ments and service requests.

In service advertisements we specify (i)

the role played by the provider in the

interaction, and (ii) a set of roles that

must be played by the requester agent

for the correct accomplishment of the
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Exploiting Organizational Models for Semantic 
Service Description, Matchmaking and Composition
in Service-Oriented Multi-Agent Systems
by Alberto Fernández and Sascha Ossowski

In open multi-agent systems (MAS), agents are often conceived as software entities capable of advertizing 
the services they provide, locating other service providers that offer services potentially of interest to them,
and negotiating agreements regarding service enactment. Although organizational models are usually 
present in agent-oriented design methodologies, they have not yet found their way into service description
mechanisms for agents and consequently are not explicitly exploited by today's service discovery and
composition mechanisms. We propose an approach that bridges this gap by making use of organizational
concepts such as roles and interactions to extend current trends in semantic service description,
matchmaking and composition in MAS.

Figure 1: Service discovery and composition processes.

Figure 2: CASCOM emergency assistance application scenario.



service. For example, a second-opinion

provider may require that the requester

be capable of providing information

about their symptoms.

Service requests comprise two ele-

ments: (i) the desired roles of the service

provider, and (ii) the set of roles that

define the capabilities of the requester.

For example, the requester of a second

opinion can specify that it is able to pro-

vide information if needed.

Service Matching
We have developed a role-based match-

ing algorithm that takes as input a serv-

ice request and a service advertisement,

and returns the degree of match between

them. This is a real number between 0

and 1 by which service providers can be

ranked for selection. 

The semantic match of two roles, RA
(advertisement) and RQ (query), is made

based on the ontology of roles. It is a

function that depends on the level of

match (the subsumption relation

between the two roles in the ontology),

and the distance (number of arcs)

between RA and RQ in the taxonomy.

The semantic match between two serv-

ices is made by searching for the role in

the advertisement that best matches that

in the query. Minimum and maximum

are used for aggregation in the case of

conjunctions and disjunctions in

expressions, respectively. 

Service Composition
If no adequate services are available for

a specific request, a planning function-

ality can be used to build up composite

services. In open large-scale service-

oriented MAS, a pure AI planning

approach can become impracticable due

to the vast number of services (opera-

tors) that are usually registered in the

directory. 

We have put forward a method that

exploits the MAS organizational infor-

mation in order to heuristically filter out

those services that are probably irrele-

vant to the planning process. Our

heuristic is based on the plan dimension

and on the number of occurrences of

services in plans: the more important a

service is, the greater the number of

plans for which it is necessary and the

shorter the plans for which it is

required. We can approximate this

information by storing and processing

the plans historically created. However,

the number of services and possible

queries may become too large and the

continual repetition of one particular

service request is rather unlikely. To

overcome this drawback, we cluster

services into classes based on certain

properties. In particular, we obtain serv-

ice class information from the role and

interaction taxonomies that are derived

from the MAS organizational model.

Application
The approach presented here has been

implemented as part of the European

IST project CASCOM. This project is

developing, implementing and validat-

ing an agent-based service coordination

infrastructure for the discovery, compo-

sition and execution of innovative

Semantic Web services across mobile

and fixed P2P service networks. In par-

ticular, as a component of the infra-

structure, it is part of a field trial in

medical emergency assistance that is

currently running at the Tyrolean Hos-

pital Consortium in Austria.

Link:

CASCOM: http://www.ist-cascom.org/

Please contact:

Alberto Fernández

University Rey Juan Carlos, 

Madrid, Spain

Tel: +34 91 488 7084

E-mail: alberto.fernandez@urjc.es 
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Building Service-Oriented Web Applications 
for Business Processes
by Victoria Torres, Vicente Pelechano and Pau Giner

Business Processes (BPs) play a very important role in the development process of applications. They
allow us to specify organization goals by means of tasks and the participants in charge of these
tasks. Moreover, taking into account that the Web is being established as a software development
platform, it is necessary to provide methods and tools that allow the systematic construction of these
applications. This work presents a method for constructing service-oriented Web applications that
provide not just data management, but also support for distributed business process execution.

Web applications can no longer be con-

ceived as isolated systems. In fact, in

order to achieve sets of shared goals in a

business environment, applications must

cooperate with each other.  The increas-

ing adoption of Web services technol-

ogy facilitates this cooperation, and this

work presents an extension to a Web

Engineering method for the systematic

construction of business-driven Web

applications based on a service-oriented

paradigm. 

This extension involves reconsidering

the method in use at two different levels.

On the one hand we have extended the

method at the modelling level, firstly

introducing the required primitives in

both the navigational and presentation

models to cope with BP issues, and sec-

ondly introducing the Business Process

Model (BPM) for the specification of

BPs (see Figure 1). On the other hand, at

the architectural level we have intro-

duced a process engine (see Figure 2),

which is in charge of orchestrating the

set of services that form the modelled

BPs.

As Figure 1 shows, the method com-

prises a set of models that allow us to

specify, in the problem space (the mod-

elling level), the system being devel-

oped. Briefly, these models capture sys-

tem structure, behaviour, navigation and

presentation. In addition, the BPM was

introduced into the method. This allows



us to specify which BPs must be sup-

ported by the Web application. These

BPs are specified as a set of organized

tasks that are performed either by the

functionality defined in the Structural

Model or by functionality that is

included in the Services Model and is

provided by external partners. The nota-

tion used to specify this model is the

Business Process Modelling Notation

(BPMN) OMG Specification.

Moreover, to build the model-equiva-

lent artefacts for implementation we

rely on model transformation tech-

niques. We have defined both Model-

to-Model and Model-to-Text transfor-

mations, which we use depending on

the intended target artefact. Model-to-

Model transformations generate the

Navigational Model (NM) that supports

the corresponding BPs. Model-to-Text

transformations translate (i) NMs into

Web pages implemented in a specific

language (asp, php, perl, jsp etc), and

(ii) BPMs into a BP-executable lan-

guage (WS-BPEL, WSFL, XLANG,

BPML, Petri Nets etc).

Regarding architectural extensions, we

have introduced two new elements at

the business logic level (see Figure 2).

The first element refers to a process

engine. This element is in charge of

orchestrating different services that join

together to accomplish a specific goal.

In particular, due to increasing adoption

of Web service technology, we have

considered the introduction of process

engines that provide support for the

Web Services Business Process Execu-

tion Language (WS-BPEL). This lan-

guage allows us to describe the behav-

iour of a BP based on interactions

between the process and its partners

through Web service interfaces. How-

ever, as this language was not designed

to support processes that involve inter-

action with people, we had to introduce

a second element into the architecture.

This element refers to the Task Man-

ager (see Figure 2) and behaves as a

mediator between the process engine

and the Web application when human

tasks are invoked.

As a result, we are combining Web

Engineering best practices with Busi-

ness Process Management solutions in

order to endow Web applications with

support for BP execution. The Web

Engineering community can rely on

existing process engines (which con-

trol message interchange in an organ-

ized fashion) to build Web applica-

tions that provide support for process

execution. At the same time, BPM

solutions can be endowed with richer

graphical user interfaces that are

defined at the modelling level and are

completely integrated with Web appli-

cations.

Link:

http://oomethod.dsic.upv.es

Please contact:

Vicente Pelechano

Universidad Politécnica de Valencia

SpaRCIM, Spain

E-mail: pele@dsic.upv.es 
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Figure 1: Extension defined at the
modelling level.

Figure 2 Extension defined at the Architectural Level.
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Formerly, disaster management was all

about knowing contingency plans by

heart: mostly formal and legal rules.

Nowadays, a more active approach is

needed. During realistic simulations it

often appears that communication is the

bottleneck in disaster management.

Reason for high-tech company

Almende to investigate whether they

could apply their ASK system to emer-

gency control. This was originally

designed for dynamic resource plan-

ning, communication, and distributed

knowledge management. 

The ASK system is based on a set of

intelligent agents: autonomic pieces of

software that collaborate to fulfil a cer-

tain task. For instance, if 10 volunteer

firemen are needed, agents in the sys-

tem know who is on duty to form this

team and whom to call if some of them

cannot be reached or are otherwise

unavailable. It calls people through

their preferred communication medium,

such as analogue or ISDN telephone,

GSM, VOIP, SMS or e-mail. It can

scale-up and escalate a situation accord-

ing to the communication protocol. It

searches the best solution and after the

call, it asks for feedback in order to

improve itself. Many test scenarios are

provided. It takes care of the complete

communication coordination.

The ASK system has several benefits.

It is more consistent and reliable than

human beings in stress situations.

Workers are often closer to a disaster

than a coordinator, so precious time

could be saved and some ‘filtering

problems’ avoided if their first hand

information could automatically be dis-

patched to the appropriate people

involved. Despite all benefits, trials to

experiment with it encountered some

opposition in governmental organiza-

tions. Why change a safety-critical sys-

tem that works well, at least most of the

time? 

For Almende, this was no reason to stop

further product improvement. Improve-

ments include the concept of mobile

channels developed by the SEN3

research group at CWI - a change in the

ideas of building modern software sys-

tems. The essentials are not about pieces

of software anymore, but about pro-

gramming the communication and coor-

dination between them. Farhad Arbab,

researcher at CWI and professor at Lei-

den University, foresees big advantages

for Service-Oriented Computing, where

composition of existing services can be

offered as a new service. 

Infrastructure
With mobile channels independent

organizations can set up new businesses

that do not require alterations to exist-

ing services. The crucial point is that

mobile channels offer a mechanism to

fully decouple software behaviour from

its underlying code. Mobile channels

only know dynamic connections: They

determine which software module is

connected to the others, and when. This

becomes indispensable when each con-

cern falls within the jurisdiction of an

independent autonomous organization,

as is the case in incident management. 

CWI’s Reo system implements commu-

nication and coordination protocols that

regulate, synchronize, and combine the

data streams through mobile channels.

In the above example, if one volunteer

CCoooorrddiinnaattiioonn  ooff  EEmmeerrggeennccyy  CCoommmmuunniiccaattiioonn  
iinn  SSaaffee  HHaannddss  
by Annette Kik

A Belgian Hercules airplane crashed at Welschap Airport near Eindhoven, the Netherlands on 
15 July 1996. Firemen extinguished the fire, unaware of the fact that over forty people were still
inside. Thirty-four people did not survive. This is a sad example of human communication that
went wrong in moments of stress. Would an automatic communication system have detected that
essential information was missing? Within the Cybernetic Incident Management (CIM) project,
CWI collaborated with universities and high-tech companies to improve communications in
emergency situations.

Communication is often the bottleneck in disaster management.



fireman cannot assist at a certain

moment, the protocol can have the sys-

tem switch to a neighbouring fire

department, without the involvement or

knowledge of the fireman or his fire

department. The SEN3 group provides

the infrastructure for these communica-

tion systems. 

Future
Will the ASK system ever be used for

emergencies? To test it in a more neutral

and less stressful environment, the sys-

tem was set up at an employment

agency. Fifty freelancers received e-

mails or SMS messages asking if they

could work at a certain time. Without

knowing that they were only talking to a

computer, they all typed in the answer.

Where it took one person at the employ-

ment agency 8 hours to call and sched-

ule 50 people, the ASK system per-

formed the same task in less than three

minutes. The CIM team hopes that

these kinds of successes help to win

confidence and create the opportunity

to test the system within both simulated

and real emergency situations. It is all

about coping well with small risk situa-

tions that can have big consequences.

The CIM project started in 2003 and

will end in 2007. It is being financed by

SenterNovem in the Netherlands.

CWI’s research partners in this project

are the Technische Universiteit Delft,

the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,

Almende, CMotions and Falck. 

Links: 

http://www.cwi.nl/sen3/

http://homepages.cwi.nl/~farhad/

http://www.almende.com/

Please contact:

Farhad Arbab

CWI, The Netherlands

Tel: + 31 20 592 4056

E-mail : Farhad.Arbab@cwi.nl

'Super computers' or better, high-per-

formance computers (HPCs) use a sim-

ilar technology to that in our laptop

computers.  However, HPC structure is

massively parallel with sophisticated

communication paths connecting the

component processors with one

another and with the processors’ mem-

ory. The trick is to take advantage of

the parallel processing capability with-

out having inordinately heavy commu-

nication overhead slow the overall sys-

tem down. The right architecture along

with the right software can lead to

gains in processing speeds of some

three orders of magnitude compared

with the modern laptop.

HPC applications cover a huge area.  A

few examples are:

• more accurate weather forecasting

• modeling and analyzing atmospheric

pollutant flows

• development of new pharmaceuticals

• analysis of  ocean waves breaking on

sea walls

• designing better automobiles

• optimizing fire-escape routes in large

buildings

• prediction of the immunological

response to drugs,

• natural catastrophe damage estimati-

on for reinsurance,

• flow of air over aircraft wings, and

even

• analysis of thermonuclear fusion for

power generation.

These and other applications hold enor-

mous promise for the future.  Most

impressive is perhaps the last, where

the hope is that, beginning in a decade’s

time, we will see a way to electric

power without the problems of radia-

tion from nuclear waste.

One of the techniques which is enabled

by HPC is the modern application of

'Molecular Dynamics', a specially tai-

lored form of numerical computer

analysis in which the interactions of

molecules and atoms with one another

are simulated, based on the notions of

statistical mechanics, a collection of the

relevant physical laws. To uncover

physical and chemical properties of a

material, a simulation of a large number

of atoms or molecules, say in the order

of one thousand, is required. A particu-

larly successful software system for

handling such simulations was initiated

at the IBM Zurich Research Laboratory

and is called CPMD for Car-Parinello

Molecular Dynamics.  CPMD contin-

ues to be refined there and at partner

institutions. The software is distributed

via a license but without cost.  The

CPMD code has been widely used for

the analysis of physical and chemical

properties of many different kinds of

compounds. It has proven to be so pop-

ular that it currently has over six thou-

sand registered users, worldwide.

Recently CPMD has been applied to the

problem of analyzing a new gate dielec-

tric for improving the performance of

transistors. A most promising material

is hafnium dioxide. While hafnium

dioxide looked to be the ideal candidate

for a new gate dielectric, there were

SSuuppeerr  PPrrooggrreessss  iinn  SSuuppeerr  CCoommppuuttiinngg
by Harry Rudin

Digital-computer-based analysis and simulation have long been used to solve the most difficult
scientific and engineering problems.  As computer power hurtles along the performance curve
predicted by Moore’s Law these techniques have become more and more successful — and over an
ever increasing spectrum of problems. Having a glimpse at these techniques’ success, highly parallel
computer architectures (or super computers) have been developed to attack enormously complex
problems. Super computers are even being used to improve super-computer technology. Here, as
examples, a popular software package and progress in semiconductor analysis are discussed.
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concerns that its use might lead to

unforeseen consequences in semicon-

ductor production lines.  CPMD was

used to fully understand the physics

behind hafnium dioxide and its behavior

when used together with silicon in semi-

conductors.  Even with the use of a high-

performance computer running the effi-

cient CPMD code, the analysis was an

enormous undertaking.  Some fifty dif-

ferent models of the use of hafnium

dioxide were analyzed. The models

simulated the interactions of up to 600

atoms. Using the IBM Zurich Research

Laboratory’s Blue Gene/L supercom-

puter system with 4096 processors, five

days were required to complete the

analysis of each model.  Thus some 250

supercomputer days were committed to

this project. All of this would have been

impossible, just one decade ago. But the

result was well worth the effort: the

developers can now sleep well.

In effect, this work completes another

cycle: super computers are used to

increase the speed of the processors

needed to make super computers even

more powerful. Quoting Alessandro

Curioni, computational material scien-

tist and supercomputing expert from

IBM's Zurich lab: "So …. we are able to

use supercomputers to investigate mate-

rials that will be eventually used in the

next generation of supercomputers."

Links:

http://www.cpmd.org/

http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/

pressrelease/21142.wss

http://domino.watson.ibm.com/comm/

pr.nsf/pages/news.20021212_super-

computer.html

Please contact:

Alessandro Curioni

IBM Zurich Research Lab, Switzerland 

E-mail: cur@zurich.ibm.com

R&D and Technology Transfer

A partial image of a
typical model of
hafnium silicate
used in the study.

The results obtained from SIMDAT, a

European research and development

project, are increasingly in demand

from European and international mete-

orological services and are likely to

become acknowledged worldwide.

SIMDAT Meteo is working to estab-

lish a Virtual Global Information Sys-

tem Centre (VGISC) for the national

meteorological services of France,

Germany and the UK. This will be

based on Grid technology and will be

used within the World Meteorological

Organization Information System

(WIS) to provide cost-effective and

user-friendly services. VGISC offers a

unique meteorological database inte-

grating a variety of data and providing

secure, reliable and convenient access

via the Internet. It is targeted towards

operational services and research in

the domains of meteorology, hydrol-

ogy and the environment. 

A Grid is defined as a software system

that provides uniform, location-inde-

pendent and secure access to geograph-

ically and organizationally scattered

and varied resources (such as databases,

analysis services and computational

power). The objective of the SIMDAT

project – which has 11 million euros of

funding support from the European

Commission and is coordinated by the

Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and

Scientific Computing (SCAI) – is to

accelerate the uptake of Grid technol-

ogy not only in meteorology, but also in

areas such as the automotive, aerospace

and pharmaceutical industries. 

The VGISC software, developed by the

SIMDAT Meteo project partners and led

by the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),

will offer meteorological communities

worldwide immediate, secure and con-

venient access to various data and analy-

sis services, as well as a user-friendly

platform for storage of meteorological

data. VGISC will thus enable the fast

exchange of data for numerical weather

forecasts, disaster management and

research, while remaining independent

of national frontiers and beyond organi-

zational boundaries. 

Weather does not recognise borders. To

study historical data regarding the Ger-

man low mountain ranges, for example,

one only needs to analyse data from the

GGrriidd  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  MMaakkeess  WWeeaatthheerr  FFoorreeccaassttss  
wwiitthhoouutt  BBoouunnddaarriieess  aa  RReeaalliittyy  
by Baudouin Raoult, Clemens-August Thole and Ute Gärtel-Zafiris

The European SIMDAT project provides the basis for a cost-effective, global information system
for meteorology and the environment.
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Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD). How-

ever, for a similar study in the German

Alps, one must obtain data from neigh-

bouring states, since a centralized cata-

logue for meteorological data gathered

from all the different countries is still

lacking. 

It is in this type of situation that

VGISC, as part of WIS, can offer new

solutions. The new system is a cost-

effective, reliable and highly flexible

‘one-stop-shop’ that combines available

meteorological data into one system.

This catalogue will replace the current

multiplicity of systems, which fre-

quently result in incompatibilities, inef-

ficiencies and the duplication of efforts.

The infrastructure of this new system

will be based on a mesh network of

peers and meteorological databases.

Messages are interchanged using algo-

rithms based on mobile telephony tech-

nology and metadata synchronization on

a journalized file system. The Grid tech-

nology is based on Open Grid Services

Architecture Data Access and Integra-

tion (OGSA-DAI™), which is founded

on Web service and Web technology

concepts. In addition, standard protocols

such as Open Archive Initiative (OAI)

are used to synchronize and integrate

existing archives and databases as well

as to extend interoperability. Further-

more, VGISC will act as a testbed for

the ISO 19115 metadata standard by

handling complex data in real time. 

The SIMDAT project is Europe’s con-

tribution to the infrastructure technol-

ogy of the emerging WIS, as the World

Meteorological Organisation (WMO)

modernizes and enhances its long-

standing Global Telecommunications

System (GTS), an international network

for exchanging mainly meteorological

data and warnings in real time. In addi-

tion, the new system will provide

access to all environmental communi-

ties worldwide, whereas the GTS only

gives access to the existing national

weather services of the member states. 

The opportunities for the new VGISC

technology are excellent, as VGISC is

not only of interest within Europe: the

national meteorological services of

Australia, China, Japan, Korea and the

Russian Federation’s National Oceano-

graphic Centre have already deployed

the SIMDAT software and are collabo-

rating actively with the European part-

ners. The software deployment is fol-

lowed by an increasing number of

meteorological centres, and new meteo-

rological datasets from Asia, Australia,

Europe and the United States are

steadily being added to the portal. 

VGISC software has been developed by

the ECMWF, DWD, Météo France, the

UK Met Office, EUMETSAT and other

SIMDAT partners. The SIMDAT con-

sortium comprises 25 European enter-

prises and research centres from various

disciplines. The project is coordinated

by the Fraunhofer Institute SCAI in

Sankt Augustin, Germany.

The Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms

and Scientific Computing engages in

computer simulations for product and

process development and is a strong

partner in industry. SCAI designs and

optimizes industrial applications and

makes calculations on high-performance

computers. Fraunhofer Gesellschaft

undertakes applied research of direct use

to private and public enterprise. 

The European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) is

an international, inter-governmental

organization, supported by 28 European

states. The objectives of the Centre

include the provision of medium-range

forecasts to the meteorological offices

of its member states and cooperating

states, maintaining a data archive, and

providing assistance in advanced edu-

cation and support to the World Meteo-

rological Organization in implementing

its programmes.

Links: 

http://www.simdat.eu 

http://www.ecmwf.int

Please contact: 

Clemens-August Thole

and Ute Gärtel-Zafiris

Fraunhofer SCAI, Germany

Tel: +49 2241 14 2178 

E-mail: simdat@scai.fraunhofer.de

Baudouin Raoult

European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts, UK 

Tel: +44 118 949 9404 

E-mail: baudouin.raoult@ecmwf.int

Discovery and access to meteorological data through an internet portal
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While offering improved performance,

multicore processors pose new

demands on software; existing applica-

tions will in general not see any

improvements at all. This is because

each core on a multicore chip is no

more powerful than a traditional

processor; the performance improve-

ments come from using more than one

core at the same time. For this to hap-

pen, each core must have its own pro-

gram. If one wishes to run a single

application faster, then that application

must be divided into sub-programs, or

threads, that cooperate to deliver the

desired functionality.

Traditionally, most programs consist of

only one thread. This is no accident; it

is easier to think about a program that

does one thing at a time than at a pro-

gram that does several things at a time.

So not only do we need to rewrite a lot

of code; we need to make it parallel,

which is currently very difficult. Thus

we need better ways both to write new

parallel programs and to make our

legacy code threaded.

The main obstacle in this partitioning

process is dependencies. If one part B

of the program has the output of another

part A as input, then A must run before

B. Other dependencies arise if two parts

of the program use the same memory

area for temporary storage: this means

they cannot run in parallel. Other kinds

of dependencies arise through I/O and

when the execution result of one part of

a program determines whether another

part should be executed at all (think of

conditionals).

SICS, as an industrial research institute,

is starting a proactive program for

cooperation with software-intensive

Swedish industry in this area. Our work

aims to help developers find the poten-

tial for parallelism in programs, in par-

ticular by providing efficient tool sup-

port. We are currently working on

Embla, a dynamic dependence analyser

capable of finding opportunities for

manual parallelization of sequential

applications.

We are interested in the following

methodology for constructing parallel

programs. Start from a sequential pro-

gram (old or new), identify independent

parts of that program using Embla, and

rewrite the program to obtain parallel

execution of the independent parts. The

figure shows the output of Embla for a

trivial program with dependencies

shown as arrows. Note that while a

dependence exists between line 14 and

line 16 since the two calls increment the

same variable, both of these lines are

independent of line 15. 

Embla observes the actual data depend-

encies that occur during program exe-

cution, decides which program parts are

affected by the dependence and pres-

ents the results. Since Embla observes

particular runs with particular inputs, it

might happen that when the program is

run with other inputs, other dependen-

cies occur. The user of Embla is respon-

sible for selecting program inputs that

generate representative program execu-

tions with good coverage. 

If all dependencies are found, and the

parallelizing transformations made do

not violate these, the parallel program is

guaranteed to behave like the sequential

version. Conversely, if the parallel pro-

gram behaves differently, the reason

must be that a dependence was missed.

The sequential program can then be run

under Embla again with the offending

input, revealing the missed dependence.

Thus, we need never debug the parallel

program itself; all debugging is made in

the sequential context.

We also plan activities ranging from

research on parallelization and execu-

tion environments for multicore proces-

sors to more applied projects in close

cooperation with industry. 

Please contact: 

Karl-Filip Faxén 

SICS, Sweden

Tel: +46 8 633 1610

E-mail: kff@sics.se

MMeeeettiinngg  tthhee  MMuullttiiccoorree  CChhaalllleennggee::  DDyynnaammiicc
DDeeppeennddeennccee  AAnnaallyyssiiss  ffoorr  PPaarraalllleelliizzaattiioonn  
by Karl-Filip Faxén

Parallel programming is no longer optional. As improvements in processor clock frequencies have
levelled out, the only way to increase performance is to place several processor cores on each
chip. In contrast to increases in clock frequency, multiple cores do not automatically help existing
programs, a problem addressed by a new multicore initiative from SICS.

The output of Embla for a small C program. Arrows represent dependencies between source
lines; line 15 is independent of lines 13-16 and can be run in parallel.
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A system whose objective is to interact

naturally with humans must be able to

interpret human behaviour. This means

extracting information arriving simulta-

neously from different communication

modalities and combining them into

one or more unified and coherent repre-

sentations of the user’s intention. Our

context-aware user-centered application

should accept spontaneous multi-modal

input – speech, 3D gestures (pointing,

iconic, possibly metaphoric) and physi-

cal action; it should react to events,

identify the user’s preferences, recog-

nize his/her intentions, possibly predict

the user’s behaviour and generate the

system’s own response. In our case,

namely the intelligent diary, we have a

restricted domain of application, but

must deal with unrestricted natural

human behaviour – spontaneous spoken

input and gesture.

Multimodal fusion is a central question

that must be solved in order to provide

users with more advanced and natural

interaction support. To understand and

formalize the coordination and cooper-

ation between modalities involved in

the same multi-modal interface (ie an

interface using at least two different

modalities for input and/or output), it is

necessary to extract relevant features

from signal representations and there-

after to proceed to high-level or

‘semantic’ fusion. High-level fusion of

modalities involves merging semantic

content obtained from multiple streams

to build a joint interpretation of the

multi-modal behaviour of users. 

Signal-level and semantic-level pro-

cessing are deemed to be tightly inter-

related, since signals are seen as bear-

ers of meaning. In practical applica-

tions it is convenient to distinguish

between the two levels of abstraction.

In many situations there is a tradeoff,

and higher efficiency can be achieved

with a better balance between low-

level (signal) fusion and high-level

(semantic) fusion. To tackle this prob-

lem we are complementing our initial

approach on optimal feature selection,

developed in the information theory

framework for multi-modal signals,

with a knowledge-based approach to

high-level fusion. 

The SIMILAR network of excellence

provides algorithms that integrate com-

mon meaning representations derived

from speech, gesture and other modali-

ties into a combined final interpretation.

The higher-level fusion operation

requires a framework of common

meaning representations for all modali-

ties, and a well-defined operation to

combine partial meanings arriving from

different signals. In our case, the result-

ing fused semantic representation

should contain consistent information

about the user’s activity, speech, local-

ization, physical and emotional state,

and so on.

Everything said or done is meaningful

only in its particular context. To accom-

plish the task of semantic fusion we are

taking into account information

obtained from at least three contexts.

The first is domain context: personal-

ized prior knowledge of the domain

such as predefined action patterns,

adaptive user profiles, situation model-

ling, and a priori developed and dynam-

ically updated ontologies for a particu-

lar person that define subjects, objects,

activities and relations between them.

The second is linguistic context, which

is derived from the semantic analysis of

natural language. Finally, visual context

is important: capturing the user’s ges-

ture or action in the observation scene

as well as eye-gaze tracking to identify

salient objects of the activity.  

To derive contextual information from

spoken input we extract natural lan-

guage semantic representations and

map them onto the restricted domain

ontology. This information is then

processed together with visual scene

input for multimodal reference resolu-

tion. The ontology allows the sharing of

contextual information within the

domain and serves as a meta-model for

Bayesian networks that are used to

analyse and combine the modalities of

MMuullttiimmooddaall  MMuullttii--LLeevveell  FFuussiioonn  
uussiinngg  CCoonntteexxttuuaall  IInnffoorrmmaattiioonn  
by Olga Vybornova, Monica Gemo and Benoit Macq

A new method of multi-modal, multi-level fusion that integrates contextual information obtained
from spoken input and visual scene analysis is being developed at Université Catholique de Louvain
in the frame of the EU-funded SIMILAR Network of Excellence. An example for application is the
‘intelligent diary’, which will assist elderly people living alone to perform their daily activities,
prolong their safety, security and personal autonomy, and support social cohesion 

Multimodal semantic integration of speech and visual streams.
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interest. With the help of probabilistic

weighting of multi-modal data streams

we obtain robust contextual fusion. We

are thus able to recognize the user’s

intentions, to predict behaviour, to pro-

vide reliable interpretations and to rea-

son about the cognitive status of the per-

son. Figure 1 illustrates an example of

multi-modal semantic integration of

visual and speech input streams. The

system interprets the user’s behaviour

(action) after analysing contextual infor-

mation about the user’s location (visual

context) and intended goal, as derived

from the spoken utterance.

Based on our experimental tests, we sug-

gest that in order to make the multi-

modal semantic integration more effi-

cient and practical, special attention

should be paid to the stages preceding the

final fusion stage. The strategy here is to

use visual context simultaneously with

speech recognition. This helps to make

speech recognition more accurate and

thereby obtain a text of proper quality.

Our current research is devoted to the

implementation of multi-level cross-

modal fusion, which looks promising

from the point of view of resolving ref-

erence ambiguity before the final fusion.

It is cross-modal fusion that aids in

speech recognition for the elderly,

where problems are caused by age-

related decline of language production

ability (eg difficulties in retrieving

appropriate (familiar) words, or tip-of-

the-tongue states when a person pro-

duces one or more incorrect sounds in a

word). This is possible because informa-

tion from other modalities refines the

language analysis at early stages of

recognition. Methods for achieving

robust and effective semantic integra-

tion between the linguistic and visual

context of the interaction will be further

explored.

Link: 

http://www.similar.cc

Please contact: 

Olga Vybornova, Universite Catholique

de Louvain, Belgium

Tel: +32 10 47 81 23

E-mail: vybornova@tele.ucl.ac.be

TThhee  SSAAPPIIRR  PPrroojjeecctt::  EExxeeccuuttiinngg  AA//VV  
CCoommpplleexx  QQuueerriieess  iinn  PPeeeerr--ttoo--PPeeeerr  SSyysstteemmss
by Claudio Gennaro, Raffaele Perego and Fausto Rabitti 

Searching for non-text data (eg, images) is mostly done by means of metadata annotations or by
extracting the text close to the data. However, supporting real content-based audio-visual search,
based on similarity search on features, is significantly more expensive than searching for text.
Moreover, the search exhibits linear scalability with respect to the data set size. The European
project SAPIR is currently addressing this problem. 

A large component of Web content con-

sists of non-text data, such as images,

music, animations, and videos. Current

search engines index Web documents by

their textual content. For instance, Web

tools for performing image searching

(such the ones provided by Google,

Yahoo!, or MSN Live Search) simply

index the text near the image and the

ALT attribute of the IMG tag, used to

provide a description of an image. One

reason is that search at the level of fea-

tures (such as color histograms or

shapes) exhibits linear scalability with

respect to the data search size, which is

General view of the SAPIR components.



not acceptable for the expected dimen-

sion of the problem. The motivation is

that for this kind of data the appropriate

search methods are based on the simi-

larity paradigm, which typically

exploits range and nearest neighbor

queries. These queries are computation-

ally more intensive than exact match,

since conventional inverted indexes

used for text are not suitable for such

data. 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are cur-

rently considered a promising way to

address the problems of scalability, and

several scalable and distributed search

structures have been proposed covering

even the most generic cases of metric

space searching. A common character-

istic of all these existing approaches is

the autonomy of the peers with no need

for central coordination or flooding

strategies. Since there are no bottle-

necks, the structures are scalable and

high performance is achieved through

parallel query execution on individual

peers. 

The European project SAPIR (Search

on Audio-visual content using Peer-to-

peer Information Retrieval) aims at

developing a P2P architecture able to

provide a scalable indexing structure

that can be used for dealing with com-

plex queries, ie, queries that involve

more than one feature, such as: find all

images in database similar to the query

image with respect to the color and the

shape.. SAPIR will support multimedia

content for uploading/pushing, and for

searching/retrieving from a variety of

devices, including mobile phones,

PDAs, and PCs.  In general, there will

be two different types of crawling

methods: pull and push. The former is

the more traditional: crawlers are

responsible for locating, browsing, and

gathering the web resources. In the lat-

ter case, the resources upload their con-

tent directly to the crawler (see Figure

1). User context such as GPS position,

query history, and social networking

(for groups of users with similar inter-

ests) will be used to increase result pre-

cision. Caching techniques will be

developed to increase system perform-

ance. The indexing subsystem extracts

the features from the data and, based on

the indexing policy, indexes them in its

local “audio-visual index” or distributes

them over the P2P network to remote

indices. Each peer of the P2P network
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provides a searching service, which

either executes the query locally on its

audio-visual index or submits the query

over the P2P network to remote peers. 

Complex queries are of fundamental

importance in the application area of the

project. For instance: find all images in

database similar to the query image with

respect to the color and the shape. In this

situation, it is necessary to use an incre-

mental nearest neighbor algorithm,

since we do not know how many neigh-

bors must be retrieved before one is

found that satisfies the conditions. In the

context of this project, ISTI-CNR is

developing a first distributed incremen-

tal nearest neighbor algorithm for P2P-

based systems. Our solution, based on a

generalization of the priority queue

algorithm proposed for hierarchical cen-

tralized structures, is optimal and  not

tied to a specific P2P architecture. 

Link:

http://www.sapir.eu/

Please contact:

Claudio Gennaro

ISTI-CNR, Italy

E-mail: claudio.gennaro@isti.cnr.it

GGeettttiinngg  yyoouurr  DDaattaa  BBaacckk  bbyy  GGiivviinngg  iitt  AAwwaayy
by Jacco van Ossenbruggen

CWI teams up with an Amsterdam-based consortium to develop web services on open linked data in
the domain of cultural heritage. The approach is gaining momentum, but remains challenging from
both the researchers' and museum's perspective.

The Dutch MultimediaN e-culture proj-

ect is applying the idea of open linked

data to the traditionally closed and iso-

lated worlds of cultural heritage collec-

tions. Under the hood, new Semantic

Web technology is developed to realize

new search services and smarter Web

interfaces that provide access to multi-

ple, information rich, museum collec-

tions. 

All features developed within the proj-

ect are, however, judged by the way they

succeed in conveying the main principle

underlying the project: by providing the

user meaningful relationships across

collections, all individual data collec-

tions grow in value.  In the same way

explicit hyperlinks add value to all doc-

uments being linked to and from,

explicit relationships on the Semantic

Web add value by providing context to

previously isolated data.

The project builds on the fact that Ams-

terdam happens to be the home of three

research institutes with world class

Semantic Web expertise: Vrije Univer-

siteit, University of Amsterdam and

CWI.  The project team is completed by

representatives from two key Dutch cul-

tural heritage institutes: ICN and DEN.

The project closely cooperates with a

growing list of museums.  It is financed

by the Dutch natural gas reserves

through the national government's BSIK

program, and started in 2004.  From the

beginning, all partners have been coop-

erating closely, in a way that is rarely

seen in computer science research proj-

ects.  Comparable projects typically

spend the last few months before the end

of the project to build a proof-of-con-

cept prototype that demonstrates that the

innovations developed by the individual

project partners actually work together.

This project takes the very opposite

route, and released the first version of an

integrated prototype even before the

first PhD student started to work on the

project late 2005.  As a result, all senior

and junior researchers involved in the

project use – and contribute to –  the

same experimentation platform from the

very beginning.

The platform is based on the open

source SWI-Prolog package, and all

generic Semantic Web technology

developed within the project is released



as part of the standard distribution.

Conversion software has been devel-

oped to convert museums' collection

databases, thesauri and other sources of

domain knowledge to RDF, and to cre-

ate meaningful links between the

sources.  For CWI, the main research

challenges are the design and evaluation

of new search functionality that is made

possible by the linked data, and the

design and evaluation of the associated

web interfaces.

The project's approach payed off imme-

diately: eight months later, in August

2006, the second release of the platform

was submitted to the International

Semantic Web Challenge, a submission

that turned out to be a winning one dur-

ing the International Semantic Web

Conference in November 2006.  To pro-

ject's impact goes, however, well

beyond the computer science research

world.  Less than five months after the

ISWC award ceremony, the project was

presented before the international cul-

tural heritage community, which was

gathered in San Francisco in April 2007

for the Museums and the Web confer-

ence.  There it turned out that the project

had made the right decision to base its

strategy on open and linked data.  Muse-

ums and archives all over the world start

to realize the serious limitations of ven-

dor lock-in and closed proprietary solu-

tions.  While we researchers think about

ways to provide a wide audience better

access to the museum collections over

the public Web, on the other side of the

firewall, many museums fight to get

access to their very own data, as it is

locked inside proprietary software with-

out public APIs.

In this context, it is clear that a future in

which data is open may scare off many

in the museum world.  It takes time to

get used to the idea that your own web-

site is no longer the only way to access

‘your' data. But without a doubt, sooner

or later both the museum itself,

unknown users and third parties will

develop a wide range of new web serv-

ices, mash-ups, widgets, social tagging

applications, and much more based on

the museum's data.  This is simply

because what the curators call 'their

data represents 'our' heritage, and there

are just too many of us users interested

in these rich information resources.

Providing a wider public access to data

in a commonly agreed upon, open and

linkable format is definitely the way to

go. It may even be the only way to get

the large amounts of valuable data back

that is now locked up inside proprietary

formats.

Link:

http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/

Please contact:

Jacco van Ossenbruggen

CWI, The Netherlands

Tel: +31 20 592 4141

E-mail: Jacco.van.Ossenbruggen@cwi.nl
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Project leader Guus
Schreiber (right) demon-
strating the project to Tim
Berners-Lee, Director of
the World Wide Web Con-
sortium, at ISWC 2006.

OOPPTTIIHHPPEERR::  AA  CCoommppuutteerr--BBaasseedd  DDeecciissiioonn  SSuuppppoorrtt
SSyysstteemm  ffoorr  EEmmppllooyyeeee  TTiimmeettaabblliinngg  PPrroobblleemmss
by Antonio Lova, Pilar Tormos and Federico Barber

A high degree of job satisfaction is an essential factor in the success of a company. A company’s
objectives, labour conditions and worker preferences must be optimized in a complex space of solutions.
OPTIHPER (Optimización de Horarios de Personal - Employee Timetabling Optimization) is a computer-
aided system able to efficiently assign employees to tasks while verifying a wide set of constraints and
optimizing organizational objectives and employee preferences. The system is currently in use by leading
commercial companies with very good results

Employee Timetabling Problems (ETPs)

arise in any organization with a set of

tasks that must be assigned to a set of

employees, each with their own qualifi-

cations, constraints and preferences.

This problem arises in many institutions

(hospitals, supermarkets etc) where the

assignment of employees is usually per-

formed manually. However, in compa-

nies with a large number of workers and

working centres, the use of computer-

based tools is essential for making orga-

nizational objectives compatible with

worker preferences. 

ETPs can be formulated as a constraint

network, where the main entities that

define the problem are tasks, workers

and timetables. Tasks can be sporadic

or can be repeated along one shift.

They can have either a fixed duration

or require a certain amount of work

(man-hours) to complete. Workers may

have different degrees of qualification

for each task and can be assigned to

different timetables. 

Timetables are defined by the start/fin-

ish time and the shift (usually morn-

ing, afternoon, evening and night).



Once assigned, shifts are maintained

during a period of time and follow

rotation patterns.

A number of constraints arise in ETPs.

Hard constraints must be satisfied for a

solution to be feasible. For instance,

task constraints require that each task

be assigned only to the most skilled

available workers. Worker constraints

may require that the timetable assigned

to each worker belongs to its feasible

set of timetables (working hours

according to their contract) and is kept

for a given period of time. Meal breaks

must be assigned to workers within the

limits allowed by company require-

ments, but while guaranteeing task

requirements. 

Soft constraints should be met as far as

possible, but without affecting the qual-

ity of the final solution. Some examples

are:

• timetables with start/finish times as

late/early as possible in morning/

evening shifts are preferred

• workers prefer to alternate morning

and evening shifts instead of repea-

ting shifts

• assignments of uncomfortable time-

tables should be equilibrated over a

period of time.

A solution of the problem is an assign-

ment that fulfils the set of hard and

soft constraints and optimizes an

objective function. This is an NP-hard

problem that requires the use of effi-

cient heuristics.

OPTIHPER: A Software System to
Solve Employee Timetabling Problems
OPTIHPER is a software system devel-

oped at the Polytechnic University of

Valencia to efficiently assign employ-

ees to tasks while taking into consider-

ation a wide range of constraints, and

optimizing organizational objectives

and worker preferences. OPTIHPER is

able to deal with a variety of tasks,

workforces, worker preferences and

qualifications, shifts, and organizational

constraints and objectives. 

Solving Process: A Multi-Start 
Randomized Algorithm
OPTIHPER performs an anytime

heuristically guided multi-start process

to search for the best solution with two

phases. The construction phase builds a

feasible solution, whose neighbourhood

is explored until a local optimum solu-
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Figure 1: Flow Chart of OPTIHPER.

Figure 2: Input data and solver status windows.

Figure 3: Partial view of task assignment (solution).



The first day of the conference set the

scene for ensuing discussions on

themes of mutual interest and common

challenges.

Dr Xiaohan Liao, Deputy Director,

High & New Technology Department,

of the Chinese Ministry of Science and

Technology (MOST) addressed over

150 attendants from research, business,

government and scientific organisa-

tions. Alison Birkett, European Delega-

tion to China, was delivering a wel-

come address highlighting the delega-

tion’s mission to extend and intensify

the dialogue and co-operation in all the

EU’s areas of competence, particularly

in ICT research and the EU-China

Information Society Project. 

Keynote addresses were delivered by

Chuncheng Wang, Division of Informa-

tion, MOST, offering insight into Grid

Research in China’s High-Tech R&D

Programme. The participants then

heared from four key industrial actors:

Wenbo Mao (HP Lab China); Xintai

Wang (eStarCom Inc), Wayne Wang

(Intervision Software), and Donpu Fu

(TongTech).

Thematic Session 1 'Enterprise Chal-

lenges with Grids' was led by key busi-

ness experts. Professor Jun-Seok

Hwang, Seoul National University and

head of several industrial associations,

reported on the major challenges for

Open Grid Services. Pawel Plaszczak,

president of GridwiseTech (Poland),

presented a series of fascinating Grid

Technology case studies highlighting

benefits for businesses. Dr Wei Zhou,

CNIC, CAS, focused his presentation

on the new context for innovative inter-

disciplinary research offering added

value to R&D activities. 

The afternoon session of the first day

opened with a key theme 'Interoperabil-

ity'. Yongjian Wang, Beihang Univer-

sity, evaluated the challenging and

multi-faceted issues related to interop-

erability, such as job management, data

management, workflow and security.

The mission of EUChinaGRID is to

implement interoperability between

CHGrid GOS and EGEE gLite. This

talk presented the gatway-based solu-

tion proposed by EUChinaGRID aimed

at implementing batch level job interop-

erability and providing a prototype to

test it.

The presentation by Jianxin Li, also

from Beihang University, revolved

around the security architecture for

CROWN (China Research & Develop-

ment Environment over wide-area Net-

work). The talk discussed the planned

extensible framework enabling distrib-

uted access control & dynamic trust

establishment between service providers

and consumers in a Grid environment.

CROWN Grid research into policy

negotiation & virtual organisation secu-

rity management was also discussed.

Dr. Gang Chen, IHEP, offered insight

into LCG, a Grid project aiming to pro-

vide HEP computing infrastructure for

Large Hadron Collider (LHD) experi-

tion is found in the local search phase.

OPTIHPER has two execution modes: 

• 'Standard mode' computes optimized

task assignments considering all avai-

lable workers, 

• ‘Opti-Staff mode’ does so for a limi-

ted number of workers, thereby allo-

wing us to determine the optimum

size/qualification of the staff. 

Architecture of OPTIHPER
OPTIHPER is a multi-platform system

implemented in standard ANSI C. It

takes the required data either from stan-

dard databases or input files (see Fig-

ure 1). After its execution, OPTIHPER

generates several statistical and graphi-

cal reports (see Figures 2 and 3).

Conclusions
OPTIHPER integrates AI/OR tech-

niques able to cope with complex ETPs

arising in the real world. It can obtain

optimized assignments for when the

entire staff is available or when the

number of workers is fixed below the

total available. Means technological

transference agreements, customized

versions of this system, are in operation

with excellent results in leading Euro-

pean distribution companies. Standard

scenarios involve the assignment of

over one hundred workers, fifty types

of task and sixty labour timetables.

Assuming a planning horizon of four

weeks, this implies personnel assign-

ments of more than 15,000 hours. The

optimized solution is obtained in a few

seconds. The performance of the sys-

tem, along with its flexibility and effi-

ciency, make OPTIHPER an essential

tool for staff allocation in many con-

texts, allowing companies to increase

their competitiveness and to optimize

their workers' skills and preferences.

Link:

http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/ia/gps/

optihper/

Please contact:

Federico Barber

Polytechnic University of Valencia

Tel: +34 96 3879357

E-mail: fbarber@dsic.upv.es
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Events

FFiirrsstt  EEcchhooGGRRIIDD--EEUUCChhiinnaaGGRRIIDD  
IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  CCoonnffeerreennccee
The First International Conference on European Union and Chinese Grid Experiences, held in
Beijing on 24-25 April, provided an outstanding platform for European and Chinese state-of-
the-art Grid technologies and projects, showcasing results, new application areas and future
advancements. The conference attracted some 150 experts and professionals from large
enterprises, SMEs, academic and research organisations, government and public
administration, international standardisation bodies, scientific and business associations
from Europe, China and beyond. The event was organised by EchoGRID and EUChinaGRID,
two projects funded by the European Commission, and hosted by the Institute of Computing
Technology, Chinese Academy of Science.
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ments at CERN (Switzerland). Dr. Chen

gave an overview of the architecture and

design of the LHC computing Grid, and

reported on experiences in deploying

LCG in China.

The afternoon concluded with six demos:

• Maciej Malawski, Jagiellonian Uni-

versity (Poland): Biological applicati-

ons in EUChinaGRID

• Zhao Yongwang, Beihang University

(China): Seismic Data Processing 

• Boqun Cheng, ICT (China): the

VEGA PROJECT

• the CROWN Team (China): CROWN

• Clement Mathieu, Denis Caromel,

and Yu Feng, INRIA (France): the

ProActive Java GRID Middleware

Library. 

The second day started with a session

dedicated to new programming para-

digms. It included a talk by Professor

Zhiwei Xu, Institute of Computing

Technology, CAS, entitled ‘Network

Centric Operating Systems’. Professor

Huamin WANG, NUDT (China), gave a

presentation on Internet Virtual Com-

puting Environment (IVCE), while

Denis Caromel, INRIA (France) dis-

cussed Grid component models and

active objects.

Andrea Manieri, Engineering (Italy)

presented the NESSI vision on research

challenges. The European Technology

Platform, NESSI (Networking Software

and Service Initiative) aims to create

synergies and help pave the way for the

future Service-based Economy for

Europe. Enterprises and research organ-

isations have come on board this project

and its working groups to discuss future

research challenges. NESSIGrid will

foster collaboration in the Grid Research

Area and support NESSI in the defini-

tion of a strategic research agenda for

the context of Grid and Service-Ori-

ented Infrastructure.

The talk by Zsolt Nemeth, SZTAKI

(Hungary), looked at a highly abstract

coordination model for distributed

workflow enactment where decen-

tralised control, autonomy, adaptation to

high dynamics and partial lack of infor-

mation are primary concerns. The talk

illustrated how this model provides a

framework where complex workflow

patterns and advanced issues of enact-

ment can be modelled. 

The thematic session on management in

Grids highlighted the increasing need

for management mechanism enabling

Grid computing to satisfy diverse appli-

cation requirements. The presentation

by Professor Zhongzhi Luan, Beihang

University, explained why management

should be an essential attribute of Grid

on account of the large-scale Grid envi-

ronment and rapid extension in terms of

both resources and networking. Man-

agement mechanisms need to be flexible

and automated. Professor Luan dis-

cussed the state of the art, key issues and

useful technologies and related research

activities. The talk by ETICS project

representative, Andrea Manieri,

revolved around a quality certification

model for Grid research projects, show-

casing the ETICS feasibility study.

ETICS is aimed at developing a Grid-

based infrastructure for building and

testing distributed software. ETICS

tools take care of the whole integration-

build-testing-packaging phase crucial

for many research projects.

Chinese national Grid initiatives were

the focus of the session dedicated to on-

going research versus enterprise chal-

lenges. The three initiatives in the spot-

light were ChinaGrid, CROWN and

CNGrid.

A roundtable on future collaborative

scenarios discussing and evaluating key

areas for future co-operation for innova-

tion, closed the conference. 

During the conference, INRIA provided

a two-day free ProActive tutorial.

ProActive has been successfully used as

a strong vehicle for interoperability in

the first three Grid Plugtests events, and

it is also the current reference imple-

mentation of the Grid Component

Model (GCM). Moreover, as an open

source middleware part of the OW2

consortium (http://www.ow2.org),

ProActive is being used by several

industrial companies in production

applications.

The conference was co-organised by

ERCIM, coordinator of the EchoGRID

project. A second EchoGRID workshop

on European-Chinese collaboration in

Grid research and technologies will be

held in conjunction with the

Grids@Work 2007 Joint European

Union - China GRID Days in Beijing,

on 28  October to 2  November 2007

(see announcement on page 70).  

Link: 

http://echogrid.ercim.org/

Please contact: 

Bruno Le Dantec

EchoGRRID project manager

ERCIM office

E-mail: bruno.le_dantec@ercim.org

ERCIM sponsors up to ten events per year (conferences,
workshops and summer schools). The funding for all types of
events is in the order of 2000 Euro. Upcoming events sponso-
red by ERCIM include: 

• ECOOP'07 - European Conference on Object Oriented
Programming,
Berlin, Germany, 30 July - 3 August 2007

• ESSLLI 2007 - 19th European Summer School in Logic,
Language and Information, 
Dublin, Ireland, 6-17 August, 2007 

• ESEC/FSE Joint meeting of the European Software Engi-
neering Conference and the ACM SIGSOFT Symposium
on the Foundations of Software Engineering,
Dubrovnik, Croatia, 3-7 September 2007

• 4th IEEE International Symposium on Wireless Communi-
cation Systems 2007,
Trondheim, Norway, 17-19 October 2007

• SOFSEM 2008 - 34th International Conference on Cur-
rent Trends in Theory and Practice of Computer Science,
Nový Smokovec, High Tatras, Slovakia, 19-25 January 2008

More information: http://www.ercim.org/activity/f-events.html

ERCIM-Sponsored Events
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IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  BBrrookkeerraaggee
EEvveenntt  oonn  RR&&DD  
&&  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  TTrraannssffeerr  
iinn  HHuummaann--CCeennttrriicc  IICCTT
Winterthur/Zurich, Switzerland, 16 November 2007 

This networking event, sponsored by the ERCIM member

SARIT (www.sarit.ch), will focus on the two ICT challenges

forming the core of the FP7-ICT Call 3 to be launched

around Christmas 2007: 

• Challenge 2: cognitive, interactive, robotics and context-

aware systems 

• Challenge 4: knowledge & content interactivity, including

digital libraries & technology-enhanced learning

In addition, thanks to the cooperation of the Innovation

Relay Centres, this event will as well provide you with

opportunities to offer or find new technologies related to the

above challenges. Finally, the programme will also provide

dissemination of recent results. Seize opportunities provided

to make this event successful for you:

• keynote speakers from the European Commission and

from FP6 projects

• short pitch presentations on project ideas for ICT Call 3 

• Prearranged face-2-face 30 min matchmaking meetings

for Technology Transfer 

• demos and posters to animate the informal networking

throughout the Day.

Deadline
Deadline for registrations for your networking contributions:

8 October 2007.

More information: 

http://www.ictsummit.eu, ictsummit@euresearch.ch

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

PPAACCTT  0077  --  PPaarraalllleell  
AArrcchhiitteeccttuurreess  aanndd  
CCoommppiillaattiioonn  TTeecchhnniiqquueess
Brasov, Romania, 15-19 September 2007

The purpose of PACT is to bring together researchers from

architecture, compilers, applications and languages to pres-

ent and discuss innovative research of common interest. 

Currently confirmed keynote speakers include:

• Yale Patt, University of Texas, Austin

• Bjarne Stroustrup, Texas A&M University. 

Workshops
The conference hosts the following workshops

• GREPS: GCC for Research in Embedded and Parallel

Systems

• Operating Systems for Heterogeneous Multicore Architec-

tures (OSHMA)

• MEDEA: MEmory performance: DEaling with Applicati-

ons, Systems and Architecture

• Massively Parallel Algorithms for Radiation Transport and

Radiation Hydrodynamics. 
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CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

EECCSSAA  22000077  --  
FFiirrsstt  EEuurrooppeeaann  CCoonnffeerreennccee
oonn  SSooffttwwaarree  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree
Aranjuez (Madrid), Spain, 24-26 September 2007 

The role of software architecture, in the engineering of soft-

ware-intensive applications, has become more and more

important and widespread. Component-based and service-

Events

oriented architectures are key aspects to the design, develop-

ment and evolution of all software systems.

The European Conference on Software Architecture is the

premier European conference dedicated to the field of soft-

ware architecture, covering every architectural aspect of

software and service engineering. It is the follow-up of a

successful series of European workshops on software archi-

tecture held in United Kingdom in 2004 (Springer LNCS

3047), Italy in 2005 (Springer LNCS 3527), and France in

2006 (Springer LNCS 4344). Built on their success, it has

evolved into a full-fledged series of European conferences

whose first edition is ECSA 2007 in Madrid, Spain.

ECSA 2007 will bring together researchers and practitioners

from academia and industry, to share novel ideas on the

foundations, languages, models, techniques, tools, and appli-

cations of software architecture technology. It will include

keynotes, research, experience, and challenge papers,

posters, and panels.

As key speakers the ECSA 2007 will include Prof. David

Garlan, Carnegie Mellon University, United States; Prof.

Ron Morrison, University of St. Andrews, UK; and Prof.

Mike Papazoglou, University of Tilburg, The Netherlands.

The conference is organised by the Kybele Rearch Group,

Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid in cooperation with the

World Wide Web Consortium. 

More information:

http://contraintes.inria.fr/CSCLP07/
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Tutorials
• Microarchitecture: Concepts, Tradeoffs, the Future

• Title TBD

• CellSim: a Modular Simulator for Heterogeneous Chip

Multiprocessors

• Transactional Programming in a multi-core Environment.

The organisers have recieved 175 paper submissions. The

accepted papers presented at the conference will be available

on the conference web site. 

PACT '07 is dedicated to the memory of Irina Athanasiu.

Irina was a computer science professor at the Politehnica

University, Bucharest. She taught, mentored and advised

generations of Romanian computer scientists who have

achieved prominent positions in academia and industry

throughout the world.  She dedicated her life to her students

and our profession. 

More information: 

http://pact07.cs.tamu.edu/

CALL FOR PAPERS

DDEECCOOSS//EERRCCIIMM  WWoorrkksshhoopp
oonn  DDeeppeennddaabbllee  EEmmbbeeddddeedd
SSyysstteemmss
In conjunction with SAFECOMP 2007, Nuremberg, Germany,
18 September 2007

“Dependable Embedded Systems – Challenges, Impact,

Solutions, Examples, Professional and Academic Education

and Training” is the topic of the 2007 workshop. Topics

include:

• design concepts and architectures for dependable networ-

ked embedded systems

• methods, means and techniques to tolerate, remove, to

prevent and forecast faults in dependable networked

embedded systems

• functional Safety and Security Standards, validation and

certification of dependable networked embedded systems

• tools and tool chains to facilitate design, development,

operation and maintenance effectively and efficiently  of

dependable networked embedded systems in industrial

context

• education and Training issues, means and methods to cope

with the growing demand for people being aware and pro-

fessionals in a holistic way of thinking

Deadline for paper contributions: 6 August 2007

Papers will be peer reviewed and proceedings be published

by ERCIM after the workshop, including results of discus-

sions as well.

More information:

http://www11.informatik.uni-erlangen.de/safecomp2007/

http://its.arcs.ac.at/ercim/download/

CfP_SAFECOMP_2007_DECOS_ERCIM_Workshop.pdf

CALL FOR PAPERS

SSTTVV''0077  --  FFiifftthh  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall
WWoorrkksshhoopp  oonn  SSyysstteemm  
TTeessttiinngg  aanndd  VVaalliiddaattiioonn
Paris, 5 December 2007

The need to count on trusted systems is growing day by

day. Together with traditional domains such as medical

devices, automotive, railway, aeronautical, space and

telecommunications, new applications and services are

coming up everyday. Terms such as ubiquitous, pervasive,

or autonomic computing, products under the general

umbrella of smart devices or the use of large wireless sen-

sors networks indicate a clear trend in the increase of appli-

cation complexity and dependency. The dependency of

daily life on computers and computer based systems is

growing up at a high rate, and validation is gaining impor-

tance at the same rate. To perform a proper validation

process encounters a number of problems both from a tech-

nical and from a managerial point of view, also considering

that the complexity of the underlying software is growing

as well. As a consequence inputs from research contribu-

tions and experience from industry are required in order to

enable innovative, and often more rigorous, approaches. 

The System Testing and Validation Workshop is a series of

events initiated in the year 2002 and seeks to provide

answers to the many open issues related to validation.

The objective of the workshop is to bring together industry

and academy to debate on different approaches and method-

ologies to system validation. Issues to be considered are:

• innovative approaches to validate 'fit for use' of different

types of software intensive systems with different requi-

rements: functional and non-functional (reliability,

safety, maintainability, etc.);

• automation and tool support: validation for systems of

formerly-validated components;

• validation in the context of different lifecycle process

models: eg conventional and agile;

• validation versus 'qualification' and certification.

Both methodological issues and managerial (cost, organiza-

tion required) are welcome: contributions that put special

emphasis to the usage and suitability of advanced lan-

guages for tests and test methodologies (eg TTCN-3,

UML2 testing profile), practical aspects of validation

(though their foundation will be equally considered).

Submission deadline: 27 August 2007

The workshop is part of the 20th International Conference

"Software & Systems Engineering and their Applications"

(ICSSEA 2007).

More information:

https://syst.eui.upm.es/conferences/stv07/

http://www.icssea2007.org/
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CALL FOR PAPERS

MMuullttiiMMaattcchh  WWoorrkksshhoopp  
oonn  ''IInnnnoovvaattiivvee  AApppprrooaacchheess
ffoorr  SSeeaarrcchhiinngg  aanndd  UUssiinngg  
CCuullttuurraall  HHeerriittaaggee  IInnffoorrmmaattiioonn
ffoorr  LLeeaarrnniinngg  aanndd  TTeeaacchhiinngg''
Berlin, 28 November 2007

The MultiMatch project is organising a workshop on Innov-

ative Approaches for Searching, Collecting, Organizing and

Using Multilingual and Multimedia Information for Learn-

ing and Teaching, with particolar focus on the Cultural Her-

itage domain. The workshop will be held as a satellite event

at Online Educa Berlin 2007. This conference brings

together top professionals and experts in technology-sup-

ported learning and training of all sectors.

The aim of the MultiMatch sponsored workshop is to con-

verge all stakeholders (educational end users, content

providers and technology/service providers) in order to share

knowledge and experiences gained in developing, serving

and using cultural heritage resources in an e-learning context.

The workshop moderator will be Professor Fredrik Truyen,

Coordinator ICT for Humanities and Social Sciences at Leu-

ven University and responsible for the MediaLab Institute

for Cultural Studies.

Submissions are invited in the form of full and short papers

or poster proposals. Topics of interest include, but are not

limited to:

• emerging tools/technologies to facilitate cultural heritage

education

• using multilingual / multimedia digital resources for lear-

ning and teaching

• multimedia applications and virtual reality

• web-based learning

• knowledge discovery in cultural heritage data

• multimedia content analysis and understanding

MultiMatch is developing a search engine offering spe-

cialised multilingual search and browse functionality on cul-

tural heritage content from diverse audiovisual sources

(including museums, archives and libraries and the web). The

first system prototype will be presented during the workshop.

Important Dates
Deadlines for submission of full papers:  31 August 2007

Deadline for submission of short papers and poster proposals:

15 September 2007

Notification to authors: 30 September 2007

Final version of paper: 31 October 2007

The workshop proceedings will be published online.

More information:

http://project.alinari.it/diss-publish/mm_educaberlin.php

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

GGRRIIDDss@@WWoorrkk  22000077::  
JJooiinntt  EEuurrooppeeaann  UUnniioonn  --
CChhiinnaa  GGRRIIDD  DDaayyss
Beijing, 28  October - 2  November 2007

Further to the success of the third GRID Plugtests in 2006

with some 200 participants from many different countries,

ERCIM, INRIA and the European Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI) are organizing this year an

enhanced GRIDs@work event in Asia. The 2007

GRIDs@work event is composed of a series of workshops

and tutorials and the fourth Grid Plugtests. 

The Grid Computing Opportunity
Grid computing offers a model for solving massive compu-

tational problems using a large number of computers

arranged as clusters, embedded in a distributed telecommu-

nications infrastructure. The goals of the event are to bring

together Grid researchers, industrials and users; to learn

through the Grid users experience about the future features

needed for the Grid platform; learn how to best program

Grid aware applications; and get important feedback on the

deployment and interoperability of Grid applications on var-

ious Grid.

Workshops 
The event includes the following workshops: 

• the second EchoGRID workshop on European-Chinese

collaboration in Grid research and technologies

• a GridCOMP workshop and tutorial on designing and

implementing a component-based framework suitable to

support the development of efficient Grid applications.

Grid Plugtests
This 4th Grid Plugtests will consist of two contests running

in parallel: the N-Queens Contest and the FlowShop Contest.  

During the N-Queens counting challenge, Grid users will try

to beat other participants’ programs in real-time counting

solutions to the N-Queens problem, a constraint satisfaction

problem to place N queens on an NxN 'chess board'. Regis-

tration to the Grid Plugtests is free of charge.

Who Should Participate
• researchers and engineers interested in Grid programming

techniques

• researchers and engineers who want to tackle the 

N-Queens world record during the Plugtests event

• software- and hardware vendors, service providers and

end-users of various industrial fields. 

The event is supported by the Sino-French Laboratory for

Computer Science, Automation and Applied Mathematics

(LIAMA).

More information: 

http://www.etsi.org/plugtests/Upcoming/GRID2007/

GRID2007.htm
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In Brief

TTiimm  BBeerrnneerrss--LLeeee  AAppppooiinntteedd  MMeemmbbeerr  
ooff  tthhee  OOrrddeerr  ooff  MMeerriitt  bbyy  QQuueeeenn  EElliizzaabbeetthh  IIII
Queen Elizabeth II appointed Tim Berners-Lee, W3C Direc-

tor and inventor of the World Wide Web, to be a member of

the Order of Merit. Founded in 1902, the Order of Merit is

an honour conferred by the sovereign of the United King-

dom to individuals for "exceptionally meritorious service,"

usually in the arts, learning, literature and sciences. Twenty

four individuals plus foreign recipients may hold the honor

at one time. "Awards such as this are for public service, a

service which in this case has been largely carried out by the

W3C. All those involved in consortium activity should feel

recognized by this acknowledgment of the importance of

W3C's work," said Berners-Lee.

Second Spanish Conference on Informatics
The Second Spanish Conference on Informatics (CEDI

2007) is to take place between 11-14 September, 2007 in

Zaragoza, Spain. The main goal is to join the Spanish infor-

matics research community in order to demonstrate scien-

tific advances, discuss specific problems and improve the

visibility of this area in Spain, while emphasizing its role in

the age of the information society.

CEDI has a 'federated conference' format, joining several

more specific symposia in areas including Artificial Intelli-

gence, Software Engineering and Databases, Programming

Languages, Parallelism and Computer Architectures, Com-

puter Graphics, Concurrency, Soft-Computing, Pattern

Recognition, Natural Language Processing, Ubiquitous

Computing and Human-Computer Interaction. In addition to

the scientific activities of each symposium, the conference

will organize a number of invited talks, round tables, social

events and a gala dinner, at which several national awards in

Computer Science will be announced: the ‘José García San-

tesmases Award’ for the most outstanding professional

career, the ‘Aritmel Award’ for the researcher developing the

most significant scientific contributions to informatics engi-

neering, and the 'Mare Nostrum' and ‘Ramón Llull’ Awards

to companies and institutions developing research activities.

More than 1000 researchers are expected to attend the con-

ference. The event will be funded by the Spanish Ministry of

Education and Science, and is sponsored by SpaRCIM. The

conference is organized by the Department of Informatics

and Systems Engineering at the University of Zaragoza. It

will be chaired by Victor Viñals Yúfera from the University

of Zaragoza, with Juan José Moreno Navarro (UPM and

SpaRCIM director) as Program Chair.

http://www.congresocedi.es/2007/

MMeerrlliinn  FFoorruumm  LLaauunncchheedd
The Merlin Global Software Engineering Forum, launched

in May 2007, aims at sharing experienc and knowledge

between companies and learning from each other in the

global context. The forum's mission is to create active coop-

eration between partners from industry and research organi-

sations in the field of global systems and software engineer-

ing. It aims to help researchers stay connected with the real

life challenges companies face in global product develop-

ment and on the other hand to help companies stay informed

about the latest technologies, tools, and techniques for global

development. 

The Merlin Global Software Engineering Forum was created

as one result of the Merlin (Embedded Systems Engineering

in Collaboration, 2004-2007) project. The project addressed

the increasing demand to find and discover new efficient

ways to support collaborative embedded systems develop-

ment. Today embedded systems need to be developed glob-

ally in collaboration with partners, such as subcontractors,

third party developers, and also with in-house developers. 

The Merlin Global Software Engineering Forum focuses on

facilitating co-operation by arranging regular meetings, fea-

turing the hot topics of systems and software engineering in

collaboration. The forum is the vital network that aims to

create a base for new and innovative solutions for global sys-

tems and software engineering challenges. Active co-opera-

tion with industry guarantees also keeping the research

strategies up to date and in right direction. Active knowledge

gathering and sharing lessons learned as well as dissemina-

tion facilitate also launching new projects or creating inno-

vative project ideas, for example. Furthermore, Merlin

Forum helps you while searching either industrial or

research partners for your needs.

Free online registration to the forum is now open. Also,

searching for topics for the next meeting has been started.

What is your opinion on today's hottest topic? Do you have

suggestions for interesting keynote speakers for future meet-

ings? Or do you have some other ideas on how to develop

Merlin forum? For more information, please visit Merlin

Forum web-site.

http://www.merlinforum.org/

RReesseeaarrcchh  PPrrooggrraammmmee  oonn  VViiddeeoo  
aanndd  CCoommppuutteerr  GGaammeess  aatt  NNTTNNUU
The Norwegian University of Science and Technology has

established the country’s first research programme on video

and computer games. The programme complements the

country’s existing higher education offerings in computer

game design and technology, and has as its goal to coordi-

nate and stimulate new research on various aspects of com-

puter games, both within the university itself and among the

half-dozen universities and university colleges that offer

computer-game related studies. In addition, the programme

will work to strengthen the link between the industry and

academia with a focus on innovation of computer games.

Currently, the programme has established collaborative

agreements with Telenor R&I, Arm Norway, FunCom,

TellU, Nordisk Film A/S Interactive (the distributor of Sony

Playstation in Norway) and Microsoft. Tim Berners-Lee. Ph
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ERCIM – The European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics is an organisation

dedicated to the advancement of European research and development, in information technology

and applied mathematics. Its national member institutions aim to foster collaborative work within

the European research community and to increase co-operation with European industry.

ERCIM is the European Host of the World Wide Web Consortium.

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique 
et en Automatique
B.P. 105, F-78153 Le Chesnay, France
Tel: +33 1 3963 5511, Fax: +33 1 3963 5330
http://www.inria.fr/

Technical Research Centre of Finland
PO Box 1000
FIN-02044 VTT, Finland
Tel:+358 207226041, Fax :+207226027
http://www.vtt.fi/

Irish Universities Association
c/o School of Computing, Dublin City University
Glasnevin, Dublin 9, Ireland
Tel: +3531 7005636, Fax: +3531 7005442
http://ercim.computing.dcu.ie/

Austrian Association for Research in IT
c/o Österreichische Computer Gesellschaft
Wollzeile 1-3, A-1010 Wien, Austria
Tel: +43 1 512 02 35 0, Fax: +43 1 512 02 35 9
http://www.aarit.at/

Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
Faculty of Information Technology, Mathematics and Elec-
trical Engineering, N 7491 Trondheim, Norway
Tel: +47 73 59 80 35, Fax: +47 73 59 36 28
http://www.ntnu.no/

Polish Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics
Wydział Matematyki, Informatyki i Mechaniki
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego
ul. Banacha 2, 02-097 Warszawa, Poland 
http://www.plercim.pl/
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Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, ISTI-CNR
Area della Ricerca CNR di Pisa, 
Via G. Moruzzi 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy
Tel: +39 050 315 2878, Fax: +39 050 315 2810
http://www.isti.cnr.it/

Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica
Kruislaan 413, NL-1098 SJ Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 592 9333, Fax: +31 20 592 4199
http://www.cwi.nl/

Foundation for Research and Technology – Hellas
Institute of Computer Science
P.O. Box 1385, GR-71110 Heraklion, Crete, Greece
Tel: +30 2810 39 16 00, Fax: +30 2810 39 16 01
http://www.ics.forth.gr/FORTH

Fonds National de la Recherche
6, rue Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, B.P. 1777
L-1017 Luxembourg-Kirchberg
Tel. +352 26 19 25-1, Fax +352 26 1925 35
http://www.fnr.lu/

FWO
Egmontstraat 5
B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Tel: +32 2 512.9110
http://www.fwo.be/

FNRS
rue d'Egmont 5
B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Tel: +32 2 504 92 11
http://www.fnrs.be/

Fraunhofer ICT Alliance
Friedrichstr. 60
10117 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 30 726 15 66 0, Fax: +49 30 726 15 66 19
http://www.iuk.fraunhofer.de/

Swedish Institute of Computer Science
Box 1263, 
SE-164 29 Kista, Sweden
Tel: +46 8 633 1500, Fax: +46 8 751 72 30
http://www.sics.se/

Swiss Association for Research in Information Technology
c/o Professor Daniel Thalmann, EPFL-VRlab, 
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
Tel +41 21 693 5214, Fax +41 21 693 5328
http://www.sarit.ch/

Magyar Tudományos Akadémia
Számítástechnikai és Automatizálási Kutató Intézet
P.O. Box 63, H-1518 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: +36 1 279 6000, Fax: + 36 1 466 7503
http://www.sztaki.hu/

Spanish Research Consortium for Informatics
and Mathematics c/o Esperanza Marcos, Rey Juan Carlos University,
C/ Tulipan s/n, 28933-Móstoles, Madrid, Spain, 
Tel: +34 91 664 74 91, Fax: 34 91 664 74 90
http://www.sparcim.org/

Science and Technology Facilities Council, 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Harwell Science and Innovation Campus
Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire OX11 0QX, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1235 44 6103, Fax: +44 1235 44 5147
http://www.scitech.ac.uk/

Czech Research Consortium 
for Informatics and Mathematics
FI MU, Botanicka 68a, CZ-602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 2 688 4669, Fax: +420 2 688 4903
http://www.utia.cas.cz/CRCIM/home.html
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